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Abstract 
This thesis is a theoretical investigation of focus intervention effects in Mandarin 
w/z-questions couched in the framework of the Minimalist Program. According to the 
previous studies (Soh 2005，Kim 2006，Yang 2008)，focus intervention effects refer to 
the phenomena that a w/z-question is ungrammatical when a focus operator 
(henceforth, F-Op) introduced by a focused subject or a focus particle intervenes 
between an in-situ wh-word and the interrogative Complementizer (henceforth, C[Q]). 
The underlying syntactic mechanism of focus intervention effects remains 
controversial: Soh (2005) proposes that focus intervention effects arise when the 
quantificational w/j-feature is separated from its semantic restriction by an intervening 
F-Op; Kim (2006) proposes that focus intervention effects are triggered by the 
presence of an intervening F-Op which blocks the Agree relation between C[Q] and an 
in-situ w/z-word; Yang (2008) proposes that focus intervention effects appear because 
F-Op competes with the question operator (henceforth, Q-Op) for the same position C. 
However, close examination of the syntactic and semantic properties of the focus 
particles shi ‘be’，zhi ‘only’ and zhiyou 'only' and their focused constituents, and 
Mandarin w/z-questions involving focus intervention effects reveals that focus 
intervention effects occur when there is an association between one of the 
aforementioned focus particles and a focused constituent XP (henceforth, F-XP 
association) intervening between C[Q] and an in-situ wh-wovd. I propose that the F-XP 
association could be reduced to the Agree relation between the focus particle bearing • 
an uninterpretable focus feature (henceforth, F-feature) and the focused constituent 
bearing an interpretable F-feature. 
With respect to the syntax of focus intervention effects, a central issue addressed in 
this thesis is the underlying syntactic mechanism of focus intervention effects in 
Mandarin. I show that focus intervention effects could be reduced to the locality ‘ 
condition. More specifically, I propose that C[Q] bears an uninterpretable F-feature and 
an uninterpretable w/z-feature. Correspondingly, a w/z-word bears an interpretable 
F-feature and an interpretable w/i-feature. When there is no F-XP association 
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intervening between C[q] and the in-situ w/z-word, an Agree relation can be 
established between C[q] and the wh-word, and hence the w/2-questions are 
grammatical. Once there is an intervening F-XP association between C[Q] and the 
in-situ wh-wovd in a W/z-question, the uninterpretable F-feature of C[Q] forces C[Q] to 
enter into the Agree relation with the focused constituent XP in compliance with the 
locality condition, since the XP is closer to C[Q] than the W/z-word. Due to the fact that 
the XP does not have the interpretable w/i-feature, the uninterpretable w/z-feature of 
C[Q] cannot be valued and deleted through the Agree operation between C[Q] and the 
XP. Consequently, the derivation crashes and the w/z-question is ruled out. In other 
words, the fact that the intervening F-XP association can induce focus intervention 
effects in Mandarin in-situ w/2-questions is due to the locality condition imposed on 
the Agree operation, which requires C[Q] to enter into the Agree relation with the 
closest constituent with a matching feature. One of the significant implications of this 
study is that C[Q] and in-situ W/z-words in Mandarin W/7-questions not only bear 
w/z-features but also F-ifeatures. Hopefully, this study can bring us one step closer to a 
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1.1 What are focus intervention effects? 
This thesis provides a syntactic account for focus intervention effects in Mandarin 
w/z-questions. An intervention effect refers to the phenomenon that the co-occurrence 
of an in-situ w/z-word with a quantificational or focus element leads to the 
ungrammaticality in certain configurations. More specifically, when a quantifier or a 
focus element like a focused subject intervenes between an in-situ w/z-word and the 
interrogative Complementizer (henceforth, C[Q]), this results in the intervention effect 
and the w/2-question is ruled out. Yang (2008) classifies Mandarin intervention effects 
into two types—focus intervention effects, which are induced by an intervening focus 
operator (henceforth, F-Op) introduced by a focus element like a focused subject, as 
in (1), and quantifier intervention effects，which are induced by an intervening 
quantifier, as in (2). ^  
(1) a. *[C[Q] F-Opi Shi Zhangsani chi-le shenme]? 
be Zhangsan buy-Asp what 
'What is the thing x that it is Zhangsan ate x?， (Yang 2008: 9) 
b. *[C[Q] F-Opi Zhiyou Zhangsani chi-le shenme]? 
only Zhangsan eat-Asp what 
'What did only Zhangsan eat?' (Yang 2008: 9) 
(2) a. *[C[Q] Suoyou de ren/ mei ge len dou weishenme cizhi]? 
all DE person every CI person all why resign ‘ 
'Why did all the people/everyone resign?' (Yang 2008: 8) 
1 In this thesis, all interveners are boldfaced. 
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b. *[ C[Q] Meiyou ren / henshaoren weishenme cizhi]? 
no person few person why resign 
'Why did nobody/few people resign?' (Yang 2008: 8) 
To the best of my knowledge, focus intervention effects have been studied by Kim 
(2002, 2006), Beck (2006)，Soh (2005) and Yang (2008) and quantifier intervention 
effects have been studied by Beck (1996)，Beck & Kim (1997) and Pesetsky (2000). 
The central interest of this thesis is on focus intervention effects in Mandarin 
w/z-questions. This study attempts to empirically describe focus intervention effects 
and explore the underlying syntactic mechanism couched in the Minimalist Program 
(Chomsky 1995, 2000, 2001, 2004, 2007，2008). More specifically, this thesis aims to 
answer the following research questions. 
(3) a. What are the syntactic and semantic properties of the focus particles shi, zhi， 
and zhiyou, and their focused constituents? 
b. What is the generalization of focus intervention effects in Mandarin 
w/^-questions? 
c. What is the underlying syntactic mechanism of focus intervention effects in 
Mandarin w/z-questions? 
This thesis shows that the focus particles shi ‘be，，zhi 'only' dind zhiyou 'only' mark 
contrastive focus in Mandarin. Following Tancredi (1990) and Aoun & Li (1993)， 
each of the focus particles must be associated with a focused constituent XP in its 
c-command domain. This thesis proposes that the association between the focus 
particle and the focused constituent XP (henceforth, F-XP association) may be 
reduced to the Agree relation. Furthermore, this thesis advances that focus interveners 
are best-generalized as F-XP associations. Finally, this thesis argues that focus „ 
intervention effects can be accounted for by the locality condition of the Agree 
operation involving the focus feature (F-feature). 
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The remaining part of this chapter is devoted to describing the adopted theoretical 
framework (Section 1.2) and the adopted syntactic analysis of Mandarin w/z-questions 
(Section 1.3). 
1.2 Theoretical framework 
1.2.1 The Minimalist Program 
The theoretical framework I adopt in this thesis is the Minimalist Program 
(Chomsky 1995，2000, 2001，2004, 2007, 2008). In the Minimalist Program, the goal 
of the generative grammar is to provide a minimalist theory of the initial state of the 
language faculty, which is a particular component of the human cognitive system. The 
language faculty consists of two componentsthe cognitive system and the 
performance system. The cognitive system includes three components~the 
Numeration, the Computational system and the Lexicon. The performance system can 
be divided into two parts~the Conceptual Intensional system and the Sensorimotor 
system. 
The Computational system is also referred to as the Narrow Syntax. It consists of 
only two operations—Merge, including External Merge and Internal Merge (i.e. 
movement), and Agree. Both operations are applied to a lexical array from the 
Numeration and form a sequence of symbolic elements. The sequence of symbolic 
elements formed in this way is called a derivation, which strips off its relevant 
information, i.e. the LF representation and the PF representation, by virtue of the 
operation Spell-out. PF and LF are regarded as the interface levels. 
The Conceptual Intensional system uses the information in the LF representation, 
while the Sensorimotor system uses the information in the PF representation. 
Semantic and pragmatic information is interpreted at LF, while phonological ‘ 
information is interpreted at PF. 
The working mechanism of the language faculty is depicted in (4). , 
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(4) Lexicon ~ • Numeration 
，r 
Computational system (Narrow Syntax) 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ Spell-out 
PF LF ‘ 
i 各 
Sensorimotor system Conceptual Intensional system 
The Minimalist Program is motivated by the economy principle, which aims for 
simplicity, elegance and theoretical parsimony. On this view, a representational level 
which is not conceptually necessary must be eliminated. Comparing with the 
Government and Binding (henceforth, GB) theory, the mechanism of the language 
faculty in (4) does not contain Deep Structure (henceforth, DS) and Surface Structure 
(henceforth SS), which are central features of the GB theory. Due to a lack of 
conceptual requirements，DS and SS are eliminated. Only PF and LF, which are 
interface levels with other cognitive systems, are conceptually necessary. Chomsky 
(1995) questions the explanatory role of DS and SS: the empirical consequences of 
DS principles, such as the Projection Principle and the Theta-Criterion, and those of 
SS principles, such as Case assignment and the Binding Conditions, can be accounted 
• for without assuming these two levels. In addition, as discussed above, Narrow 
Syntax only involves two operations~Merge and Agree. Certain principles and 
operations in the GB theory can be reduced to these two fundamental operations. For 
example, Chomsky (2004) argues that movements can be derived from Merge. Under 
the framework of the Minimalist Program, the mechanism of the language faculty 
becomes simpler and more economical. Simpler mechanism of the language faculty 
also eases children's pain when they acquire language with the help of primary 
linguistic data. The Minimalist Program also follows the scientific spirit of looking 
for ‘beauty，，which is measured by the simplicity and economy of a theory. 
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1.2.2 Classification of features 
As pointed out by Chomsky (1995)，the generative grammar obeys the 
, Inclusiveness Condition, which requires that the principles of the Universal Grammar 
only involve elements that function at the interfaces, i.e. nothing else is added into the 
derivation. In the Minimalist Program, features are syntactic primitives. The syntactic 
operations apply to lexical items, which are nothing other than a set of features, in 
Numeration. Therefore, there is nothing more than the arrangements of features at the 
interfaces. 
In regard to a lexical item, it has three kinds of features~phonological features, 
semantic features and formal features. A phonological feature receives an 
interpretation only at PF, while a semantic feature receives an interpretation only at LF. 
Formal features are accessible in the course of computation, including categorial 
features, cp-features (person, gender, number), case features and strong features.^ 
Formal features are further divided into two types一interpretable features and 
uninterpretable features. Categorial features and cp-features of nominals are 
interpretable at LF as they have some semantic correlates and they are accessible for 
LF operations; whereas case features of nominals and (p-features of verbs are 
uninterpretable at LF, because they do not provide any instructions at LF. The latter 
must be deleted for LF convergence; otherwise, the derivation will crash. Take (5) as 
an example. 
(5) Mozart likes pianos. 
Operations that interpret (5) at LF have to know that like has the categorial feature [V] 
and pianos has the categorial feature [N] and the (p-features [plural], [-human], [3 
person]. On the other hand, these operations have no way to interpret the accusative ‘ 
2 One instance of strong features is the EPP feature. According to Chomsky (1995, 2000, 200 J )， 
the Extended Projection Principle (EPP) can be reduced to a strong feature. Once a functional 
category has the EPP feature, it forces an Agreeing lexical item to move to its Specifier position. 
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case feature of pianos and the • cp-features of like, which must be deleted for LF 
convergence. 
1.2.3 Agree 
Chomsky (2000, 2001) proposes that the Agree operation values uninterpretable 
features. Generally, uninterpretable features have no value, such as the cp-features of 
verbs, but interpretable features have values, such as the cp-features of nominals. The 
Agree operation is applied between the matching features of lexical items. The 
matching condition of features is given in (6). 
(6) Matching is feature identity. (adopted from Chomsky 2000) 
An uninterpretable feature (a probe) on a head scans its c-command domain for 
another matching inteipretable feature (a goal) to agree with it. During the Agree 
operation, a value of the goal is assigned as the value of the probe. For example, in the 
. p h r a s e a book, the number feature of the determiner a is valued as single by the 
nominal book. Furthermore, once an uninterpretable feature is valued, it must be 
deleted. The structural relation of the Agree operation is shown in (7).^ 
(7) [X^ ... Y[+a]\ 
Agree 
Deletion of uninterpretable features is a requirement imposed by the interface 
between the Computational system and the Conceptual Intensional system. If 
uninterpretable features are not deleted, syntactic derivations cannot converge at 
interfaces, i.e. they crash. 
Moreover, Chomsky (2000, 2001) argues that the Agree operation is constrained by 
• I I I I I , , , I • • � 
3 In this thesis, [+ ] stands for the interpretable feature and [- ] stands for the uninterpretable 
feature. 
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the locality condition, which reduces to 'closest c-command'. This means that a probe 
enters into an Agree relation with the closest goal. Consider the following 
configuration. 
(8) . . . Z[+a] . . . Y[+a]] 
Agree 
In (8)，the uninterpretable feature of X has two potential g o a l s t h e matching 
interpretable features of Z and Y in its c-command domain, X enters into the Agree 
relation only with Z, since Z is closer to X than Y. In other words, the Agree operation 
between X and Y is blocked by Z. 
Within the framework adopted here, a study of the locality condition of the Agree 
operation can serve to enhance our understanding of focus intervention effects in 
Mandarin w/2-questions. 
1.3 Previous studies of Mandarin w/t-questions 
Mandarin is a typical w/z-in-situ language, i.e. there is no overt w/z-movement 
involved in the formation of w/z-questions, as in (9)/ 
(9) Libai mai-le shenme ne? 
Libai buy-Asp what Q 
'What did Libai buy?' 
4 This thesis will discuss w/z-fronting constructions,. which involve overt movement of a 
w/z-phrase, as in (i), in Chapter 4. Nonetheless, the overt movement is not w/2-movement. 
According to previous studies (Wu 1999’ Cheung 2008)，it may be an instance of topicalization or • 
focalization. 
(i) Na ben shu, Libai mai-le? 
Which CI book Libai buy-Asp 
'Which book, Libai bought?' 
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Since 1980s, the syntax of Mandarin w/z-questions has been one of the central topics 
in generative grammar. Huang's (1982a) pioneering work argues that in-situ 
w/z-words undergo movement at a more abstract level一LF. In other words, all 
languages involve w/2-movement, albeit at different levels: English w/z-movement is 
operated at Narrow Syntax, while Mandarin M^^-movement is operated at LF. In 
contrast, Tsai (1994) proposes a non-movement approach for handling in-situ 
w/z-questions. According to the non-movement approach, there is no movement for 
in-situ w/z-words. On the other hand, a null question operator (henceforth, Q-Op) is 
introduced to bind in-situ w/2-words for deriving the interrogative interpretation.^ In 
this thesis, I adopt Tsai's (1994, 2008) non-movement analysis of Mandarin 
w/z-questions, the detail of which will be discussed in the following subsections. 
1.3.1 W^-nominals 
According to Tsai (1994), w/z-nominals do not undergo movement at any level and 
are unselectively bound by Q-Op in Spec-CP at LF, as illustrated in (10).^ 
(10)[cp Q-Opi [c ... w/z-wordi]] 
Since there is no movement involved in (10), island violation cannot be observed in 
Mandarin w/z-questions involving w/z-nominals, as in (lla-d)7 
5 Other than Huang's (1982a) and Tsai's (1994) proposals, Cheng (1991) and Aoun & Li (1993) 
propose two alternative analyses. Cheng (1991) argues that the insertion of the optional question 
particle, such as ne in Mandarin, checks the question feature of allowing the w/z-word to stay 
in situ. Aoun & Li (1993) argue that there is a question particle base-generated within IP, which 
binds the in-situ w/z-word and undergoes movement to C[Q]. 
6 Tsai's (1994) analysis is about LF structure of w/z-questions. This thesis analyzes focus 
intervention effects at Narrow Syntax, so Tsai's unselective binding analysis will be reformulated 
as the Agree operation between C[q] and in-situ w/z-words at Narrow Syntax in Chapter 5. 
7 Thomas Lee (p.c.) reminds me to be aware of the complexity of the issue about island conditions. 
Nishigauchi (1986) proposes that the pied-piping effect of LF movement can explain why 
Mandarin in-situ w/2-words are not sensitive to island conditions. According to his study, LF 
movement of a w/z-word can pied-pipe an entire island containing the w/j-word. For example, in 
(11a)，the entire complex NP is moved to Spec-CP. Such a question may be interpreted as asking 
about the identity of the thing bought by the person whom Libai knew. Since the w/2-word stays 
within the island，which is pied-pied to Spec-CP, it does not violate the island condition. However, 
Nishigauchi's proposal cannot explain the scope pattern of the quantifiers in (i), as discussed in 
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(11) a. Libai renshi [mai shenme de ren]? (Complex NP island) 
Libai know buy what DE person 
, 'What was the thing x such that Libai knows the person who bought x?’ 
b. Libai xiangzhidao [shei mai-le shenme]? (J^-island) 
Libai vender who buy-Asp what 
'What did Libai wonder who bought?' 
c. Libai [ zai ta mai shenme de shihou] juede hen kaixin? (Adjunct island) 
Libai at he buy what DE time feel very happy 
'What is the thing x such that Libai felt very happy when he bought x?' 
d. [Libai mai shenme] zui hao? (Subject island) 
Libai buy what most good 
'What is the thing x such that for Libai to buy x is best?' 
In addition, Tsai (1999a) uses "donkey w/z-questions" to show that in-situ 
w/z-nominals undergo unselective binding. Consider the following sentences. 
(12)a. Sheixian lai, shei jiu keyi xian chine? 
who first come who then can first eat Q 
'Who is the person x such that if x comes first, x is allowed to eat first?' 
Huang, Li & Li (2009). 
(i) Laoshi yiwei meige ren hui mai [[sheixie de] san ben shu]? 
teacher think every person will buy who write DE three CI book 
'Who is the person x such that the teacher thinks everyone will buy three books that x 
writes?' ‘ 
According to Nishigauchi's proposal, the entire complex NP containing the w/j-word must be 
moved to Spec-CP in the matrix clause. Since the complex NP is an existential quantified NP, it 
should scope over the universal quantifier mei ge ren 'everyone' in the embedded clause-
Nevertheless, the universal quantifier can scope over the existential quantified NP. Thus, 
Nishigauchi's proposal cannot adequately explain Mandarin in-situ w/z-questions. 
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• (Tsai 1999a: 50) 
b. Akiu xiangzhidao [ shei xian lai, shei jiu keyi xianchi]. 
Akiu wonder who come first who then can first eat 
'Akiu wonders who is the person x such that if x comes first, x is allowed to 
eat first.' (Tsai 1999a: 50) 
In (12a) and (12b), the w/z-nominals come in pairs: one appears in the matrix clause 
and the other appears in the conditional clause, respectively. Both w/z-nominals induce 
a question. The answer to the question provides the same value for both w/z-nominals. 
According to Tsai (1999a)，the most natural way to capture this reading is to assume 
that the Q-Op binds the two w/z-nominals.^ 
1.3.2 Ff%-adverbials 
Mandarin w/z-adverbials behave differently from w/z-nominals in some contexts. 
According to Tsai (1999b, 2008), Mandarin has two w/z-adverbials—汉 'how' and 
8 Audrey Li (p.c.) points out that w/z-adverbials can be licensed in "donkey w/i-questions", as in 
(i). 
(i) Mei shenme teshu yuanyin, ta weishenme shibai, women ye weishenme shibai. 
not what special reason he why lose we also why lose 
Bubi zai wen le. 
not again ask Part 
'There is no special reason. The reason why he lost is also the reason why we lost. 
Don't ask it again.' 
The sentence in (i) is the so-called donkey sentence. The w/z-adverbial is licensed in the donkey 
sentence. It indicates that the w/z-adverbial can be treated as a free variable. According to Cheng & 
Huang (1996)，in a donkey sentence, w/z-words are bound by a necessity operator. 
However, as observed in (ii), the w/z-adverbial cannot occur in donkey w/z-questions. 
(ii) *Ta weishenme shibai, women jiu weishenme shibai ne? 
he vhy lose we just why lose Q 
'What is the reason x such that if he lost due to x, we just lost due to x?， 
The difference between (i) and (ii) indicates that donkey sentences may be different from donkey 
w/z-questions. Although w/2-words can undergo unselective binding in donkey sentences, it may 
not mean that unselective binding also applies to donkey w/z-questions. Thus, syntactic properties 
of donkey wA-questions need fiirther investigation. 
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weishenme ‘why，，both of which have more than one interpretation. More specifically, 
Tsai observes that zenme can be interpreted in three different ways—instrumental how 
(13a), manner how (13b) and causal how (13c).^ In addition, the alternative form of 
• . zenme~zenmeyang can be interpreted as resultative how when it occurs in the 
complement of a verb, as in (13d). 
(13) a. Libai hui zenme(-yang) qu Xi'an ne? (Instrumental how) 
Libai will how-manner go Xi'an Q 
'By what means will Libai go to Xi'an?' 
b. Libai pingshi hui zenme(-yang) shuijiao ne? (Manner how) 
Libai usually will how-manner sleep Q 
'In what manner will Libai usually sleep?' 
c. Zenme Libai hui ikai ne? (Causal how) 
how Libai will leave Q 
'How come Libai will leave?' 
d. Libai de shi xie-de zenmeyang le? (Resultative how) 
Libai DE poem write-DE how.manner Part 
'How is Libai's poem written?' 
Weishenme has two different interpretations~reason why (14a) and purpose why 
(14b). When weishenme is interpreted as purpose why, it is the contraction ofwei(-le) 
shenme ‘for what', which remains a PP (with wei ‘for，being a preposition). 
(14) a. Weishenme Libai mai-le zhe ben shu ne? (Resaon why) ‘ 
why Libai buy-Asp this CI book Q 
9 In Mandarin, zenme interpreted as instrumental how and manner how has some alternative forms, 
such as zenmeyang or zenyang. 
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'Why did Libai buy this book?' 
b. Libai hui wei(-le) shenme mai shu ne? (Purpose why) 
Libai will for-Asp what buy book Q 
'For what will Libai buy books?' 
Working with the cartographic approach (Rizzi 1997, 1999，Cinque 1999)，Tsai (2008) 
argues that w/z-adverbials have different interpretations when they are located in 
different syntactic positions: causal how is directly merged into C[Q]; reason why has 
an option of merging either as an IP modifier or into C[Q]; instrumental how, manner 
how and purpose why are vP modifiers; resultative how is the complement of The 
topography of Mandarin w/i-adverbials is illustrated in (15). 
(15) C[Q]P 
Causal how IP 
‘Reason why ) 
Reason why IP 
Spec I’ 
I vP 
Instrumental nov^ vP 
Manner how 
JPurpose why J v VP 
. V Resultative how 
As reported in Tsai (1999b, 2008), causal how and reason why must scope over 
modals, sentential temporal adverbials and spatial adverbials, while 
Specific syntactic positions of causal how and reason why are controversial in the literature, Ko 
(2005) argues that reason why is merged to Spec-CP and checks the W/z-feature of C[Q]. Tsai (2008), _ 
following Rizzi (1999), argues that causal how and reason why are merged into the head 
Int(eiTogative), which is lower than Force in the left periphery. Since this thesis does not focus on 
the specific positions of causal how and reason why in the left periphery, I simply assume that they 
are merged into the C[Q] category. 
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instrumental/manner how and purpose why must be scoped over by these elements. 
Consider the sentences in (16)-(19). 
, Modals 
(16) a. Akiu zenme/*zenme(-yang) hui/bixu/neng/keyi/yinggai zou ？ 
Akiu how how-manner will/must/can/may/should go 
*'By what means/in what manner will/must/can/may/should Akiu go?’ 
‘How come Akiu will/must/can/may/should go?' 
(Tsai 1999b: 5) 
b. Akiu hui/bixu/neng/keyi/yinggai *zenme/ zenme(-yang) zou ？ 
Akiu will/must/can/may/should how how-manner go 
'By what means/in what manner will/must/can/may/should Akiu go?' 
*‘How come Akiu will/must/can/may/should go?’ 
(Tsai 1999b: 5) 
(17) a. Akiu weishenme/*wei(-le) shenme hui/bixu/neng/keyi/yinggai zou ？ 
Akiu why for-Asp what will/must/can/may/should go 
'Why will/must/can/may/should Akiu leave?' 
*'For what will/must/can/may/should Akiu leave?' 
(Tsai 1999b: 24) 
b. Akiu hui/bixu/neng/keyi/yinggai *weishenme/ wei(-le) shenme qu? 
Akiu will/must/can/may/should why for-Asp what go 
*'Why will/must/can/may/should Akiu leave?' 
'For what will/must/can/may/should Akiu leave?' ‘ 
(Tsai 1999b: 24) 
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Temporal and spatial adverbials . 
(18) a. Akiu zenme/*zenme(-yang) zhe ge shihou/ zai zheli xizao? 
Akiu how how-manner this CI time at here bathe 
*'By what means/in what manners is Akiu going to take a bath at this 
hour/here?' 
‘How come Akiu is going to take a bath this hour/here?' 
(Tsai 1999b: 6) 
b. Akiu zhe ge shihou/ zai zheli *zeme/zenme(-yang) xizao? 
Akiu this CI time at here how how-manner bathe 
'By what means/in what manners is Akiu going to take a bath this 
hour/here?' 
*‘How come Akiu is going to take a bath at this hour/here?' 
. (Tsai 1999b: 6) 
• (19) a. Akiu weishenme/*wei(-le) shenme zhe ge shihou/ zai zheli xizao?^^ 
Akiu why for-Asp what this CI time at here bathe 
'Why is Akiu going to take a bath this hour/here?' 
*‘For what is Akiu going to take a bath this hour/here?' 
b. Akiu zhe ge shihou/zai zheli *weishenme/wei(-le) shenme xizao? 
Akiu this CI time at here why for-Asp what bathe 
*'Why is Akiu going to take a bath this hour/here?' 
‘For what is Akiu going to take a bath this hour/here?' 
Suppose that modals are within the IP layer and temporal/spatial adverbials are 
sentential modifiers adjoined to IP (Huang 1988，Tsai 2007, 2009a), it is natural to ： 
_—^―—— „ 
11 Tsai (1999b, 2008) does not present these two sentences, but according to my observation the 
pattern of reason why and purpose why is the same as (18a-b). 
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predict that causal how and reason why in the CP layer are higher than modals and 
temporal/spatial adverbials; instrumental/manner how and purpose why as vP 
modifiers are lower than modals and temporal/spatial adverbials. 
If causal how and reason why are merged into C[Q]，i.e. they are higher than IP, they 
can precede the subject in Spec-IP. This is borne out by (20). 
(20) [CP Zenme/ weishenme [ip Libai likai-le ]] ne? 
how why Libai leave-Asp Q 
'How come/why Libai left?' 
However, in (16)-(19), causal how and reason why follow the subjects. According to 
Ko (2005), the subjects in these sentences have undergone topicalization over C[Q], as 
illustrated in (21).^^ 
12 Following Ko (2005), the subjects preceding causal how or reason why are topicalized over C[Q]. 
Therefore, if a nominal cannot be topicalized over C, it should not precede causal how or reason 
M>hy. This prediction is borne out by (ia-c). 
(i) a. *Henshao reni/ meiyou rerii, Libai shuo ti mai-le zhe ben shu. 
few person no person Libai say buy-Asp this CI book 
'Libai said few person/nobody bought this book.， ‘ 
b. *Henshao rerii/ meiyou rerii weishenme ti mai-le zhe ben shu ne? 
few person no person Mhy buy-Asp this CI book Q 
'Why did few person/nobody bought this book?' 
c. *Henshao reni/ meiyou rerii zenme ti mai-le zhe ben shu ne? 
few person no person how buy-Asp this CI book Q 
'How come did few person/nobody bought this book?' 
In (ia), the quantifiers henshao ren and meiyou ren cannot be topicalized over C. In (ib-c), they 
cannot precede causal how and reason why. 
Audrey Li (p.c.) provides a counterexample for Ko's proposal. She points out that the sentence 
in (ii) is acceptable. 
(ii) Meiyou ren, Libai juede hui yuanyi mai zhe ben shu. 
not person Libai think will want buy this CI book 
'There is no person x such that Libai think x will want to buy this book.' 
According to my intuition and my informants' judgments, (ii) becomes ungrammatical if the 
matrix verb is changed, as in (iii). 
(iii) *Meiyou ren, Libai shuo/yiwei hui yuanyi mai zhe ben shu. 
not person Libai say think will want buy this CI book 
'There is no person x such that Libai says x will want to buy this book.' 
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(21) [xopp Subject 1 [CP causal /zoWreason why [ipti ...]]] 
Moreover, Tsai (2008) argues that some w/z-adverbials are bound by Q-Op like 
w/z-nominals. According to Tsai, although causal how, manner how and reason why 
function as question operators, instrumental how, purpose why and resultative how 
contain w/?-nominals in their semantics, i.e. they introduce individuals into the 
interpretation of w/z-questions. ^ ^ Therefore, Tsai proposes that instrumental how, 
purpose why and resultative how can be bound by Q-Op at LF, while causal how and 
reason why are directly merged into C[Q]，i.e. they are placed in the position of Q-Op. 
On the other hand, when reason why is adjoined to IP and manner how is adjoined to 
vP, they undergo LF movement to C[Q]. 
According to Tsai (2008), this point can be proven by the fact that the two types of 
w/2-adverbials behave differently in multiple wA-questions with w/2-adverbials: reason 
why and causal how cannot be licensed in multiple w/7-questions, but purpose why, 
instrumental how and resultative how can. Consider the following sentences. 
(22) a. ？?(nimen), shei weisheme hui cizhi? 
you who vhy will resign 
'Who would resign why?' (Tsai 2008: 104) 
The ill-formedness of (iii) reveals that the well-formedness of (ii) is related to the verb juede 
'think' and meiyou ren cannot be topicalized in the sentences with other matrix verbs. 
13 According to Tsai (2008), instrumental how functions as the event predicate, relating an 
underlying event to an individual. The semantic representation of the ^//-questions with 
instrumental how in (ia) is given in (ib). 
(i) a. Libai zeiime(-yang)qu Xi'an? 
Libai how-manner go Xi'an 
'By what means did Libai go to Xi'an?' 
b. ？X 3e (go(e) & Agent(e, Libai) & Goal (e, Xi'an) & Instrumental(e, x)) 
The semantic representation in (ib) expresses the relation 'x is the instrument of the underlying 
event e', which is encoded by instrumental how. Thus, instrumental how can introduce an 
individual into the interpretation of a w/2-question. 力 
In addition, Tsai (2008) argues that purpose why is lexically realized as a PP wei(-le) shenme in 
Mandarin, which is formed by the preposition wei(-le) and a wA-nominal shenme. 
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b. *(nimen), weishenme shei hui cizhi? 
you why who will resign 
, 'Who would resign why?' (Tsai 2008: 104) 
(23) a. *(nimen), shei zenme hui chuli zhe jian shi? 
you who how will handle this CI matter 
'How come who will handle this matter?' (Tsai 2008: 104) 
b. *(nimen), zenme shei hui chuli zhe jian shi? 
you how Wio will haidle his CI matter 
‘How come who will handle this matter?' (Tsai 2008: 104) 
(24) a. (nimen), shei hui wei(-le) shenme cizhi? 
you who will 6r-Asp what resign 
'Who will resign for what purpose?' (Tsai 2008: 103) 
b. (nimen), shei hui zenme(-yang) chuli zhe Jan shi ？ 
you who will how-manner handle this CI matter 
'Who will handle this matter how?' (Tsai 2008: 103) 
c. (na shou ge)， shei chang-de zenmeyang? 
that CI song who sing-DE how.manner!4 
'Who sang that song to what effect?, (Tsai 2008: 103) 
According to Tsai, causal how and reason why have inherent quantificational force 
and are merged into C[Q] directly. Furthermore, Tsai postulates that causal how and ‘ 
reason why compete with Q-Op for the same position, i.e., once causal how or reason 
14 In the thesis, the morpheme yang of zenmeyang is glossed as 'manner', but the whole word 
zenmeyang in (23c) is interpreted as resultative how. 
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why is merged into C[Q]，there. is no Q-Op available for licensing other in-situ 
w/z-nominals. As a result, the questions in (22)-(23) are ruled out. In contrast, 
instrumental how, purpose why and resultative how all contain w/z-nominals of some 
sort, according to Tsai, and thus are subject to unselective binding of Q-Op. In (24a-c), 
Q-Op can unselectively bind both the w/7-adverbials and the w/z-noiriinals. Therefore, 
the questions are grammatical. 
1.4 Organization of the thesis 
The thesis is organized as follows: 
Chapter 2 reviews the previous studies on focus intervention effects, including 
Soh's (2005) Separation Principle, Kim's (2006) Agree blocking and Yang's (2008) 
competition effect. For each analysis, I review how it accounts for focus intervention 
effects followed by a discussion of its potential problems. 
Chapter 3 discusses the syntactic and semantic properties of the focus particles 
including shi, zhi, zhiyou and their focused constituents. I describe the distributional 
• and interpretative properties of the focus particles shi, zhi and zhiyou, and their 
focused constituents. In terms of semantic interpretations, focused constituents 
marked by the focus particles express exhaustivity and exclusivity. In terms of 
syntactic distribution, the focus particles occur either before vP or before IP (subjects 
or IP adjuncts). In terms of syntactic association, the focus particles must be 
associated with focused constituents in their c-command domain. I also argue that the 
focus particles are located in either an inner focus projection between vP and IP or an 
outer focus projection in the left periphery. Moreover, I propose that the association 
between the focus particles and their focused constituents could be reduced to an 
Agree relation. 
Chapter 4 provides the empirical picture of focus intervention effects in Mandarin 
w/?-questions. I investigate focus intervention effects in w/z-questions with „ 
w/z-nominals and w/z-adverbials. Then, I discuss focus intervention effects in an 
in-situ w/z-question involving not only an F-XP association but also an association 
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between a focus particle and a w/z-word (henceforth, F-Wh association). Then, I turn 
to w/z-fronting contexts and show that unlike in-situ w/?-questions, focus intervention 
effects do not arise in w/z-fronting constructions. Finally, I conclude that focus 
intervention effects occur if and only if an F-XP association intervenes between C[Q] 
and an in-situ wh-word. 
Chapter 5 puts forward an analysis to account for focus intervention effects in 
Mandarin w/z-questions. First, I show that the previous studies reviewed in Chapter 2 
cannot fully explain the generalization of focus intervention effects given in Chapter 4. 
Second, I provide evidence to support that a w/z-word is the focus of a w/^-question. 
Third, I propose that focus intervention effects could be reduced to the locality 
condition. More specifically，C[Q] bears an uninterpretable F-feature and an 
uninterpretable w/z-feature. Correspondingly, a w/?-word bears an interpretable 
F-feature and an interpretable w/z-feature. When there is no intervening F-XP 
association between C[Q] and the in-situ W/z-word, Agree is operative between C[Q] and 
the w/z-word, and w/7-questions are grammatical. Once there is an intervening F-XP 
association between C[Q] and the in-situ W/z-word in a W/z-question, the uninterpretable 
F-feature of C[Q] forces C[Q] to enter into the Agree relation with the interpretable 
F-feature of a focused constituent XP in compliance with the locality condition, since 
the focused constituent XP is closer to C[Q] than the W/z-word. Due to the fact that the 
focused constituent XP does not have the interpretable w/z-feature, the uninterpretable 
W/z-feature of C[Q] cannot be valued and deleted through the Agree operation between 
C[Q] and the XP. Consequently, the derivation crashes and the w/z-question is ruled o u t . . 
Finally, I discuss two residual issues: (a) Are multiple foci allowed in one clause in 
Mandarin? (b) Why do w/i-questions become ungrammatical when the w/z-words are 
outside the c-command domain ofshi7 
Chapter 6 concludes the main proposals of the thesis and discusses four residual 
issues: (a) Does Agree compute individual features or feature matrixes? (b) Does ‘ 
Mandarin contrastive focus undergo LF movement? (c) Is unselective binding at LF 
theoretically redundant if Agree at Narrow Syntax can also explain the non-movement 






This chapter is a review of previous analyses of focus intervention effects in 
Mandarin w/z-questions. In the first section, I introduce two types of intervention 
effects in Mandarin~quantifier intervention effects and focus intervention effects. I 
will only focus on the latter in this thesis. The rest of this chapter involves four 
syntactic analyses: Beck's (1996) and Beck & Kim's (1997) LF movement blocking, 
Soh's (2005) Separation Principle, Kim's (2006) Agree blocking and Yang's (2008) 
competition effect. For each analysis, I first review how it accounts for focus 
intervention effects followed by a discussion of its potential problems. 
2.1 Two types of intervention effects 
According to previous studies (Beck 1996，Beck & Kim 1997，Kim 2002, 2006， 
Beck 2006，Tomioka 2007)，intervention effects in w/z-questions are observed in many 
different languages, including German (la), Korean (lb) and Japanese (Ic). 
(1) a. *Wen hat niemand wo gesehen? (German) 
Whom has nobody where seen 
'Where has no one seen whom?' (Beck 2006: 4) 
b. *Minsu-man nuku-liTl po-ss-ni? (Korean) 
Minsu-only who-Acc see-Past-Q 
‘What did only Minsu see?' (Kim 2002: 619) 
c. */??Daremo nani-o yom-ana-katta-no? (Japanese) 
Anyone what-Acc read-Neg-Past-Q 
'What did no one read?' (Tomioka 2007: 1571) 
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(la-c) shows that cross-linguistically an intervening quantifier or an intervening 
focused constituent induces intervention effects. 
As far as I know, Yang's (2008) work is the first detailed study of intervention 
effects in Mandarin. He classifies intervention effects into two types~quantifier 
intervention effects, which are induced by an intervening quantifier, and focus 
intervention effects, which are induced by an intervening F-Op introduced by a focus 
element like a focused subject. 
Quantifier intervention effects are weak: intervening quantifiers need not result in 
quantifier intervention effects, and their availability seems related to the type of 
w/z-words used. For instance, intervening quantifiers do not induce intervention 
effects in w/z-questions involving M /^z-nominals, as in (2a-b), but they induce 
intervention effects in w/z-questions with w/z-adverbials, as in (3a-b). 
(2) a. Suoyou ren/ mei ge ren dou chi shenme? 
all person every CI person all eat what 
'What did all people/everyone eat?' (Yang 2008: 7) 
b. Meiyou ren/ henshao ren gan he shei dajia? 
no person few person dare with who fight 
'Who is the person x such that nobody/few people dare to fight with x?， 
(Soh 2005: 147) 
(3) a. *Suoyou de ren/ mei ge ren dou weishenme cizhi?^ 
all DE person every CI person all why resign 
'Why did all people/everyone resign?' (Yang 2008: 8) 
1 As pointed out by Audrey Li (p.c.), native speakers' judgments of (3a) vary. However, according 
to my informants' intuition, (3a) is consistently acceptable if weishenme is interpreted as purpose 
M>hy rather than reason why. 
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b. *Meiyou ren / henshao ren weishenme cizhi? 
no person few person why resign 
'Why did nobody/few people resign?' (Yang 2008: 8) 
In contrast, focus intervention effects are strong: once there is an intervening F-Op 
introduced by a focused subject, it necessarily results in focus intervention effects. In 
Mandarin, when an intervening focused subject marked by a focus particle such as shi 
‘be’ or zhiyou 'only' occurs, intervention effects appear not only in w/z-questions with 
w/z-adverbials but also in w/?-questions with w/z-nominals, as in (4a-b). 
(4) a. *[C[Q] F-Opi Shi/zhiyou Zhangsani chi-le shenme]? 
be only Zhangsan eat-Asp what 
'What is the thing x that it was/only Zhangsan who ate x?’ (Yang 2008: 9) 
b. *[C[Q] F-Opi Shi/zhiyou Zhangsani weishenme cizhi]? 
be only Zhangsan why resign 
'Why is it such that it was/only Zhangsan who resigned?' (Yang 2008: 9) 
In sum, there are two types of intervention effects in w/z-questions~quantifier 
intervention effects and focus intervention effects. The former are weak while the 
latter are strong. 
Yang (2008) accounts for quantifier intervention effects based on Rizzi's (2002, 
2006) refined relativized minimality. According to Tsai (1994), w/z-adverbials are 
different from w/z-nominals in Mandarin: the former function as sentential Q-Op, 
while the latter are variables. Hence, the w/?-adverbials in (3a-b) undergo LF 
movement, while the w/z-nominals in (2a-b) are unselectively bound by Q-Op. 
Following Rizzi's (2002, 2006) refined relativized minimality, the LF movement of ‘ 
the w/z-adverbials is blocked by the intervening quantifiers, because both the 
w/z-adverbials and the quantifiers have an operator feature. As a result, the sentences 
in (3a-b) are ruled out. In contrast, the w/z-nominals in (2a-b) do not undergo LF 
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movement, and thus quantifier intervention effects do not appear in (2a-b). 
Yang (2008) uses competition effects to account for focus intervention effects. He 
argues that focus intervention effects result from the competition between F-Op and 
Q-Op in C[Q]. I will return to Yang's proposal in Section 2.5. 
This thesis focuses on the strong one—focus intervention effects—in Mandarin 
w/z-questions, so I will not discuss the properties of Mandarin quantifier intervention 
effects and I will only review the previous analyses of Mandarin focus intervention 
effects in the following sections. 
2.2 LF movement blocking 
Beck (1996) and Beck & Kim (1997) suggest that intervention effects result from 
the Quantifier Induced Barrier (QUDB) which blocks LF movement of in-situ 
w/z-words in terms of the Minimal Quantifier Structure Constraint (MQSC). Both 
notions are defined as follows. 
• (5) Quantifier induced Barrier (QUIB): 
The first node that dominates a quantifier, its restriction, and its nuclear scope is a 
Quantifier Induced Barrier (QUIB). (Beck & Kim 1997: 370) 
(6) Minimal Quantified Structure Constraint (MQSC): 
If an LF trace p is dominated by a QUIB a, then the binder of p must also be 
dominated by a . (Beck & Kim 1997: 370) 
(5) and (6) indicate that an in-situ w/z-word cannot scope over QUIB after LF 
movement. Then, Beck (1996) characterizes intervention effects using the following 
configuration in (7), which is ruled out because the LF movement of the w/z-word is 
blocked by the intervener. 
(7) *[cp w/z-wordi ... [IP... Intervener ... ti^^ . . . ]] 
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A focused subject introduces an F-Op, which has restriction and nuclear scope 
(Yang 2008). Hence, the F-Op can be considered as an intervener according to the 
, QUIB. Consequently, when the F-Op intervenes between C[Q] and an in-situ W/z-word, 
it would block the LF movement of the w/?-word. This correctly predicts the 
occurrence of focus intervention effects in (8). 
(8) *[C[Q] F-Opi Shi Libaii mai-le shenme ] ne? 
be Libai buy-Asp what Q 
'What is the thing x such that it is Libai who bought x?， 
However, according to Tsai's (1994) analysis of Mandarin w/z-questions with 
w/Miominals adopted in this thesis (see Section 1.3.1)，Mandarin in-situ w/z-nominals 
do not undergo LF movement. If w/j-nominals do not undergo LF movement in 
Mandarin w/z-questions, the LF movement blocking approach cannot explain focus 
intervention effects in (8). 
In addition, the blocking of LF movement wrongly predicts the presence of focus 
intervention effects in (9). According to Yang (2008), the focus particle introduces an 
F-Op into the closest focus projection c-commanding the focus particle (this point will 
be discussed in detail in Section 2.3). The F-Op intervenes between C[Q] and the 
w/z-word, but there is no focus intervention effect) 
2 Audrey Li (p.c.) offers an alternative analysis where a wh-word and a focus marker are linked 
first and the product is then linked to the question operator. At the first glance, the LF movement 
blocking approach may be able to account for (9) if complemented by LF movement of focus, 
which raises a focus to a position adjacent to shi. The focus particle shi in (9) marks the w/i-word 
as focus (this will be discussed in detail in Section 3.3.3 of Chapter 3). Along the lines of the 
thought, the w/z-word marked as focus may undergo LF movement to a position adjacent to shi, as 
in (i). 
(i) [C[Q] Libai [ shi [shenme] i [mai-le ti]] ne ]? 
Libai be what buy-Asp Q ‘ 
'What is it that Libai bought?' 
Suppose that the w/?-word can combine with the focus particle, forming an F-Wh complex in (i). 
The F-Wh complex may be further moved to Spec-CP at LF. Since the focus particle is moved 
along with the w/?-word, there is no intervener to block LF movement. Hence, focus intervention 
effects do not appear in (9). 
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(9) [C[Q] Libai [FP F-Opi shii mai-le shenme ]] ne? 
Libai be buy-Asp what Q 
'What is it that Libai bought?' 
2.3 Separation Principle 
Pesetsky (2000) proposes that the universal characteristic of intervention effects can 
be formulated as (10). 
(10) A semantic restriction on a quantifier (including w/z-feature) may not be separated 
from that quantifier by a scope-bearing dement. (Pesetsky 2000: 67) 
Soh (2005) uses the Separation Principle to analyze intervention effects in Mandarin 
w/z-questions. The analysis involving the Separation Principle is related to the 
classification of movement. Before discussing Soh's work, I will first review 
Pesetsky's (2000) classification of movement. 
However, LF movement of focus is not supported empirically. The in-situ focus is not sensitive 
to island conditions, as in (ii). 
(11) Libai shi mai-le shei xie de yi ben shu? 
Libai be buy-Asp who write DE one CI book 
'Who is the person x such that it is x who Libai bought a book which is written by x?， 
In (ii)，the w/7-word marked by shi, which is underlined, is located within a complex NP island. If 
the w/2-word undergoes LF movement, it would violate island conditions and the sentence would 
be ruled out, which is contrary to the fact. 
Even though Drubig (1994) argues that LF movement of focus can avoid island violations by 
pied-piping the entire island, it will result in a problem concerning scope interactions. Consider 
the sentence in (iii). 
(iii) Laoshi zhi zhidao meige ren dou mai-le [ rshei xie de] san ben shu]? 
teacher only know every person all buy-Asp who write DE three CI book 
'Who is the person x such that the teacher only knew everyone bought three books which 
is written by x?' 
In (iii)’ the w/z-word can be marked by the focus particle zhi 'only'. According to Drubig's 
proposal, the entire complex NP containing the w/z-word can be moved to a position adjacent to 
zhi in the matrix clause. Since the complex NP is an existential quantified NP, it should scope over 
the universal quantifier meige ren 'everyone' in the embedded clause. Nevertheless, the universal 
quantifier can scope over the existential quantified NP. 
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Pesetsky (2000) suggests that covert movement is divided into two types: covert 
phrasal movement and feature movement. The former requires that covert movement 
of w/2-words pied-pipes their semantic restrictions, as shown in (11a), while the latter 
‘， requires movement of the w/z-features of w/z-words alone, leaving their semantic 
restrictions in-situ, as shown in (lib). 
(11)a. [[w/2-restriction]i ... ti] (Covert phrasal movement) 
b. [[wh]i ... [ti-restriction]] (Feature movement) 
This division accounts for the absence of superiority effects in w/z-questions 
involving discourse-linked (D-linked) w/z-phrases^. Consider the following examples. 
(12) a. Whoi ti bought whati? 
b. *What2 did whoi buy t2? 
(13) a. Which boyi ti bought which book�？ 
b. Which book! did which boyi buy t2? 
According to Chomsky's (1995) Attract Closest Condition, superiority effects in 
essence result from the basic requirement of movement: a target head K with a 
particular feature only triggers the closest element with a matching feature to move 
into its checking domain. Therefore, in (12a-b), only who in the subject position can 
be raised, since it is closer to C[Q] than what in the object position. However, (13b) is 
an apparent counterexample to the Attract Closest Condition. Even though which book 
moves across which boy in (13b), violating the Attract Closest Condition, it is still 
well-formed. 
In order to preserve the Attract Closest Condition and explain the absence of ‘ 
superiority effects, Pesetsky (2000) argues that in (13b) the w/z-feature of which boy is 
3 According to Pesetsky (1987), a w/zzc/z-phrase is D-linked, who or what is normally not D-linked, 
i.e. non-D-linked. 
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moved to C[Q] at first and then which book undergoes overt phrasal movement to 
satisfy the EPP feature of C[Q]. In this derivation, C[Q] first attracts the closest 
w/z-feature of the subject which boy, so there is no violation of the Attract Closest 
Condition. 
On the other hand, Pesetsky (2000) postulates that C[Q] in non-D-linking 
w/z-questions requires more than one w/z-Specifier, i.e. all non-D-linked w/z-words 
must be located in Spec-CP. In (12a), the movement of the subject who does not 
violate the Attract Closest Condition and then what undergoes covert phrasal 
movement to satisfy the multiple Specifiers requirement of C[Q]. In (12b) the Attract 
Closest Condition is still satisfied by feature movement of who and then what 
undergoes overt movement. However, feature movement of who cannot satisfy the 
multiple Specifiers requirement of C[Q] and thus the derivation in (12b) is not 
well-formed. 
Moreover, the division of covert movement can account for the contrast of 
Antecedent Contained Deletion (ACD) licensing, as shown in (14a-b). 
-(14) a. I need to know which girli t! ordered [which boy that Mary (also) did e] to 
congratulate Sarah. (Pesetsky 2000: 31) 
b. *I need to know which girli Sue ordered [which boy that Mary (also) did e] 
‘ to congratulate ti. (Pesetsky 2000:31) 
ACD is licensed in (14a), where which girl moves overtly from a higher DP position. 
On the other hand, ACD is not licensed in (14b), where which girl moves overtly from 
the lower DP position. 
ACD is assumed to involve VP ellipsis in terms of quantifier raising (QR) (May 
1977，1985，Larson & May 1990，Heim & Kratzer 1998，Fox 2002). Take (15) as an 
example. Under parallelism, the deleted VP needs an identical antecedent. In (15), QR 
of the whole quantifier phrase is necessary for ACD licensing. The whole quantifier „ 
phrase undergoes QR at LF to create a trace in VP, so the matrix VP has the same 
shape as the VP in the relative clause. Since parallelism is satisfied by the matrix VP 
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and the VP in the relative clause, the latter can be deleted at PF. 
(15) Mozart invited everyone that Bach did. 
, a. Narrow Syntax: Mozart [vpi invited everyonei that Bach did [vp2 invite ti]]. 
b. LF: [everyonei that Bach did [vpi invite ti]]2 Mozart [vp2 invited ti ] (QR) 
c. PF: Mozart [vpi invited everyonei that Bach did [vp2 invite t；]]. (Deletion) 
The distribution of the two wh-words in (14a) and (14b) is similar to those in (13a) 
and (13b)，respectively. The overt movements of which girl in (14a) and which boy in 
(13a) do not cross the in-situ w/z-words which boy and which book respectively. The 
overt movements of which girl in (14b) and which book in (13b) cross the in-situ 
w/2-words which boy in (14b) and which boy in (13b) respectively. Hence, which boy 
in (14a) can undergo covert phrasal movement, whereas which boy in (14b) must 
undergo w/z-feature movement to satisfy the Attract Closest Condition. 
As for (14a), the relative clause is pied-piped when which boy undergoes covert 
phrasal movement, as shown in (16). 
(16)[…[CP [which girl]I [[which boy]2 Mary did [VPI order [IP ti [VP2 
ordered ts ...]]] 
In (16)，the relative clause is moved out of VPI. Similar to the process in (15), ACD is • 
licensed. 
In contrast, in (14b), the in-situ W/z-word which boy is closer to C[Q]，SO the 
w/z-feature of which boy must be moved first, leaving the restriction NP i.e., x boy 
Mary did in-situ, as in (17). 
(17) *[…[CP [W/2]i [which girl]2 [IP Sue [VPI order [[ti-boy]3 Mary did f 稱 order ‘ 
t；"^]…t2]]]]] 
Consequently, VPI cannot have an object trace, so it is not parallel to VP2 in the 
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relative clause. Therefore, ACD cannot be licensed. 
Now, let us turn to Soh's (2005) study. She adopts Pesetsky's argumentation and 
suggests that covert phrasal movement of Mandarin w/z-nominals is supported by the 
fact that ACD is licensed in w/z-questions with w/z-nominals, as in (18). 
(18)Ta neng/gan zuo na yi jian wo bu neng/gan de shi? 
he can dare do which one CI I not can dare DE thing 
'Which is the thing x such that he {can/dare to} do x，but I {can't/don't dare to} 
do X?' (Soh 2005: 153) 
If the w/Miominal undergoes covert phrasal movement, the relative clause is moved 
along with the w/z-nominal which leaves behind a trace in the matrix VP. Therefore, 
the matrix VP is parallel to the VP in the relative clause, as shown in (19). VP ellipsis 
is licensed by parallelism. 
(19)[…[DP na yi jiani [cp wo bu neng/gan [vp zuo ti] de shi]]2 ... [vp zuo t�]] 
Which one CI I not can dare do DE thing do 
Thus, Soh (2005) argues that Mandarin w/i-nominals undergo covert phrasal 
movement. This can account for the grammaticality of (20a). Since covert phrasal 
movement of the w/z-nominal pied-pipes its restriction, the w/z-feature is not separated 
from the restriction by an intervening F-Op introduced by the intervening focus 
particle zhi’ as in (20b). As a result, there is no focus intervention effect. 
(20) a. Tazhi mai shenme? 
he only sell what 
'What is the thing x such that he only sells x?， (Soh 2005: 147) 
b. [CP [w/z-thing]I [IP ... [ppF-Opz zhi2 ... ti]]] •‘ 
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In contrast, Soh (2005) argues that Mandarin w/z-adverbials undergo feature 
movement. It means that the w/z-feature of a w/z-adverbial is moved and the restriction 
is left in-situ. On this view, the ungrammaticality of (21a) is expected. In (21a), the 
focus particle zhi intervenes between C[Q] and the W/z-adverbial. If the W/z-adverbial 
Undergoes feature movement, the moved w/z-feature is separated from the restriction 
by the intervening F-Op introduced by the focus particle, as shown in (2lb)/ As a 
result, focus intervention effects appear. 
(21) a. *Ni zhi renwei Lisi weishenme kan zhentan xiaoshuo? 
you only think Lisi why read detective novel 
'What is the reason x such that you think Lisi reads detective novels for x?， 
(Soh 2005: 145) 
b. *[cpi wh\ ... [FP F-Op2 zhii... [CP2... [ti-reason]...]] 
However, Yang (2008) observes that when a focus particle occurs in a sentence 
initial position, focus intervention effects can be detected in w/z-questions with 
w/?-nominals. Consider the following sentences. 
4 Note that Soh's (2005) examples in (20a) and (21a) do not involve the same configuration, as 
(20a) involves an embedded clause but (21a) does not. Further examples are given below to see 
whether the ill-formedness of (21a) is related to the embedded clause context. I suggest that the 
embedded clause context is not relevant to the ill-formedness of (21a). The sentence in (i) shows 
that the w/z-question involving a w/z-adverbial is still ungrammatical in the matrix clause context. 
In (i), zhiyou is also a focus particle intervening between the w/z-adverbial and C[Q]. 
(i) *Zhiyou Zhangsan weishenme mai shu? 
only Zhangsan why buy book 
'Why did only Zhangsan buy books?' 
In addition, (ii) shows that w/z-questions involving a w/wiominal are grammatical in the embedded 
clause context. Specifically, in (ii), when the intervening focus particle occurs in the matrix clause 
while the w/z-nominal occurs in the embedded clause, there is no focus intervention effect. 
(ii) Ni zhi renwei Zhangsan kan-guo shenme xiaoshuo? 
you only think Zhangsan read-asp what novel 
'What is the novel x such that you think Zhangsan read xT 
According to what has been presented above, the embedded context does not influence the 
acceptability of a w/z-question with an intervening focus particle. 
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(22)a. *[C[Q] F-Opi Shi Zhangsam chi-le shenme]? 
be Zhangsan eat-Asp what 
'What was x such that it was Zhangsan who ate x?， (Yang 2008: 26) 
b. *[C[Q] F-Opi Zhiyou Zhangsani chi-le shenme]? 
only Zhangsan eat-Asp what 
'What did only Zhangsan eat?’ (Yang 2008: 26) 
According to Soh (2005), the w/z-nominals in (22a-b) undergo covert phrasal 
movement, so the w/z-features are not separated from the restrictions by the 
intervening focus particles shi in (22a) and zhiyou in (22b), respectively. As a result, 
there should be no focus intervention effect, which is contrary to the fact. 
Furthermore, Yang (2008) argues against Soh's (2005) proposal that Mandarin 
w/z-nominals undergo covert phrasal movement. 
First, Soh's (2005) evidence for covert phrasal movement of Mandarin w/z-nominals 
. i s not strong. ACD licensing is very restricted in Mandarin. According to Yang (2008)， 
ACD is not licensed when the elliptical verb is not zuo ‘do，，as in (23). If covert 
phrasal movement of w/z-nominals can license ACD, (23) should be grammatical. 
However, the prediction is not borne out. 
(23)Ta neng/gan chi mei dao wo bu neng/gan *(chi) de cai. 
he can dare eat every CI I not can dare eat DE dish 
‘He can/dare to eat every dish that I can't/don't dare to.' (Yang 2008: 44) 
In addition, Yang notes that both modal verbs (one in the matrix clause and the other 
in the relative clause) in Soh's example (18) must be present in pairs. If one of the 
modal verbs is missing or is replaced by another modal verb, the example becomes „ 
awkward, as in (24a-b). If covert phrasal movement of the w/z-nominals in (24a-b) 
licenses ACD, (24a-b) should be acceptable. Nevertheless, the prediction is also not 
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borne out. 
(24) a. ？?Ta zuo-guo na jian ni bu neng/gan de shi? 
, he do-Asp which CI you not can dare DE thing 
'What is thing x such that he did x and I {can't/don't dare to} do x?’ 
(Yang 2008: 45) 
b. ？?Ta gan zuo na yi jian ni bu neng de shi? 
he dare do which one CI you not can DE thing 
'Which is the thing x such that he dares to do x and I can't do x?’ 
(Yang 2008: 45) 
c. ？?Ta neng zuo na yi jian wo bu gan de shi? 
he can do which one CI I not dare DE thing 
'What is the thing x such that he can do x and I don't dare to do x?， 
(Yang 2008:45) 
What's more, Yang observes that VP ellipsis can be licensed by shi, as shown in (25), 
but ACD cannot, as shown in (26a-b). If ACD involves VP ellipsis, it is unclear why 
shi can license VP ellipsis but not ACD. If ACD is licensed by covert movement of 
w/z-nominals, (26a-b) should be grammatical. However, this is contrary to the fact. 
(25)Zhangsan zuo-guo zhe jian shi, Lisi ye shi. 
Zhangsan do-Asp this CI thing Lisi also be 
'Zhangsan did this thing before, Lisi did, too.' (Yang 2008: 46) 
(26)a. *Ta zuo-guo na yi jian wo ye shi de shi? ‘ 
he do-Asp which one CI I also be DE thing 
'What is the thing x such that he did x and I did x too?' (Yang 2008: 46). 
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b. *Ta chi-guo na yi • dao wo ye shi de cai? 
he eat-Asp which one CI I also be DE dish 
'What is the dish x such that he ate x and I ate x too?' (Yang 2008: 46) 
Based on these facts, Yang concludes that other factors may influence the 
acceptability of (18). The well-formedness of (18) alone cannot support that 
w/z-nominals must undergo covert phrasal movement. 
Second, following Cheng & Rooryck (2002)，Yang (2008) uses anaphoric binding 
to show that Mandarin w/z-nominals do not undergo covert phrasal movement. 
Consider the example in (27), where the reflexive cannot be bound by the matrix 
subject. 
(27)Hufeii yiwei Huangrong2 na-le na yi zhang taziji*i/2 de zhaopian. 
Hufei think Huangrong take-Asp which one CI self DE picture 
'Which picture of herself2/*himselfi did Hufeii think Huangrongi took?' 
(data from Cheng & Rooryck (2002)) 
If the w/2-nominal undergoes covert phrasal movement to the matrix CP, it will move 
through the intermediate embedded CP, in which the reflexive can be bound by the 
matrix subject, as shown in (28). 
(28) [CP Hufei 1 yiwei [cp [na yi zhang tazijii de zhaopian] [i? Huangrong2 ...]]] 
Hufei tiink which oie Q self DE picture Huangrong 
However, (28) is contrary to the fact. It means that the w/z-nominal must stay in-situ, 
where the reflexive can only be bound by the local antecedent—the embedded 
subject. 5 
5 Thomas Lee (p.c.) points out that the example in (27) could have an alternative explanation. 
According to Aoim & Li (1993)，there is a null Q-Op generated within IP, binding in-situ 
wh-words. Then, it undergoes movement to Spec-CP. This proposal also explains why the 
reflexive in (27) cannot be bound by the matrix subject. The null operator is generated in the 
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Third, following Wu (1999)，Yang (2008) observes that in-situ w/z-nominals behave 
differently from the overtly fronted w/z-nominals in conjunctive w/j-constructions. As 
illustrated in (29a-b), the fronted w/z-nominals have across-the-board interpretations, 
but the in-situ w/z-nominals do not. If the in-situ w/i-nominals in (29a) can undergo 
covert phrasal movement, the across-the-board interpretations should be available. 
However, this prediction is not borne out. 
(29) a. Zhangsan xihuan shenme, Lisi bu xihuan shenme? 
Zhangsan like what Lisi not like what 
# ‘What does Zhangsan like but Lisi does not like?' 
'What does Zhangsan like and what does Lisi not like?' (Yang 2008: 47) 
b. Shenmei, Zhangsan xihuan ti, Lisi bu xihuan ti? 
what Zhangsan like Lisi not like 
'What does Zhangsan like but Lisi does not like?' 
# 'Whar does Zhangsan like and what does Lisi not like?' (Yang 2008: 48) 
If Yang's (2008) arguments are valid, Mandarin w/z-nominals do not undergo covert 
phrasal movement. Consequently, the foundation of Soh's (2005) analysis becomes 
shaky. 
embedded clause and it is moved to Spec-CP in the matrix clause. The w/z-phrase stays in situ and 
the reflexive is bound only by the embedded subject. In this analysis, although the w/z-phrase does 
not undergo movement, the null operator is moved. However, Aoun & Li's proposal may not be 
able to handle problems involving focus intervention effects. Consider the sentences in (ia-b). 
(i) a. *[cp Q-Opi [IP F-Opz Shi Libai? ti mai-le shenmei ] ne]? 
be Libai buy-Asp what Q 
'What is the thing x such that it is Libai who bought x?' 
b. [cpQ-Opi [IP F-Op2 Shi sheii/2 ti mai-le zhe ben shu ] ne]? ‘ 
be who buy-Asp this CI bookQ 
'Who is the person x such that it is x who bought this book?' 
(ia) may be ruled out since Q-Op within IP moves across another operator—an F-Op introduced, 
by the focused subject. In (ib), Q-Op within IP should also move across an F-Op introduced by the 
focused subject. Hence, (ib) should be ungrammatical, which is contrary to the fact. 
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2.4 Agree blocking 
Based on Reinhart (1998)，Kim (2002) and Beck (2006) propose that an in-situ 
w/z-word is interpreted as a choice function variable which must be bound by Q-Op in 
CP. In other words, Kim and Beck do not assume that in-situ w/z-words undergo any 
type of movement. 
Beck (2006) provides a semantic explanation for focus intervention effects. For him, 
focus intervention effects exist because of the interaction between Rooth's (1992) 
semantic focus operator � a n d Hamblin's (1973) semantics of interrogative sentences. 
A sentence with a focused constituent XP has an ordinary semantic interpretation, i.e. 
its usual denotation, and a focus semantic interpretation, which is a set of propositions 
obtained by replacing the focus with an alternative of the same type. 6 The focus 
operator ~ can reset the focus interpretation of XP to the ordinary interpretation.^ 
Unlike a focused constituent, a w/z-word only has the focus semantic interpretation, 
i.e. Hamblin's set denotations. Beck (2006) assumes that a w/j-question includes a 
Q-Op, a kind of focus sensitive operator, which binds a w/z-word. The role of Q-Op is 
to elevate the focus semantic interpretation of the w/z-word to the ordinary semantic 
interpretation. Hence, a set of propositions can constitute possible answers to be used 
6 According to Rooth (1992)，the ordinary semantic value of (i) is the single proposition in (iia)， 
whereas its focus semantic value is the set of propositions, as in (iib). 
(i) Mozart left. 
(ii) a. rrMozart left]]° (Ordinary semantic value) 
=Xw. Mozart left in w 
=Mozart left 
b. rrMozart left]f (Focus semantic value) 
={p: p =X,w. X left in w I X G D} 
={Mozart left, Beethoven left. Bach left, . . .} 
7 Rooth (1992) argues that the focus operator ~ evaluates all foci in its scope. It is able to 
introduce a presupposed alternative set C, which is constrained in the following way. 
(i) a . [ 卜 C (f)]f is defined only if C is a subset of [[小]/ containing and at least one other 
element. If defined, [[~C(f>]]^= [[<i5]]�. 
b. „ 
(adopted from Kim 2006: 528) 
As (ib) illustrates, the focus operator ~ resets the focus semantic value of the whole structure to a 
singleton containing the ordinary semantic value. 
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as the ordinary semantic interpretation of a w/z-question. Nevertheless, when the focus 
operator � i s the closest operator to a w/z-word at LF, as shown in (30a)，it will 
wrongly reset the focus interpretation of the w/z-word to the ordinary interpretation. 
As a result, Q-Op has nothing to bind and the configuration is ruled out. Furthermore, 
it correctly predicts that there is no focus intervention effect when the w/7-word occurs 
in a position outside the scope of the focus operator as shown in (30b). 
(30)a. *[Q-Opi … [ � 2 [ X P 2 ."]]] 
b. [Q-Opi … _ … [ � 2 [XP2 …]]] 
The configurations in (30a) and (30b) correspond to Mandarin sentences in (31a) and 
(31b)，respectively. 
(31)a. *[Q-Opi � 2 [Zhiyou Libai� mai-le shenme 1]] ne? 
only Libai buy-Asp what Q 
'What is the thing x such that only Libai bought x?， 
b. [Q-Opi ~2 [Weishenmei zhiyou Libai� mai-le zhe ben shu]] ne? 
why only Libai buy-Asp this CI book Q 
'Why did only Libai buy this book?' 
The spirit of Beck's (2006) semantic explanation is that the relation between Q-Op 
and the wh-word is blocked by the focus operator Kim (2006) suggests that the 
blocking effect in the semantic interpretation should be reflected in syntax. In her 
syntactic analysis, focus intervention effects result from the blocking effect in the 
Agree operation. 
Kim (2006) follows the Agree operation (Chomsky 2000，2001) and argues that the • 
uninterpretable question feature (henceforth, Q-feature) of an in-situ wh-word is 
valued by C[Q] through the Agree operation. There is no need to postulate LF. 
movement of in-situ w/z-words. 
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t). 
First, she assumes that a w/z-word not only has an uninterpretable Q-feature but also 
an uninterpretable focus feature (henceforth, F-feature). It is also assumed that C[QJ 
has an interpretable Q-feature and an interpretable F-feature. According to the 
matching condition of feature (Chomsky 2001，see Section 1.2.3), only C[Q] is the 
matching probe to value the uninterpretable features of an in-situ wh-wovd. 
Second, the Agree operation is blocked when there is an intervening F-Op with an 
interpretable F-feature introduced by a focused constituent between C[Q] and an in-situ 
w/z-word. According to locality principle, the potential probe for the w/z-word is F-Op 
rather than C[Q]，since F-Op is closer to the W/2-word than C[Q]. Although F-Op bears 
the interpretable F-feature, it cannot license the w/z-word. According to Kim (2006), 
since F-Op does not have the interpretable Q-feature, i.e., the feature matrix of F-Op 
does not match that of a w/z-word, the uninterpretable features of the wh-word cannot 
be valued and deleted through Agree with F-Op. As a result, the syntactic derivation 
crashes, as illustrated in (32a). On the other hand, it predicts that Agree is operated 
between C[Q] and a W/z-word when the W/z-word is outside the scope of F-Op, as in 
(32b). 
(32) a. *[C[+Q，+F] …F-Op[+F] . . . w/MVORD[_Q,.F].. .] 
no Agree 
b.[C[+Q,+F] …W/MVORD[_Q，_F] . . . F-OP[+F] . . . ] 
Agree 
Although Kim (2006) does not adopt the LF movement analysis of in-situ w/z-words, 
she analyzes focus intervention effects in w/z-questions along the lines of the blocking 
approach. According to her, F-Op blocks the Agree operation between C[Q] and an 
in-situ w/z-word. 
However, Yang (2008) argues that Kim's analysis is challenged by Mandarin „ 
examples in (33a-b). ,, 
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(33) a. Zhangsan shi chi-le shenme? 
Zhangsan be eat-Asp what 
'What was x such that it is eating x that Zhangsan did?' (Yang 2008: 65) 
b. Zhangsan zhi chi-le shenme? 
Zhangsan only eat-Asp what 
'What did Zhangsan only eat?' (Yang 2008: 65) 
In (33a-b), the two focus particles shi and zhi appear before the verbs and they should 
introduce an F-Op, which intervenes between C[Q] and the w/?-word, as shown in (34). 
(34) [CP C[Q] ..• F-Opi shi/zhi\ ... wh-word ...]] 
According to Kim's (2006) analysis, the F-Op blocks the Agree operation between 
C[Q] and an in-situ w/?-word, so focus intervention effects should appear in (34) and 
rule out the sentences in (33a-b). However, the prediction is not borne out.8 
2.5 Competition effect 
Yang (2008) accounts for focus intervention effects based on a competition effect 
approach. 
According to Rizzi (1997)，Italian shows that in Italian, w/z-words compete with 
focused constituents for the same position. Consider the examples in (35a-b). 
(35) a. *A chi QUESTO hanno detto (non qualcos'altro)? 
'To whom THIS they said (not something else)? 
(Rizzi 1997: 298) ‘ 
8 According to Kim's (2006) analysis, it is impossible that F-Op enters into an Agree relation with 
an in-situ w/z-word，because the feature matrix of F-Op does not maximally match that of the 
w/j-word. Therefore, Kim does not predict that the w/z-word is linked to F-Op, forming an F-fVh 
complex, which is further linked to C[Q]. 
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b. *QUESTO a chi hanno ditto (non qualcos'altro)? 
‘THIS to whom they said (not something else)?' 
(Rizzi 1997: 298) 
In (35a-b), the w/z-word cannot co-occur with a focused constituent regardless of their 
linear order. Thus, Rizzi (1997) argues that the w/z-word is located in the same 
position as the focused constituent. 
Based on Rizzi (1997)，Yang (2008) proposes that focus intervention effects result 
from the competition effect rather than the blocking effect. The competition effect 
occurs when Q-Op competes with F-Op, which is introduced by a focus element like a 
focused subject, for the same syntactic position, i.e. the head C of CP, as shown in 
(36). 
F-Opi 
(36) *[cp I [IP Focused subject] .... w/z-wordi ...]] 
Q - 0 p 2 
According to Yang's proposal, the focused subject in (37a) introduces an F-Op into 
C to bind the focused subject and the F-Op competes with Q-Op, which is generated 
in C to bind the w/z-word, as shown in (37b). Consequently, the construction is 
ill-formed. 
(3 7) a. *Shi Zhangsan chi-le shenme? 
be Zhangsan eat-Asp what 
'What is the thing x such that it was Zhangsan who ate x?，(Yang 2008: 65) 
F-Opi 
I 
b. *[cp I [IP shi/zhiyouZhangsan\ ....shenmei ...]] 
Q-0p2 40 
In addition, according to Yang (2008)，the position of F-Op is not fixed. Yang (2008) 
assumes that an F-Op can be introduced to the closest focus projection c-commanding 
, a focus particle. On this view, when there is a focus particle used to modify a VP and 
take VP as its scope, F-Op introduced by the focus particle is merged within IP. Take 
(38a) as an example. Yang (2008) argues that the focus particle shi or zhi is adjoined 
to VP, so it is within IP. Then, it introduces an F-Op to the closest focus projection, 
which is also within IP. Finally, Q-Op merged into C binds the in-situ w/z-word and it 
does not compete with F-Op within IP, as in (38b). Since there is no competition 
between F-Op and Q-Op, the configuration in (38b) is well-formed. 
(3 8) a. Zhangsan shi chi-le shenme? 
Zhangsan be eat-Asp what 
'What is the thing x such that it was eating x that Zhangsan did?' 
b. [CP Q-Opi [wZhangsan [FP F-0p2 [ shii [vp …shenme�...]]]] 
Yang's competition effect is not concerned about the relation between w/z-words and 
F-Op, but rather the relation between F-Op and Q-Op. 
Although Yang's (2008) analysis can nicely explain the contrast between (37a) and 
(38a), I find that his analysis faces empirical challenges. 
There are many counterexamples in Mandarin for Yang's analysis. In (39a-c), the • 
focus particles are located within IP and they also introduce F-Op within IP, but focus 
intervention effects still occur. 
(39)a. *[C[Q] [IP Libai F-Opi zhiyoui zai zheli cai hui mai shenme ] ne]? 
Libai only at here just will buy what Q ‘ 
'What will Libai buy only in this place?' 
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b. *[C[Q] [IP Libai F-Opi zhiyou! zhe ben shu cai hui zai shenme shihou 
Libai only this G book just will at what time 
du ne]? 
read Q 
'When did Libai only read this book?' ‘ 
c. *[C[Q] [IP Libai F-Opi shii xingqiyizai nali mai shu] ne]? 
Libai be Monday at where buy book Q 
'Which is the place x such that it is on Monday that Libai bought books at 
X?， 
In addition, Yang's analysis cannot account for the well-formedness of (40a-b)，in 
which the w/z-nominals as the subjects are marked as the foci by shi and zhiyou 
respectively. The w/z-nominals as the focused subjects introduce F-Op into C, which 
should compete with Q-Op for C. Consequently, the competition effect between F-Op 
and Q-Op should rule out the w/z-question. However, (40a-b) are grammatical. 
(40) F-Opi 
a. [ ^ [Shi shei 1/2 mai-le zhe ben shu ] ne]? 
J k 
be who buy-Asp this CI book Q 
Q - 0 p 2 
'Who is the person x such that it is x who bought this book?' 
F-Opi 
b. [ [Zhiyou shei 1/2 cai hui mai zhe ben shu ] ne]? 
i 
only who just will buy this CI bookQ 
Q-Op2 
'Who is the person x such that only x will buy this book?' 
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2.6 Summary 
Intervention effects are divided into two types: quantifier intervention effects and 
focus intervention effects. Only the latter will be studied in the thesis. This chapter 
has reviewed the various syntactic analyses of focus intervention effects: the blocking 
effect of LF movement (Beck 1996, Beck & Kim 1997), the Separation Principle 
(Pesetsky 2000, Soh 2005)，the blocking effect of Agree operation (Kim 2006) and the 
competition effect (Yang 2008). Although each of these analyses has its strength, they 
face challenges when they are used to account for focus intervention effects in 
Mandarin, as presented in this chapter. In Chapter 4, I will re-investigate focus 
intervention effects and offer an empirical generalization of focus intervention effects 
in Mandarin. In Chapter 5’ I will show that the previous studies cannot fully explain 
the generalization of focus intervention effects in Mandarin presented in Chapter 4. 
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. C h a p t e r Three 
Mandarin contrastive focus particles 
The goal of this chapter is to investigate the semantic and syntactic properties of 
Mandarin contrastive focus particles, including shi ‘be，，zhi 'only' and zhiyou 'only'. 
In terms of semantic interpretations, the focused constituents marked by these focus 
particles express exhaustivity and exclusivity. In terms of syntactic distribution, these 
focus particles occur either above vP or above IP. In terms of syntactic association, 
these focus particles must be associated with the focused constituents in their 
c-command domain. I argue that the focus particles and their focused constituents are 
located in either the outer focus projection in the left periphery or the inner focus 
projection between vP and IP. I also propose that the association between the focus 
particles and their focused constituents could be reduced to an Agree relation. 
3.1 Focus 
Focus is understood as a hypothetical construct which has a phonological 
correlate~a sentence primary stress, a semantic-pragmatic correlatethe dominant 
information, and a syntactic correlate一a syntactic focus feature (henceforth, 
F-feature). In the history of the development of a comprehensive theory of focus, each 
correlate has been chosen by different researchers as a starting point for defining 
focus: Chomsky & Halle (1968) assume that focus is a reflex of phonology, i.e. focus 
is marked by sentence primary stress, which can be predicted by rules in 
phonology-syntax/morphology interface; ^ Erteschik-Shir (1986) argues that the 
1 Chomsky & Halle (1968) propose two basic rules, the Compound Stress Rule (CSR) and the 
Nuclear Stress Rule (NSR). The result of the CSR is the placement of primary stress on the first 
vowel of a compound, as in (ia)，and the result of the NSR is the placement of primary stress on 
the last vowel of a phrase, as in (ib). 
(i) a. [N [A black]' [N board]] 
b. [NP [AP black] [np board]'] “ 
It can be concluded that the CSR is applied to a word, while the NSR is applied to a syntactic 
phrase. Hence, the CSR and the NSR are used in the phonology-morphology interface and the 
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distribution of sentence primary stress is not determined by rules in phonology-syntax 
interface but by pragmatic dominance, which is assigned to a constituent a speaker 
intends to direct his/her hearer's attention to;^ Jackendoff (1972) introduces focus as 
a syntactic feature, i.e. a focus is any node in the syntactic structure marked by an 
independent F-feature. In order to see to what extend focus can be analyzed in a 
purely syntactic framework, I adopt Jackendoff's approach. 
Jackendoff (1972) characterizes focus and presupposition as working definitions in 
a discourse model involving a speaker and a hearer: the focus denotes the new 
information in a sentence that is assumed not to be shared by the speaker and the 
hearer，whereas the presupposition denotes the old information that is assumed to be 
shared by the speaker and the hearer. For example, in the dialogue in (1)，A and B 
share the presupposition Philip bought something and what is not shared is a book. 
Therefore, a book is the focus in (IB).3 
(1) A: What did Philip buy? 
B: Philip bought a book. 
Jackendoff (1972) also proposes a formal semantic representation for focus and 
presupposition. Presupposition is formed by replacing focus with a semantic variable 
X. For example, the presupposition of (IB) is given in (2). 
phonology-syntax interface respectively to deal with the relationship between the ‘ 
syntactic/morphological structure and the assignment of the phonological object—stress. 
2 According to Erteschik-Shir (1986)，the dominance is defined in terms of speakers' intensions 
fnd it is treated as a discourse property which is a constituent in a context of conversation. Focus 
is the dominant information which is assigned the primary stress for drawing hearers' attention. 
For example, the sentence in (i) is appropriate in the following context in which it is least possible 
that Mozart swore. In this context, the subject Mozart of the sentence in (i) needs drawing 
attention to. 
Context. When John first met Mozart, Mozart swore. Before the meeting, John never imagined ‘ 
that a great musician like Mozart would swear. Then, John told this thing to his friend. He would 
say: 
(i) You cannot imagine that [Mozart]' swore when I met him. 
In this thesis, focused constituents are underlined. 
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(2) Presupposition: kx (Philip bqught x) 
In (2), the variable x leaves a piece of information unresolved. The focus provides a 
resolution for the variable. When the focus is substituted for x，it must yield a true 
proposition. ‘ 
Jackendoff (1972) claims that if a constituent is chosen as the focus of a sentence, 
the primary stress in the sentence will be on the constituent. For example, in (IB), a 
book is assigned the primary stress, as in (3). 
(3) Philip bought [a book]'. 
According to what have been presented, the focus provides a value for a variable in 
the presupposition in the semantic interpretation, while the focus takes the primary 
stress in the phonological representation. 
However, JackendofF (1972) clearly separates the concept of focus from its 
semantic interpretation and its phonological representation. He treats focus as an 
independent syntactic feature~F-feature. This means that any constituent which bears 
an F-feature is the focus of a sentence. Rules in semantics and phonology will make 
use of the F-feature. 
It can be concluded that under Jackendoff's (1972) approach, focus is not directly 
correlated with semantic properties or phonological properties. Rather, focus is 
independently assigned an F-feature in syntax. On this view, focus can serve as an 
input to the primary stress assignment rules on the derivation in PF and to the 
semantic rules on the derivation in LF. 
3.2 Information focus vs. contrastive focus 
According to previous studies (E. Kiss 1998，Vergnaud & Zubizarreta 2005, „ 
Zubizarreta & Vergnaud 2006, Xu 2002，2004，Cheung 2008)，focus can be divided 
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into two subtypes—information focus and contrastive focus 々 ，which are not 
interpretational variants and must be distinguished. These two types of focus differ 
with respect to their distributional patterns and interpretive properties. 
3.2.1 Semantic interpretation 
E. Kiss (1998) 
argues that the most significant difference between information and 
contrastive foci is exhaustivity (see also Vergnaud & Zubizarreta 2005，Zubizarreta & 
Vergnaud 2006): information focus only expresses new information, whereas 
contrastive focus not only expresses new information but also exhaustive 
identification from a set of entities given in a context or situation. According to E. 
Kiss's definition, exhaustivity contains exclusivity.^ She proposes that contrastive 
focus is identified as an exhaustive subset of a set for which a predicate actually holds. 
She further mentions that she adopts Kenesei's (1986) and Szabolcsi's (1994) claim 
that focus involves exclusion by identification among entities given in a context. In 
addition, following E. Kiss's (1998) definition, Xu (2002) and Tsai (2004) treat both 
exhaustivity and exclusivity as the semantic properties of contrastive focus. In order 
to present the semantic properties of contrastive focus more clearly, this thesis will 
follow Xu (2002) and Tsai (2004) and argue that contrastive focus expresses 
exhaustivity and exclusivity. � 
E. Kiss (1998) provides two diagnostics for exhaustivity and exclusivity—the 
entailment test and the denial test. The entailment test involves a pair of sentences, in • 
which the first sentence contains a focus with coordinated DPs and the second 
sentence differs from the first only in that one of the coordinated DPs is dropped. 
Consider the following examples in (4)-(5). 
i 
4 I am reminded by Candice Cheung (p.c.) that E. Kiss (1998) names contrastive focus as 
identificational focus. Following Zubizarreta & Vergnaud (2006^ Xu (2002, 2004) and Tsai 
(2004)，this thesis uses the terni 'contrastive focus'. In these previous studies, the definition of 
contrastive focus is the same as that of identificational focus. 
5 I thank Thomas Lee (p.c.) for pointing out exclusivity to me. 
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(4) a. Mari fegy kalapot es egy kabhtotlr.F nezett ki maginak. 
Mary a hat.Acc and a coat.Acc picked out herself 
'It was a hat and a coat that Mary picked for herself.' (E. Kiss 1998: 250) 
b. Mari [egy kalapot1r-F nizett ki maginak. 
'It was a hat that Mary picked for herself.' (E. Kiss 1998: 250) 
(5) a. Mari ki nezett maginak ["egy kalapot es egy kabhtotli-F. 
Mary out picked herself.Acc a hat.Acc and a coat.Acc 
'Mary picked a hat and a coat for herself.' (E. Kiss 1998: 250) 
b. Mari ki nezett maginak [egy kalapot"!T-T?. 
'Mary picked ^ for herself.' (E. Kiss 1998: 250) 
The two sentences in (4a-b) contain contrastive foci, while the two sentences in (5a-b) 
contain information foci. The former expresses exhaustive and exclusive information, 
‘but the latter does not. 
If the focused constituents in each pair are contrastive foci involving exhaustivity 
and exclusivity, it is predicted that (b) is not among the logical consequences of (a). 
This is borne out by (4a) and (4b). Since (4a) expresses that what Mary picked for 
herself must be both a hat and a coat only, it does not entail that Mary picked a hat 
and only a hat for herself, which is expressed by (4b). Therefore, the focused 
constituents in (4a-b) are contrastive foci. 
By contrast, (5a) only expresses the new information that Mary picked a hat and a 
coat for herself. It then entails that Mary picked a hat for herself, which is expressed 
by (5b). Therefore, the focused constituents in (5a-b) are information foci without 
exhaustivity or exclusivity. 
The denial test involves a conversation, in which Speaker A gives an utterance with „ 
a focus and Speaker B gives a denial to negate the focus. If the focus in Speaker A's 
utterance involves exhaustive information and exclusive information, Speaker B's 
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denial is felicitous. Otherwise, the denial is not appropriate. Consider the examples in 
(6)-(7). 
(6) A: Mari [egy kalapot1r-F nizett ki maginak. 
Mary a hat.Acc picked out herself.Acc 
‘It was a hat that Mary picked for herself.， (E. Kiss 1998: 251) 
B: Nem, egy kabitot is ki nizett. 
no a coat too out picked 
'No, she picked a coat, too.' (E. Kiss 1998: 251) 
(7) A: Mari ki nizett maginak [egy kalapotli-F. 
'Mary picked herself a hat.’ (E. Kiss 1998: 251) 
B: #Nem, egy kabitot is ki nizett. 
'No, she picked a coat，too.' (E. Kiss 1998: 251) 
(6A) contains a contrastive focus, which exhibits exhaustivity and exclusivity, i.e. 
Mary picked only a hat for herself, and nothing else. Hence, the denial in (6B) can 
negate the exhaustivity and exclusivity, i.e., (6B) means that Mary not only picked a 
hat but also a coat. However, (7A) contains an information focus, which does not 
encode exhaustivity and exclusivity. Therefore, (7A) does not entail that Mary picked 
only a hat for herself, i.e.，it is possible that Mary picked something else for herself. 
Hence, the denial of the proposition expressed by (7A), as illustrated in (7B), is not 
felicitous. 
In brief, for any contrastive focus, it must exhibit exhaustivity and exclusivity. Thus, 
it can pass the tests of exhaustivity and exclusivity~the entailment test and the denial ‘ 
test. 
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3.2.2 Syntactic distribution 
While both information and contrastive foci encode new information, E. Kiss (1998) 
argues that they occupy different syntactic positions. In English, information focus is 
marked prosodically by the most prominent sentential stress, as underlined in (8a). In 
contrast, contrastive focus must be marked syntactically by a cleft construction, as in 
(8b). 
(8) a. Mozart bought [a bookli.F. 
b. It is [this book1r-F that Mozart bought. 
In addition, it is observed that in some languages contrastive focus must be moved 
to a specific syntactic position, for example, preverbal position. E. Kiss (1998) 
observes that in Hungarian, Greek and Standard Arabic, information focus stays in 
situ while contrastive focus must undergo movement, as illustrated in (9-11). 
(9) Hungarian 
a. Mariki nezett maganak [egy kalapot]T-F. 
Mary out pick herself.Dat a hat 
‘Mary picked a hat for herself.' (E. Kiss 1998: 294) 
b. Mari Fegy kalapoti1r-F nezett ki maganak ti. 
Mary a hat picked out herself-Acc 
‘It was a hat that Mary picked for herself.' (E. Kiss 1998: 294) 
(10) Greek 
a. Dhanisan to vivlio Fston Petrol T.F. “ 
lenUPl the book to.the Petro 
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'They lent the book to Petro.， (E. Kiss 1998: 270) 
b. [Ston Petroi1r-F dhanisan to vivlio ti. 
to.the Petro lent.3Pl the book 
'It is to Petro that they lent the book.' (E. Kiss 1998: 270) 
(11) Standard Arabic 
a. Sharib-a Zayd-un rshaay-anlr-f. 
drink-3M.Sg Zayd-Nom tea-Acc 
‘Zayd drank tea.' (E. Kiss 1998: 270) 
b. rShaay-atiilr.f sharib-a Zayd-un ti (laa 'asiir-an). 
tea-Acc drink-3M.Sg Zayd-Nom not juice-Acc 
'It was tea that Zayd drank, (not juice).' (E. Kiss 1998: 270) 
To sum up, the distributions of information focus and contrastive focus are different: 
the former stays in situ, whereas the latter needs to undergo movement or be marked 
by the cleft construction. 
3.2.3 Syntactic association 
Contrastive focus can be marked by focus particles, such as only (Rooth 1992， 
Tancredi 1990). Semantically, only operates on a focused constituent through 
excluding other members of the contextually relevant set for which a predicate holds. 
Syntactically, as Tancredi (1990) argues, the focus particle only must be associated 
with a lexically focused constituent in its c-command domain. Consider the ‘ 
6 In this thesis, I adopt May's (1985) definition of c-command, as in (i). 
(i) a c-commands p iff every maximal projection dominating a dominates p, and a doesn't 
dominate (3. (May 1985: 34) 
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following examples in (12).7 • 
(12) a. Mozart only bought this book. 
b. *Mozart only bought this book. 
c. *Booksi，Mozart only bought ti. 
The sentences (12b-c) are ruled out, since the focused constituents are outside the 
c-command domain of only in Narrow Syntax. Tancredi (1990) characterizes the 
behavior of the focus particle only with the Principle of Lexical Association (PLA) in 
(13). 
(13) Principle of Lexical Association 
An operator like only must be associated with a lexical constituent in its 
c-command domain. (adopted from Aoun & Li 1993: 206) 
3.3 Mandarin contrastive focus particles 
Following E. Kiss's (1998) argumentation, Cheung (2008) argues that Mandarin 
also contains information focus and contrastive focus. The former can be marked by 
“ the primary stress of the sentence (Xu 2004，Cheung 2008), while the latter is marked 
by contrastive focus particles, such as shi ‘be，，zhi 'only' and zhiyou 'only' (Tsai 2004, 
Cheung 2008).^ In this section, we mainly discuss the semantic and syntactic 
7 In this thesis, focus particles are boldfaced and their associates are underlined. 
8 Yang Gu (p.c.) points out that the difference of unaccented focus and accented focus require 
some discussion. According to Xu (2004), Mandarin information focus may be manifested in a 
syntactic way. He argues that there is a default position to place for expressions conveying 
information focus一the most deeply embedded position on the recursive side of the tree. For 
example, (iBb) is more appropriate than (iBa) as an answer to the w/j-question in (iA). 
(i) A: Ni zenme chuli naxie kafei de? 
you how deal.with that coffee DE „ 
'What did you do to the coffee?' (Xu 2004: 281) 
B: a. Wo he-le kafei. 
I drink-Asp coffee 
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properties of the focus particles shi, zhi and zhiyou, and the focused constituents 
marked by them.9 
3.3.1 Semantic properties 
Xu (2002) and Tsai (2004) employ E. Kiss's (1998) entailment test and denial test 
to show that shi and zhi mark contrastive focus. 
Sentences in (14) illustrate the entailment test. In (14a)，the coordinated and focused 
nominals are marked by shi. It is clear that (14a) does not entail either (14b) or (14c), 
each having one of the coordinated nominals deleted. 
(14) a. Shi Libai he Wangwei he-le hongjiu. 
be Libai and Wangwei drink-Asp wine 
‘It is Libai and Wangwei who drank wine.' 
'I drank coffee.， (Xu2004: 281) 
b. Wo (ba) kafei he-le. 
I BA coffee drink-Asp 
'I drank the coffee.' (Xu 2004: 281) 
As the answer to the wh-word zenme, the verb he-le is information focus. (iBb) involves the 
Z>a-construction, where the verb is in the most deeply embedded position. 
On the other hand, Xu (2004) argues that Mandarin contrastive focus may be marked by the 
stress, such as (ii). 
(ii) [Libai]' mai-le zhe ben shu. (bu shi Wangwei) 
Libai buy-Asp this CI book not be Wangwei 
'It is Libai (not Wangwei) who bought this book.' 
Thus, each of information focus and contrastive focus may be marked either prosodically or 
syntactically. In this thesis, I will not discuss information focus and accented focus. The status of 
accented focus is not very clear. As argued by Xu (2004), accented focus may be either 
information focus or contrastive focus. Moreover, Erteshirk-Shir (1986) argues that stress 
assignment may be influenced by some pragmatic element, such as dominance (see footnote 2 in 
this chapter). Therefore, I will set aside accented focus for a clearer syntactic analysis of focus 
intervention effects. 
9 Yang Gu (p.c.) reminds me that there are some other focus particles in Mandarin. The thesis ‘ 
investigates focus intervention effects involving shi, zhi and zhiyou, which are clearly argued to 
function as focus particles in the literature. Other focus particles, such as jiu, cai, lian, dou, will 
not be involved due to their complex semantic properties. For example, according to Hole (2004), 
cai and jiu not only express exclusivity like only but are also related to the temporal scale; dou is 
not only related to focus but also functions as a universal quantifier. In addition，according to Liu 
& Xu (1998), the constituents marked by lian share some topic properties. 
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b. Shi Libai he-le hongjiu. 
be Libai drink-Asp wine 
'It is Libai who drank wine.' 
c. Shi Wangwei he-le hongjiu. 
be Wangwei drink-Asp wine 
'It is Wangwei who drank wine.' 
Suppose there is a context involving Libai and Wangwei. (14a) expresses that both 
Libai and Wangwei drank wine. (14b) excludes Wangwei and (14c) excludes Libai. 
Therefore, (14a) does not entail (14b) or (14c). In other words, (14b) and (14c) are not 
among the logical consequences of (14a). 
In the denial test in (15), a denial response is allowed in the conversation in (15B). 
(15) A: Shi Libai mai-le zhe ben shu. 
be Libai buy-Asp this CI book 
'It is Libai who bought this book.' 
B: Bu, Wangwei ye mai-le zhe ben shu. 
no Wangwei also buy-Asp this CI book 
'No, Wangwei also bought this book.' 
Suppose there are two people—Libai and Wangwei in the context. (15A) expresses 
that the person who bought this book is Libai and only Libai did so. Hence, (15 A) can 
be denied if not only Libai but also Wangwei bought this book. What is denied in 
(15B), according to E. Kiss (1998)，is exhaustivity and exclusivity expressed by 
(15A). „ 
According to the results of the entailment test and the denial test, it is clear that the 
focus constituents marked by shi express exhaustivity and exclusivity. Thus, shi marks 
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contrastive focus. 
In addition, as indicated by the results of the entailment test in (16) and the denial 
test in (17), zhi marks contrastive focus. 
(16) The entailment test 
a. Libai zhi zai zhongwu he wangshang kan shu. 
Libai only at afternoon and night read book 
'Libai read books only on noon and at night.' 
b. Libai zhi zai zhongwu kan shu. 
Libai only at afternoon read book 
'Libai read books only on noon.' 
c. Libai zhi zai wanshang kan shu. 
Libai only at night read book 
'Libai read books only at night.' 
(17) The denial test 
A: Libai zhi zai zhongwu kan shu. 
Libai only at afternoon read book 
'Libai read books only on noon.' 
B: Bu, Libai ye zai wanshang kan shu. 
no Libai also at afternoon read book 
'No, Libai also read books at night.' . 
As for the entailment test，(16a) entails neither (16b) nor (16c). As for the denial test, 
the denial in (17B), which negates the proposition expressed by (17A), is appropriate. 
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These results show that the focused constituents marked by zhi exhibit exhaustivity 
and exclusivity, i.e. they are contrastive focus. 
What's more, I observe that zhiyou also marks contrastive focus, as is evident from 
the results of the entailment test and the denial test shown in (18)-(19). 
(18) The entailment test 
a. Libai zhivou xiaoshuo he zazhi cai hui mai. 
Libai on^ novel and magazine just will buy 
'Libai will only buy the novel and the magazine.' 
b. Libai zhiyou xiaoshuo cai hui mai. 
Libai on^ novel just will buy 
'Libai will only buy the novel.' 
c. Libai zhivou zazhi cai hui mai. 
Libai only magazine just will buy 
'Libai will only buy the magazine.' 
• (19) The denial test 
A: Libai zhivou zhe ben shu cai hui mai. 
Libai only this Q book just will buy 
'Libai will only buy this book.' 
B: Bu, Libai ye hui mai na ben shu. 
no Libai also will buy that CI book 
'No, Libai will also buy that book.' „ 
‘ 
As for the three sentences in (18a-c)，(18a) cannot entail (18b) or (18c). In (19), the 
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denial is appropriate in the dialogue. It means that the focused constituents marked by 
zhiyou exhibit exhaustivity and exclusivity, i.e. they are contrastive foci. 
On the other hand, there is a difference between shi and zhi/zhiyou. Shi can mark 
strong quantifiers in (20a) and weak quantifiers in (20b) as focus, but zhi or zhiyou 
can only mark weak quantifiers in (21b) and (22b) as focus, but not strong quantifiers 
in (21a) and (22a) (see also H. Lee 2005). 
(20) a. Shi mei ge ren/ suovou ren dou mai-le zhe ben shu. 
be every CI person all person all buy-Asp this CI book 
'It is everyone/all persons who bought this book.' 
b. Shi san ge ren/ vixie ren du-guo zhe ben shu. 
be three CI person several person read-Asp this CI book 
‘It is three persons/several persons read this book.' 
(21) a. *Libai zhi zai mei jia shudian/ suovou shudian mai-guo shu. 
Libai only at every CI bookstore all bookstore buy-Asp book 
'Libai bought books only in every/all bookstores.' 
b. Libai zhi zai san jia shudian/ yixie shudian mai-guo shu. 
Libai only at three CI bookstore several bookstore buy-Asp book 
'Libai bought books only in three/several bookstores.' 
(22) a. *Zhiyou mei ge ren/ suovou ren dou mai-le zhe ben shu. 
only every CI person all person all buy-Asp this CI book 
'Only every person/all persons bought this book.' 
b. Zhiyou san ge ren/ jige ren mai-le zhe ben shu. 
only three CI person several person buy-Asp this CI book 
'Only three persons/several persons bought this book.' 
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This difference reveals that the exclusivity of shi is weak, while the exclusivity of zhi 
or zhiyou is strong. Since universal quantifiers are strong quantifiers, which perform 
identification without exclusion, exclusivity cannot be expressed when strong 
quantifiers are marked as focus. The exclusivity of shi is weak and may not be 
necessarily expressed. Therefore, the strong quantifier can be marked by shi. In 
contrast, the exclusivity of zhi or zhiyou is strong and must be expressed. It follows 
that the strong quantifier cannot be marked by zhi or zhiyou. Such difference suggests 
that foci marked by zhi and zhiyou may belong to a different subclass of contrastive 
focus from those marked by shi. It is this reason why foci marked by zhi and zhiyou 
are called restrictive focus in some of the previous studies (Zhang 1997, T. Lee 2005). 
In sum, based on E. Kiss's (1998) definition, focused constituents marked by shi, 
zhi and zhiyou are contrastive focus, expressing exhaustivity and exclusivity. The 
exclusivity of shi is weak, while that of zhi and zhiyou is strong. 
3.3.2 Syntactic distributions 
The focus particles shi, zhi, and zhiyou precede main verbs. The properties of shi as 
observed in previous studies (Teng 1978，Huang 1982a, 1982b, 1988，Chiu 1993，Shi 
1994, Zhu 1997) can be summarized as follows: (a) the constituent immediately 
following shi is regarded as the focus, as in (23a-c); (b) shi cannot occur between the 
verb and the object, as in (23e); (c) shi in pre-verbal position can mark the object as 
focus，as in (23d). • 
In Mandarin, shi is used as a copiila, as in (ia), as a focus particle, as in (ib), or as an affirmative 
marker, as in (ic). As a copula, shi is used to relate a predicate to its subject; as a focus particle, shi 
is used to mark the focus of a sentence; as an affirmative marker, shi is used to affirm the truth of 
the proposition and it is stressed. In this thesis, I only discuss the second use of shi. 
(i) a. Libai shi shiren. 
Libai be poet 
'Libai is a poet.' _ 
b. Shi Libai mai-le zhe ben shu. “ 
be Libai buy-Asp this CI book 
'It is Libai who bought this book.' 
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(23) a. Shi Libai zuotian qu-le Xi'an. 
be Libai yesterday go-Asp Xi'an 
'It is Libai who yesterday went to Xi'an.' 
b. Libai shi zuotian qu-le Xi'an. 
Libai be yesterday go-Asp Xi'an 
'It is on yesterday that Libai went to Xi'an.' 
c. Libai zuotian shi qu-le Xi'an. 
Libai yesterday be go-Asp Xi'an 
‘It is going that Libai did to Xi'an yesterday.' 
d. Libai zuotian shi qu-le Xi'an. 
Libai yesterday be go-Asp Xi'an 
'It is Xi'an that Libai went to on yesterday.' 
e. *Libai aiotian qu-le shi Xi'an. 
Libai yesterday go-Asp be Xi'an 
‘It is Xi'an that Libai went to on yesterday.' 
c. Libai [shi]' mai-le zhe ben shu. 
Libai be buy-Asp this CI book 
'It is true that Libai bought this book.' 
In addition, In Mandarin, there is another construction involving shi which may be used to mark 
focus~shi. . .de construction, as shown in (ii). 
(ii) Libai shi zuotian mai-le shu de. 
Libai be yesterday buy-Asp book DE ‘ 
‘It is yesterday that Libai bought books.' 
The sentence in (ii) involves not only shi but also de. Generally, shi...de construction functions 
similarly to bare shi construction, in that both can mark contrastive focus. Previous studies (Huang 
1988, Cheng 2008，Paul & Whitman 2008) provide a lot of proposals for shL.de construction, but 




According to Lu et al (1980) and Tsai (2004), Mandarin focus marker zhi 'only' 
occurs before main verbs as in (24a-c), in which the constituents following zhi are 
marked as focus. On the other hand, there is a dialectal variation for the pre-subject 
position of zhi, as in (24d). As pointed out by Thomas Lee (p.c.), in some northern 
dialects of Mandarin, zhi can precede subjects. 
(24) a. Libai zhi mai-le shu. 
Libai only buy-Asp book 
'Libai only bought books.' 
b. Libai zhi zai zhe iia dian (mei zai na jia dian) mai-guo shu. 
Libai only at this CI shop not at that CI shop buy-Asp book 
'Libai bought books only at this shop (not that shop).' 
c. Libai zhi ‘ mai shu. (bu mai shu) 
Libai only buy book not sell book 
'What Libai did to book is only buying, (not selling).' 
d. (*)Zhi Libai mai-le shu. 
only Libai buy-Asp book 
'Only Libai bought books.' 
The third focus particle zhiyou can appear in any pre-verbal position，as in (25a-c), 
but it cannot be directly followed by main verbs, as shown in (25d).n 
11 Audrey Li (p.c.) suggests that zhiyou can be analyzed as the focus particle zhi and the auxiliary 
you 'have'. I agree with Audrey Li that zhiyou may be two separated lexical items in some cases, 
which will be discussed below (see footnote 15 and footnote 17 of this chapter), and I also argue 
that there is an independent focus marker zhiyou. li zhiyou is analyzed as zhi and you, each of the 
sentences in (ia-b) contains a joM-constmction. 
(i) a. Zhi [you yi ge ren du-guo zhe ben shu]. 
only have one CI person read-Asp this CI book 
'Only one person read this book.' 
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(25) a. Zhiyou Libai mai-le zhe ben shu. 
only Libai buy-Asp this CI book 
‘Only Libai bought this book.‘ 
b. Libai zhiyou zai zheli cai mai shu. ^^  
b. Libai zhi [you zai zhe jia shudian mai-guo shu]. 
Libai only have at this CI bookstore buy-Asp book 
'Libai has bought books only at this bookstore.' 
On this view, focus constructions involving zhiyou should possess the characteristics of 
ow-constructions. For example, in (ia) the subject following zhi should be indefinite (see Huang 
1987), and in (ib) the event expressed by the predicate should be perfective, since you can express 
the perfective aspect (see Huang 1988). However, focus constructions involving zhiyou do not 
necessarily have these two characteristics, as in (iia-b). 
(ii) a. Zhiyou Libai du-guo zhe ben shu. 
only Libai read-Asp this CI book 
'Only Libai read this book.' 
b. Libai zhiyou zai zhe iia shudian cai hui mai shu. 
Libai only at this CI bookstore just will buy book 
'Libai will buy books only in this bookstore.' 
In (iia) the subject following zhiyou is a proper name and in (iib) the modal verb hui 'will' express 
the future tense. Thus, focus constructions involving zhiyou do not necessarily contain 
少ow-constructions. In Mandarin, zhiyou is an independent focus marker. 
In the focus constructions involving zhiyou, the occurrence of cai increases the level of 
acceptability, as in (i). 
(i) Libai zhiyou zai zheli ？?(cai) hui mai iiu. 
Libai only at here justwill buy book 
'Libai bought books only at this place.' 
However, it does not mean that when zkiyou-XP appears, the occurrence of cai is obligatory. I 
observe that the occurrence of cai is optional in some cases. For instance, cai is optional when 
zhiyou precedes a subject in (ii), or when there is a negative item, such as mei 'not' in (iiia-b). 
(ii) Zhiyou Libai (cai) mai-le zhe ben shu. 
only Libai just buy-Asp this CI book 
'Only Libai bought this book.' 
(iii) a. Libai zhiyou zhe ben shu (cai) mei mai. 
Libai only this CI book just not buy 
'Only this book, Libai didn't buy. ’ ‘ 
b. Libai zhiyou zai zheli (cai) mei mai-guo shu. 
Libai only at here just not buy-Asp book 
'Libai has not buy books only at this place.' 
The above sentences show that zhiyou needs not always co-occur with cai. Hence, I will not 
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Libai only at here • just buy book 
'Libai bought books only at this place.' 
c. Libai zhiyou dang Wangwei chuxian de shihou cai hui xie shi. 
Libai only when Wangwei appear DE time just will write poem 
'Only when Wangwei appears, will Libai write poems.' 
d. *Libai zhiyou mai-le zhe ben s h u . " 
Libai only buy-Asp this CI book 
'What Libai did to this book was only buying.' 
In short, the three focus particles precede main verbs. In this thesis, I adopt 
Chomsky's (1995) and Kratzer's (1996) assumption that the fully realized argument 
structure is vP rather than VP. The external argument is introduced and assigned 
theta-role by v. Furthermore, Chomsky (1995) argues that a main verb is raised to v. 
According to Huang (1997), V-to-v movement exists in Mandarin. ^ ^ In other words, 
discuss the property of cai in this thesis. The contribution of cai in the interpretation of focus 
constructions involving zhiyou will be left open for fiiture studies. 
13 Audrey Li (p.c.) points out that zhiyou in (i) seems to be directly followed by the main verb. 
. (i) Ta zhiyou kan shu cai neng jue de rizi chongshi. 
he only read book just can feel DE day substantial 
'Only when reading can he feel the substantial life.' 
In (i), zhiyou indeed precedes the main verb. However, the structure of (i) is complex. There are 
two verbs—kan 'read' and juede 'feel'. The main predicate is not kan shu 'read book' but jue-de 
rizi chongshi 'feel the substantial life'. The former may be a conditional adjunct. Therefore, the 
status of kan shu is not clear. The reason why zhiyou can precede it needs further investigation, 
14 The most solid evidence for V-to-v movement discussed in Huang (1997) comes from a number 
of unexpected word order facts, as in (ia-b), and a variety of syntax-semantics mismatches, as in 
(ii). 
(i) a. Ta kan-le san tian (de) shu. 
he read-Asp three day DE book 
‘He read books for three days. ‘ (Huang 1997: 56) 
b. Ta chang-le liang ci (de) ge. „ 
he sing-Asp two time DE song 
'He sang twice.' (Huang 1997: 56)‘ 
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the surface position of a Mandarin verb is at the head of vP rather than the head of VP, 
as shown in (26). 
.. (26) [VP [V]i-v [VP ti Object]] 
Thus, since the focus particles precede main verbs in terms of the surface word order, 
they are above vP in syntactic structure. ^ ^ 
(ii) a. Tamen bang-le wo-de piao. 
they tie-Asp my ticket 
'They kidnapped me.' (Huang 1997: 57) 
b. Qing ni bie ka Lisi de wanxiao. 
please you not make Lisi DE fun 
'Please don't joke with Lisi.' (Huang 1997: 57) 
In (ia-b)，the duration expressions san tian 'three days' and Hang ci 'twice', which quantify over 
the action, do not occur in syntactic positions occupied by verbal modifiers; instead, they occur in 
positions typically occupied by nominal quantifiers. Huang (1997) argues that this unexpected 
word order is resolved by the analysis that the sentences are base-generated as structures of 
gerundive nominalization and the verbs are raised out of VP into the position of v. Take (ia) as an 
example. The VP kan shu 'read books' is part of the gerundive phrase, i.e. the nominal IP, which is 
the complement of v and is quantified by the duration phrase, as shown in (iii). 
(iii) [vp Ta [v’ [V kan] i-v] BPQ [san tian] [i,[N] [ I[N] [VP ti shu]]]]]] 
he read three day book 
According to (iii), the sentence means 'he did three days of reading books'. Under this analysis, 
the duration phrase is appropriately analyzed as the nominal measure quantifying the nominal IP. 
The same analysis can be applied to (ib). 
In (iia-b), the expressions bang piao 'kidnap' and kai wanxiao 'joke' are V-O constructions with 
idiomatic meanings. The syntax-semantic mismatch arises from the fact that the objects of the 
idiomatic expressions, namely wo T in (iia) and Lisi in (iib)，appear in the genitive forms and is 
inserted into the idiomatic expressions. Huang (1997) argues that wo and Lisi are the outer 
arguments of the idiomatic V-O constructions and occur in the Spec-VP, whose verbal heads are 
raised to v. Take (iia) as an example and the corresponding structure is given in (iv). 
(iv) [vP Tamen [v, [v bang]i-v] [vp wo-de [v, ti piao]]]] 
they tie I DE ticket 
15 Yang Gu (p.c.) points out that zhiyou can occur after main verbs in fife-construction, such as (i). 
(i) Ta pao de zhiyou zheme kuai. 
he run DE only this fast 
'He can only run this fast.' 
Following Audrey Li's (p.c.) suggestion, I consider zhiyou in (i) as two syntactic elements一the 
focus particle zhi 'only' and the verb you 'have'. Hence, the structure of (i) may be described as 
(ii). 
(ii) [[DP [Ta pao de] (sudu)] [zhi [V? you zheme kuaill] 
he iinDE speed only have this fast 
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Further evidence in support of the claim that the focus particles occupy a position 
higher than vP comes from the fact that the focus particles can precede the deontic 
modal \Qvhsyinggai 'should' and少ao 'must', as in (27a-c). 
(27) a. Libai shi mingtian yinggai/yao qu mai shu. 
Libai be tomorrow should/must go buy book 
'It is tomorrow that Libai should/must go to buy books.' 
b. Libai zhi yinggai/yao mai zhe ben shu. 
Libai only should must buy this CI book 
'Libai should/must buy only this book.' 
b. Libai zhiyou zhe ben shu cai yinggai/yao mai. 
Libai only this CI book just should/must buy 
'Libai should/must buy only this book.' 
According to Tsai (2009a) and Huang (2009), the syntactic position of the deontic 
modal verbs is above vP. Therefore, if the focus particles precede the deontic modal 
verbs, they must be above vP. 
On the other hand, shi and zhiyou can precede subjects and so can zhi in some 
northern dialects of Mandarin, as in (28). 
(28) Shi/(*)zhi/zhiyou Libai mai-guo zhe ben , shu. 
be only only Libai.buy-Asp this CI book 
'It is Libai who/only Libai bought this book.' 
Assuming that the subject is located in Spec-IP, it can be argued that the focus 
In (ii), the subject is a DP adjoined by a relative clause ta pao de 'that he run', whose nominal 
head is elided, and the main verb is you. The focus particle zhi precedes you. 
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particles can precede IP elements. Further evident comes from the fact that the focus 
particles can precede adjuncts in sentence initial positions, as in (29a-b). 
(29) a. Shi/(*)zhi/zhiyou zuotian Libai mai-le shi xiang shu. 
be only yesterday Libai buy-Asp ten CI book 
'It is yesterday that/only yesterday Libai bought ten boxes of books.' 
b. Shi/(*)zhi/zhiyou zai zhe iia shudian Libai mai-le shi xiang shu. 
be only only at this CI bookstore Libai buy-Asp ten CI book 
‘It is in this bookstore that/only at this bookstore Libai bought ten boxes of 
books.' 
In (29a_b), the sentence initial shi and zhiyou are acceptable, while the sentence initial 
zhi is acceptable in some northern dialects of Mandarin. If the adjuncts in (29a-b) are 
adjoined to IP, the focus particles precede these IP-adjuncts. 
In sum, the three focus particles can be located in two possible positions—above vP 
or above IP, as shown in (30). 
{2>QI)[{shil{^)zhilzhiyou) [ip IP-adjuncts subject {shi!zhi!zhiyou) ...]]] 
The two different positions of the focus particles may indicate the two focus 
projections~the outer focus projection in the left periphery and the inner focus 
projection between vP and IP, which will be discussed in Section 3.3.4. 
3.3.3 Association with focused constituents 
The focus particles shi, zhi and zhiyou obey the PLA, i.e. they must be associated ‘ 
with focused constituents in their c-command domain (see Section 3.2.3 in this 
chapter). For example，in (31a), all of the focused constituents are c-commanded by 
the focus particles. Once the focused constituents are not within the c-command 
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domain of the focus particles, there is no association between the focus particles and 
the focused constituents, as shown in (31b-c). 
(31)a. Libai shi/zhi/zhivou zai zha iia shudian mai-guo shu. 
Libai be only only at this CI bookstore buy-Asp book 
'It is in this bookstore that/only in this bookstore Libai bought books.' 
b. *Libai shi/zhi/zhiyou zai zha jia shudian mai-guo shu. 
Libai be only only at this CI bookstore buy-Asp book 
'It is Libai who/only Libai bought books in this bookstore.' 
c. *Shu, Libai shi/zhi/zhiyou zaizhajia shudian mai-guo. 
book Libai be only only at this CI bookstore buy-Asp 
'It is books that/only books Libai bought.' 
In (31b), the focused constituent is the subject, which is above the c-command 
‘domain of the focus particles. Therefore, the focus particles cannot be associated with 
it. In (31c), the focused object is topicalized out of the c-command domain of the 
focus particles. Consequently, the focus particles cannot be associated with it. The 
PLA is violated, so (31b) and (31c) are ruled out. ^ ^ 
16 Yang Gu (p.c.) points out that the sentence in (i) seems to be a counterexample for the PLA. 
(i) a. Zhangsanzhi fan-le yi xia na ben shu. 
Zhangsanonly flip-Asp one time that CI book 
'Zhangsan only flipped through this book.' . 
b. Na ben shu, Zhangsan zhi fan-le yi xia. 
that CI book Zhangsan only flip-Asp one time 
'Zhangsan only flipped through this book.' 
According to her intuition, in (ib), even if the object is topicalized, it can still be contrastive focus. 
However, I argue that zhi is not associated with the topicalized object in (ib). Evidence comes 
from similar sentences with the topicalized constituent replaced by a strong quantifier. The 
sentence in (iia) is ill-formed since zhi is associated with a strong quantifier, as discussed in _  
Section 3.3.1. (iia) becomes grammatical when zhi is associated with yi xia 'one time', as in (iib). 
In (iic), the strong quantifier is topicalized. � 
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There is a difference between shi/zhi and zhiyou. Generally, shi or zhi immediately 
precede its focused constituent, as shown in (32a-b), but each of them is not 
necessarily adjacent to its focused constituent, as in (32c), where the focused object is 
separated from the focus particle by the verb. 
(32)a. Shi/(*)zhi Libai mai-le zhe ben shu. 
be only Libai buy-Asp this CI book 
'It is Libai who/only Libai bought this book.' 
b. Libai shi/zhi zai zhe iia shudian mai-guo shu. 
Libai be only at this CI bookstore buy-Asp book 
'It is in this bookstore that/only in this bookstore Libai bought books.' 
c. Libai shi/zhi mai-le zhe ben shu. 
Libai be only buy-Asp this CI book 
'It is this book that/only this book Libai bought.' 
In contrast, zhiyou must be adjacent to its focus constituent. As in (33a-b), the focused 
object must be fronted to the position adjacent to zhiyou (Object fronting will be 
discussed in Section 3.3.4). Further evidence is shown in (34a-b).^^ 
(ii) a. *Zhangsan zhi fan-le yi xia suovou de shu. 
Zhangsan only flip-Asp one time all DE book 
'Zhangsan only flipped through all books one time.' 
b. Zhangsan zhi fan-le vi xia suoyou de shu. 
Zhangsan only flip-Asp one time all CI book 
'Only one time did Zhangsan flip through all books.' 
c. Suoyou de shu, Zhangsan zhi fan-le vi xia. 
all DE book Zhangsan only flip-Asp. one time 
'All books, only one time did Zhangsan flip through one time.' 
The well-formedness of (iic) shows that zhi cannot be associated with the topicalized strong 
quantifier. If zhi is associated with the topicalized strong quantifier, it would be ungrammatical 
like (iia), which is contrary to the fact. Thus, the topicalized object in (ic) is not marked as 
contrastive focus by zhi. 
17 As pointed out by Audrey Li (p.c.), the sentences in (ia-b) show that zhiyou and its focused 
constituent can be separated. 
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(33) a. Libai zhiyou zhe ben shu hui mai. 
Libai only this CI book will buy 
'Libai will only buy this book.' 
b. *Libai zhiyou hui mai zhe ben shu. 
Libai only will buy this CI book 
'Libai will only buy this book.' 
(34) a. Zuotian zhiyou Libai qu mai shu. 
yesterday only Libai go buy book 
'Yesterday only Libai went to buy books.' 
b. *Zhiyou zuotian Libai qu mai shu. 
only yestetday Libai go buy book 
(i) a. Ta zhiyou yong daozi sha ii. (meiyou sha niu) 
he only with knife kill chicken not kill cow 
'He only kills chickens (not cows) with a knife.' 
b. Ta zhiyou yong bi xie hanzi. (meiyou xie yingwen) 
he only with pen write character (not write English) 
'He only writes character (not English) with a pen.‘ 
I suggest that zhiyou in (ia-b) can be analyzed as the focus particle zhi and the auxiliary you (see 
also footnote 11 in this chapter). As a result, zhi can be associated with the non-adjacent focused 
constituent. Once the modal verb hui 'will' occur in the sentences in (ia-b), the focused constituent 
must be the constituent adjacent to zhiyou, as in (iia-b). 
(ii) a. Ta zhiyou yong daozi cai hui shaji. (??bu hui sha niu) 
he only with knife just will kill chicken not will kill cow 
'He only kills chickens (not cows) with a knife.' 
b. Ta zhiyou yong bi cai hui xie hanzi. (??bu hui xie yingwei) 
he only with pen just will write character not will write English 
'He only writes character (not English) with a pen.' 
As discussed in footnote 14，since hui is a future marker, which does not match the perfectivity 
expressed by you, zhiyou in (iia-b) cannot be interpreted as zhi 'only' and you 'have'. Zhiyou can 
only be interpreted as a focus particle and it must be adjacent to its focused constituent. Thus, I do 
not agree that (ia-b) are counterexamples. 
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'Yesterday only Libai went to buy books.' 
Following Zhang (1997，2000)，I assume that zhiyou is adjoined to a focused 
constituent. For example, if it is adjoined to a DP, it is part of the DP, as in (35a). If it 
is adjoined to a PP，it is part of the PP, as in (35b). 
(35) a. [DP Zhiyou [np Libai]] gei Wangwei zuo-le wanfan. 
only Libai for Wangwei make-Asp supper 
'Only Libai made supper for Wangwei.' 
b. Libai [pp zhiyou [pp gei Wangwei]] cai zuo wanfan. 
Libai only for Wangwei just make supper 
'Libai makes the supper only for Wangwei.' 
Since zhiyou is adjoined to a focused constituent, it cannot be separated from the 
focused constituent by other syntactic objects, i.e. it must immediately precede the 
focused constituent. 
Adjoining to a focused constituent also ensures that the c-command domain of 
zhiyou is the constituent adjoined by it. The adjunction separates XP into two 
segmen t sXPl and XP2. Consider the following configuration. 
(36) [xpi zhiyou [xp2 Focus]] 
According to May's (1985) definition of c-command (see footnote 6)，the adjunct 
zhiyou can c-command XP2. In other words, focus constituents with which zhiyou is 
associated must be adjoined by zhiyou. 
In sum, shi, zhi and zhiyou must be associated with their focused constituents in ‘ 
their c-command domain. Shi or zhi and its focused constituent can be separated, 
while zhiyou is adjoined to its focused constituent. 
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3.3.4 Inner focus, Outer focus and Agree 
According to Tsai's (2009b) cartographic approach to Mandarin focus constructions, 
there are both an inner focus projection (FP, henceforth) between vP and BP, and an 
outer FP in the left periphery, as shown in (37) (see also Shyu 1995，Belletti 2004). 
(37) CP 





Based on (37)，I argue that the focus particles shi，zhi and zhiyou can be located in 
either the inner FP or the outer FP. According to the configuration in (30)，repeated 
below as (38), the focus particles can occur in two positions—immediately above vP 
• or above IP. 
(38) [{shi! {*)zhilzhiyou) [ip IP-adjuncts subject {shi!zhi!zhiyou) [vP...]]] 
When the focus particles are located in the inner FP, they precede vP and follow the 
subject. In contrast, when the focus particles are located in the outer FP, they precede 
IP elements. 
Shi or zhi is directly merged into the inner FP or the outer FP. They are associated 
with their focused constituents in their c-command domain, as in (39a-b). 
(39) a. [CP [FP shUzhi [n> OT .. .]]] 
b. [CP [IP [FP shUzhi [vP...2£E...]]] „ 
• -
As discussed in Section 3.3.3，zhiyou is adjoined to its focused constituent XR The 
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zhiyou-X? complex may undergo overt movement at Narrow Syntax. Zhiyou only 
licenses a focused object that is preposed to the preverbal position, as in (40a-c). 
, (40) a. Libai zhiyou zhe ben shui hui mai ti. 
Libai only this CI book will buy 
'Libai will buy only this book.' 
b. *Libai zhiyou hui mai zhe ben shu. 
Libai only will buy this CI book 
‘Libai will buy only this book.， 
c. *Libai hui mai zhiyou zhe ben shu. 
Libai will buy only this CI book 
'Libai will buy only this book.' 
Since zhiyou is adjoined to its focused constituent, meaning that zhiyou and its 
focused constituent must be adjacent to each other, as in (40a). (40b) is ruled out since 
zhiyou is not adjacent to the focused object. Even if zhiyou and the focused object are 
adjacent to each other, as in (40c), the sentence is still ill-formed, since zhiyou and the 
focused object are required to be preposed to a preverbal position, as in (40a). 
The reason for the preposing of the focused object in (40a) is not very clear. ^ ^ I 
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Zhang (1997，2000) proposes that the focus particle zhiyou triggers a strong F-feature of v. This 
proposal is based on Triggering Hypothesis, as shown in (ia-b). 
(i) a. The default strength of a feature varies across languages; 
b. The default state can be changed under certain conditions. For example, the presence of 
a certain feature in the complement domain of x can trigger a weak feature of x to be 
strong. 
(Zhang 2000: 225) 
When zhiyou adjoins to a focused object, a strong F-feature of v is triggered. Then, the focused ‘ 
object to which zhiyou adjoins must be overtly raised to the checking domain ofvP, i.e. the edge of 
vP, as in (ii), 
(ii) Libai [dp zhiyou [dp wanfan]]i [vp cai gei Wangwei [^pzuo t!]]] . 
Libai only supper just to Wangwei make 
'Libai only makes supper for Wangwei.' 
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speculate that a focused object adjoined by zhiyou might be moved to the Specifier of 
the inner FP, as shown in (41). 
(41) [IP Libai [FP [zhiyou [np zhe ben shu"|1i F hui [VP maiti]]]] 
Libai only this Q book will buy 
Suppose a focus particle must be located in FP. When zhiyou is adjoined to its focused 
constituent, it is not located in the inner FP or the outer FP. Then, it must move into 
the inner FP or the outer FP, pied-piping its focused constituent. If zhiyou is adjoined 
to an object, which is inside vP and the inner FP, the zhiyou-oh]QQX complex may move 
into the Specifier of the inner FP. 
Furthermore, if zhiyou is adjoined to a subject, which is higher than vP and the inner 
FP, the z/j/^ow-subject complex may move into the Specifier of the outer FP, as shown 
in (42). 
(42) [CP [FP [zhiyou [DP Libai]]i F [w U hui mai zhe ben shu]]]] 
only Libai will buy this CI book 
'Only Libai will buy this book.' 
• Moreover, in Section 3.3.3，I have shown that the focus particles all obey the PLA, 
i.e. they are associated with focused constituents in their c-command domains. I 
propose that the association between a focus particle and its focused constituent could 
be reduced to an Agree relation. 
Under the framework of the Minimalist Program (Chomsky 1995, 2000，2001, 2004, 
2007, 2008), I assume that the focus particles bear an uninterpretable F-feature, while 
focused constituents bear an interpretable F-feature. According to Rooth (1992), the 
Nevertheless, Zhang's analysis cannot explain why the focused object to which zhiyou is adjoined .. 
can precede the future modal verb hui, as in (40a). In (ii), the focused object to which zhiyou is 
adjoined is still within the domain of vP. According to Tsai (2009a) and Huang (2009), hui is 
above vP. If the focused object to which zhiyou is adjoined is fronted to the edge of vP, it should 
not precede hui. This is contrary to the fact. 
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F-feature of a focused constituent triggers a focus semantic interpretation, which is a 
set of propositions obtained by replacing the focused constituent with an alternative of 
the same type. It means that the F-feature of a focused constituent provide an 
instruction for interpretation. In contrast, the focus particles do not have the focus 
semantic interpretation. Since the focus particles are defined as focus sensitive 
operators in semantics, they require a quantification domain, which is provided by 
alternatives from the focus semantic interpretation of a focused constituent. In terms 
of syntactic feature system, the F-feature of focused constituents is interpretable, but 
the F-feature of the focus particles is uninterpretable. The uninterpretable F-feature 
forces the focus particles to scan their c-command domain for the interpretable 
F-feature of focused constituents to agree with. Consider the process in (43). 
(43)[... focus particle^^ XP [+F] 
Agree 
In (43)，Agree is operated between the focus particle and the focused constituent XP. 
The uninterpretable F-feature of the focus particle is valued by the interpretable 
F-feature of the XP. Then, the uninterpretable F-feature can be deleted. As a result, the 
derivation is interpretable at the interfaces. 
In sum, the focus particles shi, zhi and zhiyou are located in either the inner FP or 
the outer FP. Their uninterpretable F-feature forces them to enter into an Agree 
relation with their focused constituents. 
3.4 Summary 
This chapter describes the syntactic and semantic properties of the focus particles 
19 As pointed by Lawrence Cheung (p.c.), the associate of the focus particle can be a head element, 
like a verb. In other words, in (39)，the focus particle can be associated with an X, as shown in (i). 
(i) Ta zhi jie-le na ben xiaoshuo, mei mai na ben xiaoshuo. 
he only borrow-Asp that CI novel not buy that CI novel 
'What he did to that novel is borrowing, not buying.' 
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shi, zhi, zhiyou and their focused constituents. Specifically, in terms of semantic 
interpretations, I have shown that these three focus particles add exhaustivity and 
exclusivity to the focused constituents they mark. In terms of syntactic distribution, I 
have shown that these focus particles are above either vP or IP elements. In terms of 
syntactic association, I have shown that these focus particles must be associated with 
focused constituents in their c-command domain. In addition, unlike shi and zhi, I 
have shown that zhiyou must be adjoined to its focused constituent following Zhang's 
(1997，2000) analysis. Following Tsai's (2009b) cartographic approach to focus 
constructions, I have argued that the focus particles are located in either the inner FP 
or the outer FP, Finally, I have proposed that the association between the focus 
particles and their focused constituents could be reduced to the Agree relation. More 
specifically, the uninterpretable F-feature of a focus particle enters into an Agree 
relation with the interpretable F-feature of its focused constituent. The investigation of 
these focus particles will enable us to adequately describe focus intervention effects in 
the next chapter. 
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Chapter Four 
Focus intervention effects 
,, This chapter provides the generalization of focus intervention effects in Mandarin 
w/z-questions. I begin by presenting my observation that when there is an association 
between a focus particle and a focused constituent XP (F-XP association) intervening 
between C[Q] and an in-situ W/2-word (either a W/?-nominal or a W/2-adverbial), focus 
intervention effects appear and rule out the w/2-question. Then，I discuss focus 
intervention effects in in-situ w/j-questions involving not only F-XP associations but 
also V-Wh associations. In this kind of w/?-questions, if there is an F-XP association 
intervening between C[Q] and the V-Wh association, focus intervention effects appear 
and rule out the w/z-questions. Then, I turn to w/z-fronting contexts and show that 
unlike in-situ w/z-questions，focus intervention effects do not arise in w/z-fronting 
constructions. Finally, I conclude that focus intervention effects occur if and only if an 
F-XP association intervenes between C[Q] and an in-situ W/j-word. 
4.1 Focus intervention effects in n^/r-questions with iv/f-nominals 
When there is a focus particle intervening between C[Q] and an in-situ W/z-word，it 
does not necessarily result in focus intervention effects. As illustrated in (l)-(3), when 
the intervening focus particles are associated with the w/z-nominals, focus intervention . 
effects do not appear. 
(1) a. Zuotian shi shei qu-le Xi'an ne? 
yesterday be who go-Asp Xi'an Q 
'Yesterday, who was it that went to Xi'an?' 
b. Libai shi zai nali mai-le zhe ben shu ne? 
Libai be at where buy-Asp this CI book Q 
'Where is it that Libai bought this book?' 
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c. Libai shi mai-le shenme ne? 
Libai be buy-Asp what Q 
'What is it that Libai bought?' 
(2) a. Libai zhi mai-le shenme ne? 
Libai only buy-Asp Wiat Q 
'What is the thing x such that Libai only bought x?' 
b. Libai zhi zai nali mai-guo shu ne? 
Libai only at where buy-Asp book Q 
'What is the place x such that Libai bought books only at x?' 
(3) a. Zhiyou shei hui mai zhe ben shu ne?， 
only who will buy this CI book Q 
'Who is the person x such that only x will buy this book?' 
b. Libai zhiyou zai nali cai hui mai shu ne? 
Libai only at where just will buy book Q 
• 'What is the place x such that Libai will buy books only in x?' 
c. Libai zhiyou shenme shu cai hui zai wanshang du ne? 
Libai only what book just will at evening read Q 
'What is the book x such that Libai will only read x in evening?' 
It is pointed out in Chapter 3 that a focus particle must be associated with a focused 
constituent in its c-command domain. In (l)-(3)，the focus particles are associated 
with the w/z-nominals in their c-command domain and no focus intervention effect is .. 
induced. � 
In contrast, when intervening focus particles are not associated w/z-nominals in their 
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c-command domain, as in (4)-(6)，focus intervention effects appear. 
(4) a. *Shi zuotian shei qu-le Xi'an ne? 
be yesterday who go-Asp Xi'an Q 
'Who is the person x such that it is yesterday that x go to Xi'an?' 
b. *Libai shi xingqiyi zai nali mai shu ne? 
Libai be Monday at where buy book Q 
'What is the place x that it is on Monday that Libai bought books at x?， 
c. */??Libai shi mingtian mai shenme ne? 
Libai be yesterday buy what Q 
'What is the thing x such that it is tomorrow that Libai bought x?， 
(5) a.*/?? Libai zhi hui zai zheli (bu hui zai naH) mai shenme ne? 
Libai only will at here not will at there buy what Q 
'What is the thing x such that Libai will buy x only at this place (not at that 
place)?' 
b. *Libai zhi mai-le (mei mai) shenme ne? 
Libai only buy-Asp not sell what Q . 
'What is the thing x such that what Libai did to x is only buying (not 
selling)?' 
(6) a. *Wangwei shuo zhiyou Libai hui mai shenme ne? 
Wangwei say only Libai will buy what Q 
'What is the thing x such that Wangwei says only Libai will buy x?， ‘ 
b. *Libai zhiyou zai zheli cai hui mai shenme ne? 
Libai on^ at here just will buy what Q 
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'What is the thing x such that Libai bought x only in this place?' 
c. *Libai zhiyou zhe ben shu cai hui zai shenme shihou du ne? 
Libai only this CI book just will at what time read Q 
'What is the time x such that Libai read this book only at x?' 
In (4)-(6), the focus particles are associated with the non-wh focused constituents, and 
they intervene between C[q] and the in-situ w/z-nominals. 
All in all, in the grammatical sentences in (l)-(3), the intervening focus particles are 
associated with the w/z-nominals, as shown in (7). 
(7) [CP C[Q]... focus particle wh-'N ... ]! 
In contrast, in the ungrammatical sentences in (4)-(6)，the intervening focus particles 
are not associated with the w/z-nominals, as shown in (8). 
• (8) *[cp C[Q] . . . focus particle2CP ... w/z-N] 
What is worth noticing is that the configuration in (8) involves an F-XP association 
which intervenes between C[Q] and an in-situ w/2-nominal. Going a step further, it can 
be concluded that an intervening F-XP association results in focus intervention effects 
in w/z-questions with w/z-nominals. Focus intervention effects involving the 
non-nominal w/z-words, i.e. w/z-adverbials will be discussed in the next section. 
4.2 Focus intervention effects in >v/f-questions with iv/r-adverbials 
This section discusses focus intervention effects in w/2-questions with w/?-adverbials. 
According to Tsai's (2008) analysis, which is reviewed in Section 1.3.2 of Chapter 1， .. 
‘ “ ； 
1 The symbol 'wh-W is used to stand for w/wiominals throughout. 
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Mandarin w/z-adverbials zenme 'how' and weishenme 'why' each has different 
properties and they are located in different syntactic positions, as shown in (9). 
(9) C[Q]P 
Causal how EP 
� R e a s o n wh ) 
Reason why IP 
Spec I， 
I vP 
Instrumental how\ vP 
Manner how 
purpose why J v VP 
V Resultative how 
According to Tsai, causal how and reason why are quantifiers, which function as 
sentential Q-Ops: causal how is merged into C[Q] directly, while reason why has an 
option of merging as an IP modifier or merging into C[Q]. In contrast, Tsai proposes 
} 
that other w/z-adverbials are located within vP: instrumental how, manner how and 
purpose why are vP modifiers and are adjoined to vP; resultative how is the 
complement of V.^  In this thesis, causal how and reason why will be referred to as 
2 This thesis will not involve resultative how. The reason is that the property of resultative how is 
still not very clear. Although Tsai (2008) argues that resultative how is the complement of V, there 
are still some problems concerning resultative how. For example, resultative how is licensed by 
V-cfe rather than simple V, as in (i). The obligatory occurrence ofde needs further study. 
(i) Libai xie-*(de) zenmeyang? 
Libai write-DE how.manner 
'How was Libai writing?' 
In addition, the focus particles shi, zhi and zhiyou cannot co-occur with resultative how in in-situ 
w/z-questions，as shown in (iia-c). 
i 
(ii) a. ？?Libai shi xie-de zenmevang le? 
Libai be write-DE how.manner Part 
'What is the result x such that it is x that Libai is writing?' 
b. *Libai zhi xie-de zenmevang le? 
Libai only write-Asp how.manner Part 
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'high w/z-adverbials，，while the rest of the w/z-adverbials will be referred to as 'low 
w/7-adverbials'. 
The high w/z-adverbials including causal how and reason why can scope over the 
focus particles shi, zhi, and zhiyou and their focused constituents, as in (lO)-(ll). 
(10) a. Zenme shi Libai mai-le zhe ben shu ne? 
how be Libai buy-Asp this CI book Q 
'How come it is this book the Libai bought?' 
b. Zenme Libai zhi mai-le zhe ben shu ne? 
how Libai only buy-Asp this CI book Q 
‘How come Libai only bought this book?' 
c. Zenme zhivou Libai mai-le zhe ben shu ne? 
how only “ Libai buy-Asp this CI book Q 
‘How come only Libai bought this book?' 
(11) a. Weishenme shi Libai mai-le zhe ben shu ne? 
why be Libai buy-Asp this CI book Q 
'Why is it Libai that bought this book?' 
b. Weishenme Libai zhi mai-le zhe ben shu ne? 
why Libai only buy-Asp this CI book Q 
'Why did Libai only buy this book?' 
'What is the result x such that Libai's writing is only x?' 
c. *Libai zhiyou zenmeyang cai hui xie-de? 
Libai only how.manner just will write-DE? 
'What is the result x such that Libai's writing is only x?， 
The unacceptability of (iia-c) may. be due to some particular properties of resultative how. As 
illustrated in the rest of this section, other w^-adverbials can co-occur with all of these focus 
particles. In order to provide a consistent description of focus intervention effects, I will set aside 
resultative how in this thesis and only look at other wA-adverbials. 
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c. Weishenme zhiyou Libai cai hui mai zhe ben shu ne? 
why only Libai just will buy this CI book Q 
'Why will only Libai buy this book?' 
Since the high WA-adverbials are merged into C[Q] directly, they can precede other 
elements within the sentence. In addition, according to Ko (2005)，Mandarin subjects 
can be topicalized (see Section 1.3.2 of Chapter 1), so we can derive the sentences in 
(12)-(13) from (lO)-(ll) by topicalizing the subjects to Spec-TopP as in (14). 
(12) a. Libai zenme shi mai-le zhe ben shu ne? 
Libai how be buy-Asp this CI book Q 
‘How come it is this book that Libai bought?' 
b. Libai zenme zhi mai-le zhe ben shu ne? 
Libai how only buy-Asp this CI book Q 
'How come Libai only bought this book?' 
c. Libai zenme zhiyou zhe ben chu cai hui mai ne? 
Libai how only this CI book just will buy Q 
'How come Libai will only buy this book?' • 
(13) a. Libai weishenme shi mai-le zhe ben shu ne? 
Libai why be buy-Asp this CI book Q 
'Why is it this book that Libai bought?' 
b. Libai weishenme zhi mai-le zhe ben shu ne? ‘ 
Libai why only buy-Asp this CI book Q 
'Why did Libai only buy this book?' 
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c. Libai weishenme zhiyou zhe ben shu cai hui mai ne? 
Libai why only this Q book just will buy Q 
'Why will Libai only buy this book?' 
( 1 4 ) [ T o p P Subject 1 [CP wh-RA [正 ti ... focus particle XP ...]]] 
As shown in (14), the high w/z-adverbials are preceded by the topicalized subjects and 
they still scope over the F-XP associations. 
In (10)-(13), since the F-XP associations are lower than the high w/z-adverbials, they 
cannot intervene between C[q] and the high w/z-adverbials. Hence, focus intervention 
effects are not detected in w/z-questions with the high w/z-adverbials. 
In contrast, the focus particles can scope over the low w/z-adverbials, including 
instrumental how and purpose why, as in (15)-(16).^ 
(15)a. (?)Libai shi zenm'eC-vang) chuli zhejian shi ne? 
Libai be how-manner handle this CI matter Q 
‘By what means is it that Libai handle this matter?' 
3 Tsai (2008) argues that both instrumental how and manner how are vP modifiers. The distinction 
. between the two is that manner how undergoes LF movement while instrumental how is 
unselectively bound by Q-Op. In terms of quantifier intervention effects (see Section 2.1 of 
Chapter 2), a subject quantifier triggers intervention effects in a w/j-question with manner how, as 
in (ia), but not in a wA-question with instrumental how, as in (ib). According Cheng & Rooryck. 
(2002), intervention effects do not appear when w/z-words undergo unselective binding. 
(i) (zheli,) meigeren dou hui zenme(-yang) chuli zhejian shi? 
here everyone all will how-manner handle this CI matter 
a. # ‘In what manner will everyone here handle this matter?' 
b. ‘By what means will everyone here handle this matter?' (Tsai 2008: 99) 
However, the distinction between manner how and instrumental how in (i) is subtle according to 
my informants, i.e. they do not find (ia) totally unacceptable. In other words, based on my 
informants' judgment, both the interpretations in (ia) and in (ib) are possible for (i). This means 
that the quantifier intervention effect may not be detected in w/j-questions with manner how. 
Therefore, manner how may not undergo LF movement as suggested by Tsai. 
On the basis of my informants' judgment of (i), it seems that manner how might be derived in „ 
the same way as instrumental how: they do not undergo LF movement, but whether this has to do 
with dialectal variation or other unknown factors will be left open for future studies. In this thesis, 
since the status of manner how is not very clear, I will set it aside and only look at instrumental 
how and purpose why, which provide a clearer picture. 
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b. Libai zhi hui zenme(-vang) chuli zhejianshi ne? 
Libai only will how-manner handle this CI matter Q 
'Only by what means will Libai handle this matter?' 
c. Libai zhiyou zenme-vang cai neng chuli hao zhe jian shi ne?4 
Libai only how-manner just able handle good this CI matter Q 
'Only by what means can Libai handle this matter?' 
(16) a. Libai shi wei(-le) shenme xie shi ne? 
Libai be for-Asp what write poem Q 
‘For what purpose is it that Libai wrote poems?' 
b. Libai zhi hui weiMe) shenme xie shi ne? 
Libai on^ will for-Asp what write poem Q 
'Only for what purpose does Libai write poems?' 
c. Libai zhiyou weiMe^ shenme cai hui xie shi ne? 
Libai onp for-Asp what just will write poem Q 
'Only for what purpose will Libai write poems?' 
4 Candice Cheung (p.c.) points out that (15c) will become unacceptable if zenme-yang is replaced . 
by zenme. The reason of this phenomenon is still unknown, but it is likely that this is not related to 
focus intervention effects. It may be due to some special properties oi zhiyou, which requires the 
obligatory occurrence of the morpheme -yang. This is not crucial in this thesis and is left for “ 
future studies. 
In addition, Yang Gu (p.c.) points out that the w/z-word zenme-yang in (15c) not only has 
instrumental reading but also conditional reading. For example, the answer to (15c) might be (iia) 
or (iib). 
(ii) a. Libai zhiyou yong maobi cai hui xie shi. 
Libai only with brush just will write poem. 
'Only with a brush will Libai write poems.， 
b. Libai zhiyou zai yong maobi de qingkuang xia cai hui xie shi. 
Libai ony at use bnsh DE condition under just will write poem. 
'Only under the condition that Libai uses a brush will he write poems.' 
The conditional reading has not been discussed in the literature. Further studies on this point may 
reveal some new properties of the w/z-adverbial zenmeyang. 
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Since the focus particles are above vP, as discussed in Section 3.3.2 of Chapter 3, they 
are higher than the low w^-adverbials, which are vP modifiers. In the sentences in 
(15)-(16), the focus particles take the low w/2-adverbials as their focused constituents 
and focus intervention effects do not appear. 
However, when the focus particles are associated with non-w/z focused constituents 
rather than the low w/z-adverbials in their c-command domain, focus intervention 
effects are detected. For example, (17)-(18) are ruled out because shi and zhi are 
associated with zuotian 'yesterday' and zai zhege shihou ‘at this time，，respectively, 
rather than with the low w/z-adverbials. 
(17) a. *Libai shi zuotian zenme-(yang) chuli zhejianshi ne? 
Libai be yesterday how-manner handle this CI matter Q 
'What is the means x such that it is yesterday that Libai handle this matter 
byx?, ’ 
b. *Libai shi zuotian wei(-le) shenme xie shi ne? 
Libai be yesterday for-Asp what write poem Q 
'What is the purpose x such that it is yesterday that Libai wrote poems for 
- X ? , 
(18) a. *Libai zhi hui zai zhe ge shihou (bu hui zai na ge shihou) 
Libai only will at this CI time not will at that CI time 
zenme-(yang) chuli zhejian shi ne? 
how-manner handle this CI matter Q 
'What is the means x such that Libai handle this matter by x only at this 
time (not at that time)?' 
b. *Libai zhi hui zai zhe ge shihou (bu hui zai na ge shihou) 
Libai only will at this CI time not will at that CI time 
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wei(-le) shenme xie shi ne? 
for-Asp what write poem Q 
'What is the purpose x such that Libai wrote poems for x only at this time 
(not at that time)?' 
Moreover, if the low w/z-adverbials are not immediately preceded by zhiyou, i.e. 
zhiyou is not associated with the low w/z-adverbials, the w/z-questions are 
ungrammatical, as in (19a-d). 
(19) a. *Libai zhiyou Xi，an cai hui zenme(-yang) qu ne? 
Libai only Xi'anjust will how-manner go Q 
'By what means will Libai only go to Xi'an?' 
b. *Libai zhiyou Xi'an cai hui wei(-le) shenme qu ne? 
Libai only Xi'anjust will for-Asp what go Q 
'For what purpose will Libai only go to Xi'an?' 
c. *Libai zhiyou zhe shihou cai hui zenme(-yang) qu Xi'an ne? 
Libai only this time just will how-manner go Xi'an Q 
'By what means will Libai go to Xi'an only at this time?' 
d. */??Libai zhiyou zai zheli cai hui wei(-le) shenme mai shu ne? 
Libai only at here just will for-Asp what buy book Q 
'For what purpose will Libai buy books only at this place?' 
In (17)-(19), each of the sentences contains an intervening F-XP association, i.e. a 
focus particle is associated with a non-wh focused constituent in its c-command 
domain. The intervening F-XP association results in focus intervention effects. 
Finally, I conclude the configurations involving focus particles and w/z-adverbials in 
(20)-(21). The configuration in (20) is related to the high —-adverbials including 
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causal how and reason why, while .the configurations in (21a-b) are related to the low 
w/i-adverbials including instrumental how and purpose why. 
(20)[CP wh-BA... focus particle 
(21)a. [CP C[Q] ... focus particle w/?-LA ...] 
b. *[cp C[Q]... focus particleXP ...wh-LK...] 
(21b) shows that the low w/z-adverbials pattern like w/2-nominals in terms of focus 
intervention effects. The focus intervention effect is induced by the intervening F-XP 
association. This similarity is expected. According to Tsai (2008), instrumental how 
and purpose why contain w/2-nominals in their semantics and are bound by Q-Op at 
LF. This means that the w/z-adverbials have the same semantic properties as 
w/z-nominals. Thus, combining (18) with (20b), a more general configuration of focus 
intervention effects can be given, as in (22). 
• (22)*[cp C[Q] ... focus particle2CP ... w/z-N/w/z-LA ...] 
Tsai (2008) discusses phenomena about object fronting, which seem to be 
counterexamples for my generalization.^ Tsai observes that Mandarin preposed 
objects can intervene between C[Q] and W/z-adverbials, as shown in (23a-c). 
(23) a. Ni zhurou zenme(-yang) chi, niurou zenme(-yang) chi? 
you pork how-manner eat beef how-manner eat 
‘By what means will you eat pork and by what means will you eat beef?' 
(Tsai 2008: 109) 
5 The symbols and 'w/z-LA' stand for high w/2-adverbials and low w"-adverbials 
respectively in the configurations. 
6 I thank Candice Cheung for pointing out the potential counterexamples for me. 
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b. Ni zhe ben shu weishenme mai. na ben shu weishenme bu mai? 
you that CI book why buy that CI book why not buy 
'Why did you buy this book, but not that book?' (Tsai 2008: 110) 
c. Ni zhe ben shu wei(-le)shemme mai. na ben shu wei(-le)shenme bu 
you this CI book for-Asp what buy that CI book for-Asp what not 
mai? 
buy 
'For what purpose did you buy this book, and for what purpose did you not 
buy that book?' (Tsai 2008:110) 
According to Tsai's (2008) analysis, the fronted object is located in Spec-FP in the 
left periphery. Hence, it can precede instrumental how, which is adjoined to vP (23a), 
reason why, which is adjoined to IP (23b) and purpose why, which is adjoined to vP 
(23c). If the fronted objects are contrastive foci, following (22), their appearances 
between C[Q] and low W/z-adverbials should induce focus intervention effects, which 
is contrary to the fact. 
However, I argue that (23a-c) should not be considered as counterexamples. In 
Mandarin object fronting constructions, the focus particle shi can occur before the 
fronted object and be associated with it, as in (24a-c). 
(24) a. ？Libai shi niurou mingtian chi. 
Libai be beef tomorrow eat 
'It is beef that Libai will eat tomorrow.' 
b. Libai shi niurou mei chi-guo. 
Libai be beef not eat-Asp : 
'It is beef that Libai has not eaten.' 
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c. Zhangxu shi shufa . lian-le shi nian. 
Zhangxu be calligraphy practice-Asp ten year 
'It is the calligraphy that Zhangxu practiced for ten years.' 
However, when shi appears and is associated with the fronted objects in (23a-c)，the 
questions are ruled out, as shown in (25a-c). 
(25) a. *Ni shi zhurou zenme(-yang) chi, shi niurou zenme(-yang) chi? 
you be pork how-manner eat be beef how-manner eat 
'What is the means x such that it is pork that you eat by x，and what is the 
means y such that it is beef that you eat by y?' 
b. *Ni shi zhe ben shu weishenme mai, shi na ben shu weishenme 
you be this CI book why buy be that CI book why 
bu mai? 
not buy 
'What is the reason x such that it is this book that you buy for x, and what is 
the reason y such that it is that book that you do not buy for y?, 
c. *Ni shi zhe ben shu wei(-le) shemme mai, shi na ben shu 
you be this CI book for Asp what buy be that CI book 
wei(-le)shenme bu mai? 
for Asp what not buy 
'What is the purpose x such that it is this book that you buy for x，and what 
is the purpose y such that it is that book that you do not buy for y?， 
In each of the sentences in (25a-c), there is an F-XP association {shi is associated with 
a non-W/2 focused constituent) intervening between C[Q] and a W/z-adverbial. .. 
Consequently, focus intervention effects appear. Thus, it is very clear that (25a-c) 
conform to my conclusion: once an F-XP association intervenes between C[Q] and a 
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w/2-word, focus intervention effects occur. 
Paul (2005) proposes that fronted objects should be analyzed as topics rather than 
foci. According to Paul, a syntactic constituent lower than a focus cannot be 
questioned. As shown in (26), in the focus construction—…少e/cfow construction 
(see also Shyu 1995), the main verb following the focused constituent lim-XP cannot 
be questioned. 
(26) *Lian Zhangsan ye yao-bu-yao lai? 
even Zhangsan also want-not-want come 
‘Does even Zhangsan want to come?' (Paul 2005: 12) 
If fronted objects are real foci, main verbs following them should not be questioned. 
However, this prediction is not borne out, as shown in (27). 
(27) a. Ni kunqu hui-bu-hui? 
you Kunqu.opera know-not-know 
‘Do you know how to sing the Kunqu-opera?' (Paul 2005: 11) 
b. Ta gourou gan-bu-gan chi? 
he dog.meat dare-not-dare eat 
'Does he dare to eat dog meat?' (Paul 2005: 12) 
According to Paul, the well-formedness of (27a-b) suggests that fronted objects have 
different properties from real focused constituents. 
In addition, according to Paul, fronted objects can occur in list contexts, as in (28a). 
In contrast, contrastive foci express exhaustivity, which are infelicitous in list 
contexts, as in (28b). : 
(28) a. Wo yifu xi-le, di tuo-le, wan shua-le, chuangye 




‘I did the laundry, wiped the floor, washed the bowls, and also made the 
bed.， (Paul 2005: 15) 
b. #Wo shi xi-le y\fu, shi tuo-le di, shi shua-le 
I be wash-Asp clothes be wipe-Asp floor be scrub-Asp 
wan, shi zhengli-le chuang. 
bowl be put.in.order bed 
‘It is the clothes that I washed, it is the floor that I wiped, it is the bowls that 
I washed and it is the bed that I made.' 
(28a) suggests that a fronted object, unlike a contrastive focus, does not express 
exhaustivity. 
What's more, Paul observes that base generation is available not only to external 
topics but also fronted objects, as in (29)-(30). 
(29) a. Neijian shi, ta hai mei zuo jueding. 
that CI matter he also not arrange decision 
‘That matter, he has not arranged a decision concerning it.， 
b. Yingyu, ta kao-le gejiushi fen. 
English he take.exam-Asp CI 90 point 
'English exam, he obtained 90 points in it.， 
(30) a. Ta neijian shi hai mei zuo jueding. 
he that CI matter also not arrange decision 
'That matter, he has not arranged a decision concerning it.'(Paul 2005: 18) .. 
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b. Ta yingyu kao-le gejiushi fen. 
he English take.exam-Asp CI 90 point 
'English exam, he obtained 90 points in it.' (Paul 2005: 18) 
As shown in (30a-b), the fronted objects can be base-generated in the preverbal 
position, which are like the external topics in (29a-b). The similarity suggests that the 
fronted objects may be treated as topics. 
To summarize, object fronting may not involve focalization. If Paul's proposal is on 
the right track, the well-formedness of (23a-c) is not surprising. The intervening 
fronted objects in (23a-c) are not foci, so there is no focus intervention effect. . 
4.3 F-XP association and F-Wh association 
In the last two sections, I have shown that focus intervention effects are induced 
when there is an intervening F-XP association between C[Q] and a w/?-nominal or a 
low w/z-adverbial. This section discusses focus intervention effects in w/z-questions 
involving not only F-XP association but also F-Wh association. Consider the 
ungrammatical w/z-questions in (31)-(36). In each of (31)-(35), there are two different • 
focus particles. In each of (36a-e), there are two identical focus particles. 
(31)a. *Shi Libai renwei zhiyou shei hui lai ne? 
be Libai think only who wll come Q 
'Who is the person x such that it is Libai who thinks only x will come?' 
b. *Zhiyou Libai renwei shi shei hui lai ne? 
only Libai think be who will come Q 
'Who is the person x such that only Libai thinks it is x who will come?' : 
7 I thank Thomas Lee for drawing my attention to the sentences involving two identical focus 
particles, such as the sentences in (36a-e) and (42a-d). 
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(32) a. *Libai shi zuotian shuo Wangwei zhi mai-le shenme ne? 
Libai be yesterday say Wangwei only buy-Asp vhat Q 
'What is the thing x such that it is yesterday that Libai said Wangwei only 
bought X?' 
b. *Libai zhiyou dao zuotian cai neng toulu Wangwei shi mai-le shenme ne? 
Libai only until yesterday just can reveal Wangwei be buy-Asp what Q 
'What is the thing x such that only until yesterday could Libai reveal it is x 
that Wangwei bought?' 
(33)a. *Libai shi zuotian shuo Wangwei zhiyou zai nali cai hui mai shu ne? 
Libai be yesterday say Wangwei only at where just will buy book Q 
'What is the place x such that it is yesterday that Libai said that Wangwei 
bought books only at x?' 
b. *Libai zhiyou dao zuotian cai neng toulu Wangwei shi zai nali 
Libai on^ until yesterday just can reveal Wangwei be at where 
mai-le shu ne? 
buy-Asp bookQ 
'What is the place x such that only until yesterday could Libai reveal it is at 
X that Wangwei bought books?' 
(34) a. *Libai zhi tingshuo-guo (mei jian-guo) shi shei mai-le shu ne? 
Libai only hear-Asp. not see-Asp be who buy-Asp book Q 
'Who is the person x such that Libai only heard (did not see) that it is x who 
bought books?' 
b. *Libai shi tingshuo-guo (bu shi jian-guo) Wangwei zhi mai-le shenme 




'What is the thing x such that it is hearing (not seeing) that Libai did to the 
event that Wangwei only bought x?' 
(35)a. *Libai shi zuotian shuo Wangwei zhi hui zenme-(vang) qu Xi'an ne? 
Libai be yesterday say Wangwei only will how-manner go Xi'an Q 
'What is the means x such that it is yesterday that Libai said Wangwei 
would go to Xi'an only by x?， 
b. *Libai zhiyou dao zuotian cai neng toulu Wangwei shi hui 
Libai only until yesterday just can reveal Wangwei be will 
zenme(-vang) qu Xi'an ne? 
how-manner go Xi'an Q 
'What is the means x such that only until yesterday could Libai reveal it is 
by X that Libai would go to Xi'an?' 
(36)a. *Shi Libai renwei shi shei hui lai ne? 
be Libai think be who will come Q 
'Who is the person x such that it is Libai who thinks it is x who will come?' 
b. *Libai zhi zai zuotian (mei zai shang zhou) shuo-guo Wangwei zhi 
Libai only at yesterday not in last week say-Asp Wangwei only 
mai-le shenme ne? 
buy-Asp what Q 
'What is the thing x such that only yesterday (not last week) did Libai say 
that Wangwei only bought x?' 
c. *Libai zhiyou dao zuotian cai neng toulu Wangwei zhiyou zai nali 
Libai only until yesterday just can reveal Wangwei only at where 
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cai hui mai shu. ne? 
just will buy book Q 
'What is the place x such that only until yesterday could Libai reveal 
Wangwei will buy books only at x?， 
d. *Libai zhi tingshuo-guo (mei jian-guo) Wangwei zhi mai-le shenme ne?^ 
Libai only hear-Asp not sse-Asp Wangwei only buy-Asp what Q 
'What is the thing x such that Libai only heard (did not see) that Wangwei 
only bought x?' 
e. *Libai zhiyou dao zuotian cai neng toulu Wangwei zhiyou 
Libai only until yesterday just can reveal Wangwei only 
zenmevang cai hui chuli zhejian shi ne? 
how.manner just will handle this CI matter Q 
'What is the means x such that only until yesterday could Libai reveal 
Wangwei would handle this matter only by x?' • 
These sentences are direct questions, i.e. C[Q] is in the matrix clauses. In each of the 
sentences, there are two focus particles between C[Q] and the in-situ W/Z-nominal or 
in-situ low w/z-adverbial: the focus particle in the matrix clause is associated with a 
non-wh focused constituent, while the focus particle in the embedded clause is 
associated with a w/z-nominal or a low w/2-adverbial. A simplified configuration for 
8 According to Thomas Lee (p.c.), the sentence in (i) may be better than (36d). Based on my 
intuition and my informants' judgment, the acceptability of the sentence is not very high. 
(i) ？?Zhangsan zhi zhidao Wangwu zhi chi-le xie shenme? 
Zhangsan only know Wangwu only eat-Asp CI what 
'What is the thing x such that Zhangsan only knew Wangwu only ate x?' 
One reason of the higher acceptability of (i) may have to do with the fact that the two focus 
particles are associated with the w/2-word. In other words, the w/2-question in (i) may be — 
interpreted as 'what is the thing x such that Zhangsan only knew Wangwu only ate x?，. Given that 
there is no F-XP association between C[Q] and the W/j-word, focus intervention effects do not 
appear. However, it is redundant that two identical focus particles are associated with one 
wA-word. Consequently，(i) is degraded. 
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these sentences is given in (37). 
(37) *[cpi C[Q] •.. focus particlel XP [cp2... focus particle2 wh-Wwh-LA ...]] 
In (37), there are two kinds of association~F-XP association and F-Wh association. 
At first glance, the ungrammaticality of (37) seems to be related to the fact that 
there are two contrastive foci marked by two focus particles in the configuration. 
However, a closer investigation reveals that this should not be the real reason. 
Consider the following examples in (38)-(42), which have similar patterns as the 
examples in (31)-(36) except that the positions of the focused constituents and the 
w/7-words are exchanged: with the w/z-words preceding the focused constituents, the 
sentences become grammatical.^ Each of the sentences in (38)-(41) involves two 
different focus particles. Each of the sentences in (42a-d) involves two identical focus 
particles. 
(3 8) a. Shi shei renwei zhiyou Libai hui lai ne? 
be who think only Libai will come Q 
'Who is the person x such that it is x who thinks only Libai will come?' 
b. Zhiyou shei hui renwei shi Libai yao lai ne? 
only who will think be Libai will come Q 
'Who is the person x such that only x will think it is Libai who will come?' 
(39) a. Libai shi zai shenme shihou shuo-guo Wangwei zhi mai-le shu ne? 
Libai be at what time say-Asp Wangwei only buy-Asp book Q 
'What is the time x such that it is at x that Libai said Wangwei only bought 
books?' ： 
9 In (37)-(40), the acceptability of the (c) sentences is lower than the (a) and (b) sentences. It may 
be due to phonetic redundancy triggered by the two identical focus particles in each of the (c) 
sentences. 
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b. Libai zhiyou dao shenme shihou cai neng toulu Wangwei shi 
Libai until vhat time just can reveal Wangwei be 
na-le Huangdi de shu ne? 
take-Asp Emperor DE book Q 
'What is the time x such that only until x could Libai reveal it is Emperor's 
books that Wangwei took?' 
(40) a. Libai shi zai nali shuo-guo Wangwei zhiyou zai huanggong cai 
Libai be at where say-Asp Wangwei only at palace just 
hui xie shi ne? 
will write poem Q 
'What is the place x such that it is at x that Libai said that Wangwei 
would write poems only at the palace?' 
b. Libai zhiyou zai shenme difang cai neng toulu Wangwei shi 
Libai until place just can reveal Wangwei be 
zai huanggong na-le ben shu ne? 
at palace take-Asp CI book Q 
'What is the place x such that only at x could Libai said it is at the palace 
that Wangwei took a book?' 
(41) a. Libai shi zenme(-vang) cai-dao Wangwei zhi hui zuo mache qu 
Libai be how-manner guess-Asp Wangwei only will by coach go 
Xi'an ne? 
Xi'an Q 
'What is the means x such that it is by x that Libai successfully guess 
Wangwei would go to Xi'an only by coach?' — 
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b. Libai zhiyou zenme-vang cai neng cai-dao Wangwei shi hui 
Libai only how-manner just can guess-Asp Wangwei be will 
zuo mache qu Xi'an ne? 
by coach go Xi'an Q 
'What is the means x such that only by x could Libai successfully guess it is 
by coach that Libai would go to Xi'an?' 
(42) a. ？Shi shei hui renwei shi Libai hui lai ne? 
be who will think be Libai will come Q 
'Who is the person x such that it is x who will think that it is Libai who will 
come?' 
b. ？Libai zhi zai shenme shihou shuo-guo Wangwei zhi mai-le shu ne? 
Libai only at what time say-Asp Wangwei only buy-Asp book Q 
'What is the time x such that only at x did Libai say that Wangwei only 
bought books?' 
c. ？Libai zhiyou zai shenme difang cai neng toulu Wangwei zhiyou 
Libai onp at what place just can reveal Wangwei only 
zai huanggong na-le ben shu ne? 
at palace take-Asp CI book Q 
'What is the place x such that only at x did Libai reveal that Wangwei 
took a book only at the palace?' 
d. ？Libai zhiyou zenme-vang cai neng cai-dao Wangwei zhiyou 
Libai only how-manner just can guess-Asp Wangwei only 
zuo mache cai neng dao Xi'an ne? : 
by coach just can arrive Xi'an Q 
'What is the means x such that only by x could Libai successfully guess 
Wangwei arrived in Xi'an only by coach?' 
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These sentences illustrate that more than one contrastive focus marked by the focus 
particle is allowed in a clause. Hence, the ungrammaticality of (31)-(36) cannot be 
attributed to the appearance of two contrastive foci marked by two focus particles in a 
sentence. From (38)-(42), we can conclude that a w/z-question is grammatical if the 
Y-Wh association precedes the F-XP association, as represented in the following 
configuration. 
(43) [cpi C[Q] ... focus particlel wh-Wwh-LA [cpi •.• focus particle2 XE ...]] 
Comparing the configuration (37) with (43), it is clear that once an F-XP association 
intervenes between C[Q] and an V-Wh association, focus intervention effects appear 
and rule out the w/z-questions. 
4.4 Weakening or canceling contexts 
According to previous studies of intervention effects (Beck & Kim 1997, Miyagawa 
2004, Yang 2008)，there are three contexts in which intervention effects are weakened 
or canceled out: (a) interveners and w/z-words occur in embedded clauses; (b) 
w/z-words are D-linked; (c) w/z-words are scrambled over interveners. However, I 
observe that the first two weakening or canceling contexts cannot weaken or cancel 
out focus intervention effects in Mandarin w/?-questions and it is not certain whether 
the third context is applicable to Mandarin, since it is unclear whether Mandarin has 
movement operations comparable to scrambling in Japanese and Korean. 
Nevertheless, Yang (2008) observes that there is indeed a weakening or canceling 
context for focus intervention effects in Mandarin w/^-questions. That is the 
w/z-fronting context. 
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4.4.1 Embedded contexts 
Yang's (2008) competition effect, which is reviewed in Chapter 2, predicts that the 
embedded context can weaken the focus intervention effect, as shown in (44). 
(44)Dui-le 
by.the.way 
a. ？Ni renwei shi Zhangsan chi-le shenme (cai hui duzi teng)? 
you think be Zhangsan eat-Asp what then will belly hurt 
'What is X such that you think that it is Zhangsan who ate x (so that his 
belly hurt)? (Yang 2008:63) 
b. ？Ni renwei zhiyou Zhangsan chi shenme (cai hui hao)? 
you think only Zhangsan eat what then will good 
'What do you think that only Zhangsan eat (so that he will recover)?' 
(Yang 2008: 63) 
The w/2-questions in (44a-b) are matrix questions, so Q-Op is located in the matrix CP. 
Yang argues that the focus particles introduce F-Op into the closest projection, i.e. the 
embedded CP. On this view, Q-Op is located in a different position from F-Op, as 
shown in (45). 
(45)[cpi Q-Opi ... [cp2 F-0p2 [IP Focused subject! ... w/z-wordi]]] 
In (45), Q-Op does not compete with F-Op for the same position. Consequently, there 
is no focus intervention effect. 
Nevertheless, my intuition and my informants' judgments are different from Yang's:... 
the sentences in (44a-b) are not acceptable even if the expressions cai hui duzi teng 
'then will belly hurt' and cai hui hao 'then will good' appear. 
In addition, as suggested by Yang Gu (p.c.), Yang's observation and description of 
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the sentences in (44a-b) may be .incorrect. If cai hui duzi teng ‘then will belly hurt' 
and cai hui hao 'then will good' appear, the predicates chi-le shenme 'ate what' and 
chi shenme ‘eat what' are not the complement of the verb renwei 'think' but rather the 
reason clauses, as shown in (46). 
(46)a. ？Ni renwei [shi Zhangsan [chi-le shenme] cai hui duzi teng]? 
you think be Zhangsan eat-Asp what just will belly hurt 
b. ？Ni renwei [ zhiyou Zhangsan [ chi shenme] cai hui hao]? 
you think only Zhangsan eat what just will good 
In (46a-b)，the w/z-words are embedded in the subordinated clauses within the 
embedded clauses. Hence, the structures in (46a-b) are more complex than embedded 
structures. The subordinated structure may influence the acceptability of the sentences, 
but the reason is unknown, which calls for further investigation. 
What's more, Yang puts the expression dui le 'By.the.way' before (44a-b), which 
‘ m a y be used to create a conversation context, i�Consequently, the degree of 
acceptability of (44a-b) may be influenced by the conversation context. 
According to my informants, without the extra information, such as dui le 
'by.the.way', cai hui duzi teng 'then will belly hurt' and cai hui hao 'then will 
good'the embedded context does not weaken or cancel out the focus intervention 
effect, as shown in (47a-b). 
(47) a. */??Ni renwei shi Zhangsan chi-le shenme ne? 
you think be Zhangsan eat-Asp what Q 
'What is the thing x such that you thought it was Zhangsan who ate x?' 
• 夕 
10 I thank Yang Gu (p.c.) for pointing out this to me. 
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b. */??Ni renwei zhiyou Zhangsan chi-le shenme ne? 
you think only Zhangsan eat-Asp what Q 
'What do you think that only Zhangsan ate?' 
Moreover, there are more data which suggest that the embedded clause cannot weaken 
or cancel out focus intervention effects, as shown in (48a-g). 
(48) a. *Libai shuo shi zuotian shei qu-le Guangzhou ne? 
Libai say be yesterday who go-Asp Guangzhou Q 
'Who is the person x such that Libai said it was yesterday that x went to 
Guangzhou?' 
b. *Wangwei shuo shi Libai mai-le shenme ne? 
Wangwei say be Libai buy-Asp what Q 
'What is the thing x such that Wangwei said it was Libai who bought x?， 
c. *Wangwei renwei zhiyou Libai mai-le shenme ne? 
Wangwei think only Libai buy-Asp what Q 
'What did Wangwei think that only Libai bought?' 
d. *Wangwei renwei shi Libai hui zenme(-yang) chuli zhe jian shi ne? 
Wangwei say be Libai will how-manner handle this CI matter Q 
'What is the means x such that Wangwei thought it was Libai who will 
handle this matter by x?' 
e. */??Wangwei renwei zhiyou Libai hui wei(-le) shenme xie shi ne? 
Wangwei think only Libai will for-Asp what write poem Q , 
'For what purpose did Wangwei think that only Libai will write poems?' 
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f . *Dufii yiwei zhiyou Wangwei shuo-guo shi Libai mai-le shenme 
Dufii think only Wangwei say-Asp be Libai buy-Asp what 
ne? 
Q 
'What is the thing x such that Dufu thought Wangwei said it is Libai who 
bought X?' 
g. *Dufu yiwei shi Wangwei shuo-guo zhiyou Libai hui 
Dufii think be Wangwei say-Asp only Libai will 
zenme(-yang) chuli zhe jian shi ne? 
how-manner handle this CI matter Q 
'What is the means x such that Dufu thought it is Wangwei who said only 
Libai will handle this matter by x?， 
In each of the sentences in (48a-g)，there is an F-XP association in the embedded 
clause which intervenes between the matrix C[Q] and the in-situ wh-word. As a result, 
focus intervention effects arise. 
4.4.2 D-linking contexts 
Miyagawa (2004) observes that intervention effects in Japanese can be weakened or 
canceled out when the wh-words involved are D-linked, as in (49a-b). 
» 
(49) a. *Daremo- ga nani-o katta no? 
everyone- Nom what-Acc bought Q 
'What did everyone buy?' (Miyagawa 2004: 1) 
b. ？John-to Henry-to Mike-no uti, ~ 
John-and Henry-and Mike-and among 
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(hotondo) daremo-ga dare-o kirat-te-iru no? 
almost everyone-Nom who-Acc hate Q 
'Among John, Henry, and Mike, who does almost everyone hate?' 
(Miyagawa 2004: 4) 
Miyagawa (2004) proposes that the restriction of a presuppositional wh-word is 
interpreted high in the structure. D-linked w//-words are presuppositional by nature. 
On this view, the quantificational structure of D-linked w/z-words could be 
represented as (50). 
(50)[CP [w/7-restriction]i [ . . . Intervener ... ti . . .]] 
According to Pesetsky's (2000) analysis, which has been reviewed in Chapter 2, the 
configuration in (50) is well-formed, because the w/z-feature as a quantifier is not 
separated from its restriction by the intervener. This explains why (49b) is acceptable. 
In contrast, the restriction of a non-presuppositional w/z-word is interpreted low in 
the structure, so the quantificational structure of non D-linked w/?-words should be 
represented as (51). 
(51)[cp whi […Intervener ... [ti restriction]...]] 
In (51), the w/i-feature is separated from its restriction by the intervener, so the 
intervention effect is detected. This explains why (49a) is ungrammatical. 
However, the D-linking context cannot weaken or cancel out focus intervention 
effects in Mandarin w/2-questions, as illustrated in (52a-f). 
(52) a. *Zai Libai, Wangwei, Dufu zhizhong, 
in Libai Wangwei Dufu among 
shi zuotian na yi gequ-le Guangzhou ne? 
be yesterday which one CI go-Asp Qiangzhou Q 
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'Among Libai, Wangwei and DufU, which person is the one x such that it is 
on yesterday that x went to G.Z.T 
b. *Zai Zhanzhengyu Heping he Aomanyu Pianjian zhizhong, 
in War and Peace and Hide and prejudice among 
Libai shi zuotian mai-le na yi ben ne? 
Libai be yesterday buy-Asp which one CI Q 
'Between War and Peace and Pride and Prejudice, which is the book x such 
that it is yesterday that Libai bought x?’ 
c. *Zai Zhanzhengyu Heping he Aoman yu Pianjian zhizhong, 
in War and Peace and Pride and Prejudice among 
Libai zhiyou zai zheli cai hui mai na yi ben ne? 
Libai only at hffe just will buy which one CI Q 
'Between War and Peace and Pride and Prejudice, which book did Libai 
bought only in this place?' 
d. *Zai Zhanzheng yu Heping he Aoman yu Pianjian zhizhong, 
in War and Peace and Pride and Prejudice among 
zhiyou Libai mai-le na yi ben ne? 
only Libai buy which one Q Q 
'Between War and Peace and Pride and Prejudice, which book did only 
Libai bought?' 
e. *Zai Zhanzheng yu Heping he Aoman yu Pianjian zhizhong, 
in War and Peace and Pride and Prejudice among 
shi Libai renwei Wangwei zhiyou na vi ben hui mai ne? 
be Libai think Wangwei only which one CI will buy Q — 
'Between War and Peace and Pride and Prejudice, which is the,one x such 
that it is Libai who thought Wangwei only bought x?' 
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f. *Zai Zhanzheng yu Heping he Aoman yu Pianjian zhizhong, 
in War and Ibace and Hide aid Rejudice anong 
Libai shuo shi Wangwei mai-le na yi ben ne? 
Libai say be Wangwei buy-Asp which one CI Q 
'Between War and Peace and Pride and Prejudice, which is the one x such 
that Libai said it is Wangwei who bought x?' 
In each of the sentences in (52a-f), the intervening F-XP association still results in the 
focus intervention effect, even though the in-situ w/z-word is D-linked and the set of 
alternatives is given. 
Finally, a potential problem pointed out by Audrey Li (p.c.) is why D-linking 
contexts can weaken or cancel out intervention effects in Japanese, but not in 
Mandarin. Miyagawa's (2004) study involves quantifier intervention effects, while 
my data in (52a-f) are related to focus intervention effects. A detailed investigation of 
Japanese quantifier intervention effects may help clarify such difference, but this is 
apparently beyond the scope of this thesis. I leave it open for future studies. 
4.4.3 Wh-ironiing contexts 
Beck & Kim (1997) and Kim (2002) observe that overt w/z-scrambling can cancel 
out intervention effects. For example, in Korean, when w/z-words are scrambled over 
intervening focused constituents, focus intervention effects disappear, as in (53a-b). 
(53) a. ？*Minsu-man nuku-lu"l po-ss-ni? 
Minsu-only who-Acc see-Past-Q (Kim 2002: 619) 
b. Nuku-liTli Minsu-man ti po-ass- ni? 
who-Acc Minsu-only see-Past-Q 
'Who did only Minsu see?' (Kim 2002: 619) 
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In (53b), there is no focus intervener between the W/z-word and C[Q]，SO the focus 
intervention effect is not detected. 
Although it is not clear whether Mandarin has overt scrambling comparable to that 
in Korean, w/z-words in Mandarin can be fronted, as in (54a-b)." 
(54) a. Na ben shu�Libai hui mai ti ne? 
which CI book Libai will buy Q 
'Which book, Libai will buy?' 
b. Shenme caii, Libai mei chi-guo ti ne? 
what dish Libai not eat-Asp Q 
'What dish, Libai didn't eat?' 
Yang (2008) observes that like w/z-scrambling in (55), w/z-fronting in Mandarin can 
remedy focus intervention effects. I agree with Yang's observation. Consider the 
‘following examples. 
(55 )a . *Shi Libai du-guo na ben shu ne? 
be Libai read-Asp which CI book Q 
'What is the book x such that it is Libai who has read x?' 
b. ？Na ben shu, shi Libai du-guo ne?^^ 
u In the literature, there are two approaches to w/z-fronting: w/?-topicalization (Wu 1999) and 
w/2-focalization (Cheung 2008). This thesis adopts Cheung's (2008) analysis that w/2-fronting is an 
instance of w/z-focalization. According to Cheung, the w/z-words in (52a-b) undergo overt 
movement to Spec-FP. 
12 This sentence is not perfect. According to Candice Cheung (p.c.), shi cannot occur in the 
c-command domain of the fronted w//-word, as in (i). Yet, my informants agree that there is a 
contrast between (55a) and (55b). In other words, wA-fronting indeed weakens focus intervention 
effects. .. 
(i) */?? Shenme dongxi, shi Libai mai-le? 
what thing be Libai biy-Asp 
'What is the thing x such that it is Libai who bought x?' 
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which CI book be Libai eat-Asp Q 
'Which is the book x such that it is Libai who has read x?， 
(56)a. *Libai zhiyou zai zheli cai hui mai na ben shu ne? 
Libai at ha-e just will buy which CI book Q 
'Which book will Libai buy only in this place?' 
b. Na ben shu, Libai zhiyou zai zheli cai hui mai ne? 
which CI book Libai only at here just will buy Q 
'Which book, Libai will buy only at this place?' 
(5 7) a. */??Libai zhi hui zai zheli (bu hui zai nali) mai na ben shu ne? 
Libai only will at here not will at there buy which CI book Q 
'Which book will Libai buy at this place?' 
b. Na ben shu, Libai zhi hui zai zheli (bu hui zai nali) mai ne? 
which CI book Libai only will at here not will at there buy Q 
'Which book, Libai will buy only at this place?' 
Barry Yang (p.c.) suggests that the negative item like mei 'not' can increase the level of 
acceptability of (i), as in (ii). The reason for such phenomenon is not clear. I leave it for future 
studies. 
(ii) ？Shenme dongxi, shi Libai mei mai? 
what thing be Libai not buy 
'What is the thing x such that it is Libai who has not bought x?' 
In addition, according to my informants, zhi or zhiyou can occur in the context similar to (i), as 
shown in (iii). 
(iii) a. Shenme ren, Libai zhi zai zheli jian-guo? 
what person Libai only at here meet-Asp 
'What is the person x such that Libai has met x only at this place?' 
b. Shenme ren, Libai zhiyou zai iintian cai neng jian? 
what person Libai on^ on today just can meet 
'What is the person x such that Libai can meet x only today?' 
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In (55b), (56b) and (57b), the w/2-words are fronted over the intervening F-XP 
associations, as shown in (58). 
(58) [CP C[Q] ...w/z-wordi ... focus p a r t i c l e . . . ti ...] 
Since there is no intervener between C[Q] and the fronted wh-wovd, the focus 
intervention effect do not arise in (58). 
4.5 Summary 
In this chapter, I have presented the empirical picture of focus intervention effects 
in Mandarin w/z-questions. 
Specifically, I have shown that focus intervention effects are induced when there is 
an F-XP association intervening between C[Q] and a W/wiominal or a low 
w/z-adverbial, such as instrumental how and purpose why. The relevant configuration 
in (22) is repeated in (59). 
(59)*[cp C[Q] ... focus particle XP ... wh-Wwh-LA ...] 
Furthermore, I have shown that the focus intervention effect is also induced when 
there is an F-XP association intervening between C[Q] and an ¥-Wh association. The 
relevant configuration in (37) is repeated in (60). 
(60)*[cpi C[Q]...focus particlel XP [cp2 .. focus particle2 wh-Wwh-LA...]] 
In addition to identifying the configurations in which focus intervention effects 
arise, I have shown that there are several configurations, which do not exhibit focus 
intervention effects, as in (61). 
(61)a. [cp C[Q] ... focus particle wh-'N ...] (=(7)) 
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b. [CP C[Q]... focus particle wh-Lk ...] (=(2la)) 
c. [CP wh-BA ... focus particle 2£P ...] (=(20)) 
d . [cpi C[Q]. . . focus particlel wM<!A£MA[cp2. . .focus particle2 ..]](=(41)) 
In (61a-b)，the focus particles are associated with a w/2-nominal and a low 
w/z-adverbial, respectively. Since there is no intervening F-XP association, no focus 
intervention effect is detected. In (61c-d), the F-XP associations do not intervene 
between C[Q] and the w/z-words. Following Tsai's (2008) analysis, the high 
w/z-adverbials, including causal how and reason why in (61c) could be directly 
merged into C[Q], SO it is impossible for the F-XP association to intervene between C[Q] 
and the high w/z-adverbial. The F-XP association in (6Id) is located in the embedded 
clause, so it does not intervene between C[Q] and the F-Wh association. 
Finally, I have shown that embedded contexts or D-linking contexts do not weaken 
or cancel out focus intervention effects in Mandarin w/z-questions, but w/z-fronting 
contexts do. As shown in the configuration in (58), repeated below in (62)，the F-XP 
association does not intervene between C[Q] and the fronted wh-wovd after the 
w/z-word is fronted. 
(62) [CP C[Q] ...w/z-wordi ... focus particle XP ... ti ...] 
On the basis of these findings, I propose the following descriptive generalization of 
focus intervention effects in Mandarin w/z-questions. 
(63) Focus intervention effects in Mandarin w/z-questions occur iff an F-XP 
association intervenes between C[Q] and an in-situ W/2-word. 
The generalization is not captured by the previous syntactic analyses reviewed in : 
Chapter 2, including Soh (2005), Kim (2006) and Yang (2008). The inadequacy of the 
previous studies will be discussed in the next chapter, and I will also provide my own 
account for focus intervention effects in Mandarin. 
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Chapter Five 
The syntactic analysis of focus intervention effects 
Based on the empirical evidence presented in Chapter 4，I have provided the 
generalization of focus intervention effects in Mandarin w/z-questibns. This chapter 
attempts to provide an account for the generalization. I begin by pointing out that the 
previous syntactic proposals (Soh 2005, Kim 2006, Yang 2008) cannot adequately 
explain the generalization of focus intervention effects given in Chapter 4. Then, I 
offer evidence to support that a w/2-word is the focus of a w/z-question. Finally, I 
propose that focus intervention effects are reducible to the locality condition. More 
specifically, the fact that the intervening F-XP association can induce focus 
intervention effects is due to the locality condition imposed on the Agree operation, 
which requires C[Q] to enter into an Agree relation with the closest focused constituent 
XP with the matching F-feature rather than the w/z-word. 
5.1 Inadequacies of previous proposals 
In Chapter 2,1 have reviewed major studies (Soh 2005，Beck 2006, Kim 2006，Yang 
2008) on focus intervention effects in Mandarin w/z-questions. However, these studies 
• cannot account for the empirical picture of focus intervention effects discussed in 
Chapter 4. The generalization of focus intervention effects in Mandarin w/z-questions 
concluded in Chapter 4 is repeated in (la), whose relevant configurations are given in 
(Ib-c). 
(1) a. Focus intervention effects in Mandarin w/z-questions occur iff an F-XP 
association intervenes between C[Q] and an in-situ W/z-word. 
b. *[cp C[Q] ... focus particle ••• ...] 
c. *[cpi C[Q] ...focus particlel XP [cp2 .. focus particle! wh-Wwh-LA.•.]] „ 
� 
In contrast, when there is no F-XP association intervening between C[Q] and an 
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in-situ w/z-word, focus intervention effects are not detected, as shown in the 
configurations (61)-(62) in Chapter 4, which are repeated below. 
(2) a. [cp C[Q] . . . f o c u s part ic le wh-'N . . . ] ( = ( 6 l a ) ) 
b. [CP C[Q] . . . f o c u s part ic le wh-LA . . . ] ( = ( 6 l b ) ) 
c. [CP wh-UA ... focus particle XP .. .1 (=(61 c)) 
d. [cpiC[Q]...focus p a r t i c l e l w M < / w M A [ c p 2 . . . f o c u s part ic le2 XP.. .11('=r6ld)) 
e. [CP C[Q] ...w/z-wordi ... focus p a r t i c l e . . . ti ...] (=(62)) 
5.1 .1 S o h ' s (2005) S e p a r a t i o n pr inc ip le 
As discussed in Section 2.3 of Chapter 2, Soh (2005), following Pesetsky (2000), 
argues that focus intervention effects occur when a quantifier is separated from its 
semantic restriction by an F-Op. According to Soh, w/z-adverbials like weishenme 
'why' undergo w/z-feature movement in Mandarin, as shown in (3). 
(3) *[cpi wh\ . . . F -Op2 focuspar t i c l e2 . . . [CP2 . . . [ t i - r eason] . . . ] ] 
In (3)，the w/z-feature is separated from its restriction by the F-Op, which is introduced 
by the focus particle, so focus intervention effects are detected. In contrast, according 
to Soh, Mandarin w/z-nominals such as shenme 'what' undergo covert phrasal 
movement, i.e. the restriction is moved along with the w/z-feature, as shown in (4). 
(4) [CP [W/z-thing]I [IP ... F-0p2 focus particle�", ti]] 
In (4)，the w/z-feature is not separated from its restriction by the F-Op, so focus 
intervention effects are not detected. : 
However, Soh's analysis is nullified by the empirical picture of focus intervention 
effects presented in Chapter 4. In particular, Soh's analysis is falsified by the 
configuration in (lb), where an F-XP association intervenes between C[Q] and an 
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in-situ w/2-nominal, as shown in (5). 
(5) *[cp C[Q] ... focus p a r t i c l e . . . w/?-N1 
According to Soh's analysis, the w/z-nominal in (5) is able to undergo covert phrasal 
movement to Spec-CP, as in (6). 
(6) [CP [W/2-thing]I C[Q] ... focus p a r t i c l e . . . TI...] 
The w/2-feature in (6) is not separated from its restriction, so focus intervention effects 
should not occur in (5)，which is contrary to the fact. ^  
In sum, according to my generalization, focus intervention effects can appear in 
w/z-questions with w/z-nominals or low w/z-adverbials if an intervening F-XP 
association occurs. This is not predicted by Soh's analysis. 
5.1.2 Kim's (2006) Agree blocking analysis 
According to Beck (2006) and Kim (2002, 2006)，focus intervention effects appear 
in a configuration like (7)，in which the F-Op intervenes between a W/z-word and C[Q] 
(see Section 2.4 of Chapter 2). 
(7) *[cp C[Q] ... F-Op ... w/z-word] 
Kim (2006) provides a syntactic proposal to explain the ungrammaticality of (7). She 
1 I thank Audrey Li (p.c.) for reminding me that the previous studies (Huang 1982a, Lasnik & 
Saito 1992, Homstein 1995) have revealed some asymmetries between w/z-nominals and 
w/z-adverbials. My thesis adopts Tsai's (2008) analysis, which argues that low w/z-adverbials are 
similar to w/z-nominals in terms of unselective binding (see Section 1.3.2 in Chapter 1). On this 
view, focus intervention effects involving low w/z-adverbials are similar to those involving 
w;2-nommals. High w/i-adverbials as sentential Q-Op are different from w/z-nominals, so the 
former are different from the latter in terms of focus intervention effects (see Section 4.2 in 
Chapter 4). There are some other asymmetries between high w/z-adverbials and w/z-nominals, 
which I will return to in Chapter 6. 
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assumes that a w/z-word has an uninterpretable F-feature and an uninterpretable 
Q-feature, and that C[Q] has an interpretable F-feature and an interpretable Q-feature. 
Then, the W/Z-word is licensed by C[Q] through the Agree operation. However, the 
intervening F-Op with the interpretable F-feature blocks the Agree operation between 
the two, as shown in (8). 
(8) *[C[+Q，+F] . . . F-Op[+F] •.. W/2 -word [ .Q , -F ] . . . ] 
no Agree 
However, Kim's explanation is apparently contrary to the configurations in (2a-b), 
where focus intervention effects do not occur when the intervening focus particles are 
associated with the w/z-words. In these two configurations, the focus particles are 
associated with a w/z-nominal in (2a) and a low w/z-adverbial in (2b). Following Kim 
(2006), the focus particles introduce F-Ops, which enter into the Agree relation with 
the wh-mmim\ or the low w/z-adverbial. As a result, the uninterpretable F-feature of 
the w/2-nominal or the low w/i-adverbial is licensed by the interpretable F-feature of 
F-Op. This blocks the Agree operation between the wh-words and C[Q]. The process is 
shown in (9a-b). 
(9) a. [cpC[Q][+Q’+F] ... F-Op[+F] focus particle -f]…"I 
I no Agree 1 
b . [CP C[Q][+Q，+F] ... F-Op[+F] focus particle wh-LA[.q ,f]...] 
I no Agree 
On this view, (2a-b) should be ruled out, which is contrary to the fact. 
However, my generalization shows that focus intervention effects do not occur if an , 
intervening focus particle is associated with a wh-word, which creates an F-Wh 
association rather than an F-XP association. Kim's analysis wrongly rules out 
w/2-questions involving only F-JVh associations. 
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5.1.3 Yang's (2008) Competition effect 
As discussed in Section 2.5 of Chapter 2, Yang (2008) argues that focus intervention 
effects result from the competition effect, i.e. when a focus particle'is associated with 
a focused subject, an F-Op is introduced into C so it competes with Q-Op, as in (10a). 
By contrast, when a focus particle occurs in sentence medial position, it does not 
introduce an F-Op into C but rather into the closest focus projection c-commanding 
the focus particle, as in (10b). Therefore, focus intervention effects appear in (10a) but 
not in (10b). 
F - 0 p 2 
(10)a. *[cp ^ [IP Focused subject�...w/^-wordi]] 
Q-Opi 
b. [CP Q-Opi [IP Subject... [FP F-0p2 [focus particle�...W/z-wordi]]]] 
However, Yang's (2008) proposal fails to account for the generalization I proposed. 
The configuration in (lb) does not restrict the position occupied by the intervening 
focus particle, i.e. the focus particle can occur in either a sentence initial position or a 
sentential medial position. Therefore, according to my generalization, when an 
intervening focus particle in a sentence medial position is associated with an 
intervening focused constituent rather than the w/z-word, focus intervention effects 
still appear, as in (11). 
(11)*[cp C[Q] [IP Subject... focus particle XP ... wh-'HIwh-LA ...]] 
In (11), the focus particle is not located in the sentence initial position. According to 
Yang's analysis, the F-Op introduced by the focus particle should not compete with 
Q-Op for C and focus intervention effects should not arise, which is contrary to the 
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fact. 
In short, according to my generalization, focus intervention effects are not directly 
related to the position of an intervening focus particle. However, the positions of F-Op 
introduced by a focus particle or a focused constituent are very crucial to Yang's 
proposal. As a result, some of the predictions following Yang's analysis cannot be 
borne out by empirical data. 
5.2 Interrogative wh-words and focus 
It has been argued over the years that a wh-word in a w/z-question functions as the 
focus of the question (Culicover & Rochemont 1983, Rochemont 1978, 1986， 
Zubizarreta 1998). If the focus is thought of as being the non-presupposed constituent 
of the sentence, then the w/z-words seem to qualify for this status. Consider the 
examples in (12a-b). 
(12)a. Shei mai-le zhe ben shu ne? 
who buy-Asp this CI book Q 
'Who bought this book?' 
b. Someone bought this book. 
It is generally suggested that the presupposition of the question (12a) should be (12b) 
(Erteschik-Shir 1986, Horvath 1986, Zubizarreta 1998). The only constituent in (12a) 
which is not contained in (12b) is the w/z-word shei. According to Chomsky's (1972) 
focus bipartition hypothesis, what is not contained in the presupposition is the focus. 
Hence, the wh-word in (12a) is the focus of the w/z-question. 
Another line of studies arguing w/z-words as focus is that w/z-questions are : 
frequently used as a heuristic means to determine the focus in the answer to a 
w/z-question. Consider the following examples. 
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(13) A: Libai mai-le shenme . ne? 
Libai buy-Asp what Q 
'What did Libai buy?' 
B: Libai mai-le shu. 
Libai buy-Asp book 
'Libai bought books?， 
(14) A: Shei mai-le zhe ben shu ne? 
who buy-Asp this CI book Q 
'Who bought this book?' 
B: Libai mai-le zhe ben shu. 
Libai buy-Asp this CI book 
‘Libai bought this book.' 
‘ I n the dialogue in (13)，the w/2-word is the object, so the focus in the answer is also 
the object. In the dialogue in (14)，the w/z-word is the subject, so the focus in the 
answer is also the subject In other words, the positions of the foci in (13b) and (14b) 
are determined by the positions of the w/z-words in (13a) and (14b) respectively. 
As argued by previous prosodical studies, interrogative w/z-words have very similar 
properties as focus. Based on the experimental results of the intonation of Mandarin 
w/?-questions (Shen 1990，Liu & Xu 2005), it is reasonable to analyze wh-wovds as 
focus in w/7-questions. It is found that regardless of sentential types (question or 
statement) and lexical tones, the pitch range of a focused item is raised and expanded. 
In contrast, the pitch range of the post-focus part is compressed and that of the 
pre-focus part is not influenced. Similar pattern is also found in w/z-questions: after 
M /^z-words, the pitch range is compressed and before w/?-words, the pitch range is not “ 
influenced. Moreover, as pointed out by Audrey Li (p.c.), the interrogative w/z-words 
cannot be de-stressed in questions. Generally, it is possible to de-stress a non-focused 
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element but not a focused one in a sentence. Hence, interrogative w/?-words can be 
treated as the focused elements in w/z-questions. 
In sum, w/z-words are the focus of w/z-questions in Mandarin. Therefore, it is 
reasonable to assume that interrogative w/z-words have an F-feature. 
5.3 The syntactic mechanism of focus intervention effects 
5.3.1 Proposal 
I propose that Mandarin C[Q] has an uninterpretable F-feature as well as an 
uninterpretable w/z-feature. Correspondingly, a w/z-word bears an interpretable 
F-feature and an interpretable w/z-feature. According to Chomsky's (1995) w/z-feature 
system, the w/J-feature of C[q] is uninterpretable, but that of a w/z-word is interpretable 
(see also Boskovic 2006). In addition, following Hamblin (1973) and Beck (2006), a 
w/z-word has the same focus semantic interpretation as that of a focused constituent. 
This means that the F-feature of a w//-word can provide an instruction for 
interpretation. Therefore, the F-feature of a w/i-word is interpretable. In contrast, C[q] 
does not have the focus semantic interpretation and its focus semantic function is 
reflected by computing alternatives introduced by the focus semantic interpretation of 
a w/z-word. Therefore, C[q] bears an uninterpretable F-feature, which must be valued 
by an interpretable F-feature. 
According to the Agree operation (Chomsky 2000, 2001), in w/z-questions, the 
uninterpretable F-feature and the uninterpretable w/z-feature of C[q] scan the 
c-command domain of C[Q] for the matching interpretable features of a wh-word to 
agree with. Through Agree, the uninterpretable features are valued and deleted. The 
process is shown in (15). 
(15) [CP C[Q]{_FL_WB} . . . w/z-word[+wh, +F]] 
Agree 
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In (15), C[Q] requires the obligatory presence of a w/z-word. Only when Agree is 
operated between C[Q] and the wh-word, the uninterpretable features of C[Q] can be 
valued and deleted. 
In addition, the uninterpretable features of C[Q] can be valued and deleted by 
directly merging the high w/z-adverbials, including causal how and reason why, into 
C[Q], following Tsai's (2008) analysis of the high w/z-adverbials in Mandarin.^ 
Chomsky (2000) notes that Merge has some properties of Agree: a feature of one of 
the merged syntactic objects must be satisfied. Furthermore, Boeckx (2008) proposes 
that the same Agree relation holds for all instances of Merge. According to him, a 
syntactic object a with an uninterpretable feature needs to merge with another 
syntactic object (3 with the matching interpretable feature. In the Merge of a and (3，the 
former functions as a probe that seeks the closest goal (3. It can be said that the former 
enters into the Agree relation with the latter. Then, the uninterpretable feature of a is 
valued and deleted. 
On this view, in IV/z-questions with the high W/z-adverbials, C[Q] with the 
uninterpretable w/z-feature and the uninterpretable F-feature selects a high 
• W/z-adverbial with the matching interpretable features. When C[Q] merges with the 
high W/z-adverbial, the high W/7-adverbial is the closest goal for C[Q]. Then, C[Q] enters 
into the Agree relation with the high w/z-adverbial. As a result, the uninterpretable 
• features of C[Q] are valued and deleted by the matching interpretable features of the 
high w/2-adverbial, as shown in (16). 
(16) [CP [ C W/7-HA[4-F ,+wh] [ I P . . . ] ] ] 3 
. Merge (Agree) 
2 As pointed out by Audrey Li (p.c.), reason why is not necessarily merged into C[Q] directly. 
According to Tsai (2008)，reason why can merge into two different positions: it may be merged 
either as a modifier of IP or directly into C[Q]. However, causal how must be merged into C[Q]. 
Collins (1991) also claims that English how come is a C[Q] head. 
3 As discussed in footnote 8 in Section 1.3.2 of Chapter 1, the specific position of the high 
W/z-adverbials is controversial: Ko (2005) argues that it is in the Specifier of C[Q], whereas Tsai 
(2008) argues that it is in the head of Int(errogative)R However, they agree that the high 
W/z-adverbials are merged into C[Q] rather than moved into C[Q]. This thesis does not focus on the 
specific position of the high w/z-adverbials, so the configuration in (16) simply shows that high 
wh-adverbials are merged into C[Q]. 
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In (16)，C[Q] merges with the high w/z-adverbial and the Agree relation is established 
between them. 
5.3.2 Configurations with focus intervention effects 
In Section 5.1, I have presented the generalization of focus intervention effects in 
Mandarin w/z-questions and the relevant configurations, which are repeated in (17a-c) 
below. 
(17) a. Focus intervention effects in Mandarin w/z-questions occur iff an F-XP 
association intervenes between C[q] and an in-situ w/z-word. 
b. *[cp C[Q] ... focus particleXP ... wh-Wwh-LA ...] 
c. *[cpi C[Q] .. .focus particlel [cp2 .. .focus particle2 wh-Wwh-LA...]] 
In (17b), there is an F-XP association intervening between C[q] and the 
w/?-nominal/the low w/i-adverbial. In (17c), the F-XP association in the matrix clause 
intervenes between C[q] and the W/z-nominal/the low W/z-adverbial. 
In (17b), XP is a focused constituent with an interpretable F-feature. According to 
my proposal in Section 3.4 of Chapter 3，the focus particle has an uninterpretable 
F-feature, which scans the c-command domain of the focus particle for an 
interpretable F-feature to agree with. The uninterpretable F-feature of the focus 
particle is valued and deleted by the Agree operation between the focus particle and 
the XP. The process is shown in (18). 
( 1 8 ) * [ c p C [ Q ] [ - w h ， - F ] … f o c u s particle.^} XP[+ f ] . . . w / ? - n / w / 2 - L A [ + w h , + f ] ] 
‘ ~ Agree ‘ : 
Apparently, in (18) the XP is closer to C[q] than the W/z-nominal/the low W/z-adverbial 
is. According to Chomsky (1995，2000，2001) and Pesetsky & Torrego (2004), an 
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interpretable feature is not deleted and it can be used more than once. Following the 
locality condition of the Agree operation (Chomsky 2000，2001), which is reviewed in 
Section 1.2.3 of Chapter 1，the unintepretable F-feature of C[Q] forces C[Q] to enter 
into the Agree relation with the interpretable F-feature ofXP, as shown in (19). 
(19)*[cp ... focus particle^^ 2 [^+f]…w/2-N/w;z-LA[+wh’+F]] 
I Agree ‘ 
In (19)，once C[Q] enter into an Agree relation with the XP, it will not scan its 
c-command domain further for another goal. As a result, the uninterpretable F-feature 
of C[Q] is valued and deleted after Agreeing with the interpretable F-feature of the 
focused XP, but the uninterpetable w/z-feature cannot be valued and deleted through 
the Agree operation because the focused XP lacks a corresponding interpretable 
w/^-feature. Consequently, at the interfaces, the derivation crashes. 
In (17c), focus particle 1 is associated with the focused constituent XP in the matrix 
clause and focus particle2 is associated with the w/z-nominal/the low w/z-adverbial in 
• the embedded clause. The Agree operation between focus particle 1 and XP can value 
and delete the uninterpretable F-feature of focus particle 1. In addition, similar to 
focused constituents, the w/z-nominal/the low M /^z-adverbial in a w/z-question bears an 
interpretable F-feature. Therefore, the uninterpretable F-feature of focus particle2 is 
valued and deleted by the Agree operation between focus particle2 and the 
w/z-nominal/the low w/z-adverbial. The process is illustrated in (20). 
(20)*[cpi C[q][-wh，-f� ...focus particlel闲 [cp2 … 
Agree 
focus particle2 闭 wh-Wwh-LAi+^h +?]•••] 
Agree 
Since the XP in the matrix clause is closer to C[Q] than the W/wiominal/the low 
W/z-adverbial in the embedded clause, the uninterpretable F-feature of C[Q] enters into 
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the Agree relation with the interpretable F-feature of XP rather than with the 
w/7-nominal/the low w/z-adverbial. The process is illustrated in (21). 
(21)*[cpi C[Q][.WH,-F] . . . f ocus part ic le l f f^ [+F]... [CP2 . . . 
Agree 
focus p a r t i c l e 2 ^ vt^ /z-N/vt^ /?-LA[+WH +F]. . . ] 
In (21), the uninterpretable F-feature of C[Q] is valued and deleted, but the 
uninterpretable WH-feature of C[Q] is not valued. As a result, the derivation crashes. 
5.3.3 C o n f i g u r a t i o n s w i t h o u t focus intervent ion e f fec ts 
In Section 5.1，I have presented the configurations which do not show focus 
intervention effects, as repeated in (22a-e) below. 
(22)a . [CP C[Q] . . . f ocus part ic le wh-N . . . ] 
b. [CP C[Q] . . . f ocus part ic le wh-LA . . . ] 
c. [CP wh-HA . . . f ocus p a r t i c l e . . . ] 
d. [cpiC[Q]...focus particlelw/z-N/w/z-LArrp?. . . focus part ic le2 X P . . . ] ] 
e. [CP C[Q] .. .w/z-wordi . . . f ocus part ic le X P . . . ti . . . ] 
The focus particle intervenes between C[q] and the w/z-nominal in (22a), and the 
focus particle intervenes between C[Q] and the low W/z-adverbial in (22b). In these two 
configurations, the uninterpretable F-features of the focus particles enter into the 
Agree relation with the interpretable F-features of the w/?-nominal and the low 
w/z-adverbial, respectively, as shown in the following configuration. 
I 
(23) [CP C[Q][.wh,-F] ... focus particlCfFj w/z-N/w/z-LA[+wh, +F]] 
Agree 
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In (23) the Agree relation between the focus particle and the w/z-nominal/the low 
w/z-adverbial licenses the association between the focus particle and the 
W/z-nominal/the low W/z-adverbial. Then，the uninterpretable features of C[Q] enter into 
the Agree relation with the matching interpretable features of the w/z-nominal/the low 
W/z-adverbial, so the uninterpretable features of C[Q] are valued and deleted, as in (24). 
(24 ) [CP 广[QH -.vh, F] . . . f o c u s p a r t i c l e网 W/Z-N/W/Z-LA[+wh，+F]] 
Agree 
Since the uninterpretable features in (24) have all been deleted, the derivation 
converges at the interfaces. Thus, focus intervention effects are not detected in the 
configurations in (22a-b). 
What's more, my analysis can naturally account for the absence of focus 
intervention effects in (22c-e). In these three configurations, the F-XP associations do 
not intervene between C[Q] and the wh-words. Therefore, the Agree relation is 
successfully established between C[Q] and the W/2-words, as shown in (25a-c). 
(25 )a . [CP [c’C[Qp^vb^ w/2-HA[+wh,+F] [ i p . . . 
Merge (Agree) 
f o c u s p a r t i c l e闭 XP [+F] • • • ] ] ] 
——Agree 
b. [cpi v.-h, F] . . . f o c u s p a r t i c l e l f F j . w/2-N/w/z-LA[+wh+f] . . . [cp2 •. • 
Agree — 
Agree — 
f o c u s p a r t i c l e 2 2^[+f ] ] ] 
Agree 
c. [CP v.h. F] •.. w/z-wordi[+wh，+F] •. • f o c u s p a r t i c l e ^ XP[+F] . . . ti . . •] 
Agree A g r e e � 
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In each of the derivations (25a-c), all the uninterpretable features are valued and 
deleted. They can converge at the interfaces. 
5.3.4 Interim summary 
Mandarin C[q] bears two uninterpretable features~F-feature and w/z-feature. As a 
result, there must be an Agree relation between C[q] and a w/z-word, which can value 
and delete the uninterpretable features of C[Q]. Due to the uninterpretable F-feature, 
C[Q] is sensitive to the closest interpretable F-feature. Once a focused constituent XP 
with which a focus particle is associated intervenes between C[Q] and an in-situ 
w/z-word, i.e. an F-XP association intervenes between C[q] and an in-situ w/z-word, the 
uninterpretable F-feature of C[Q] enters into the Agree relation with the closest 
interpretable F-feature of the focused constituent XP rather than the w/?-word. 
Consequently, the uninterpretable w/z-feature of C[Q] cannot be valued and deleted. 
Thus, the underlying syntactic mechanism of focus intervention effects in Mandarin 
w/z-questions is related to the locality condition imposed on the Agree operation, 
which requires C[Q] to enter into the Agree relation with the closest constituent with a 
matching feature. 
5.4 Alternative analysis and residual issues 
This section discusses a possible alternative analysis for focus intervention effects 
in Mandarin w/?-questions. I argue that the analysis cannot adequately explain focus 
intervention effects, but it raises two issues related to the focus property of 
w/z-questions, which cannot be solved in this thesis and will require further studies. 
t 
5.4.1 Focus conflict 
In Section 5.3 and Section 5.4,1 have proposed that an interrogative w/z-word bears 
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an interpretable F-feature. On this view, if another focused constituent marked by a 
focus particle occurs, there are two foci in one sentence. Shi (1994) proposes that a 
conflict is triggered when two foci share the same CP domain. The conflict leads to 
the ungrammaticality of a sentence. It seems that Shi's proposal is able to account for 
the ill-formedness of the generalized configuration of focus intervention effects in 
(17b), repeated in (26) below: the conflict occurs because there are two foci—the 
focused constituent XP and the w/z-nominal/the low w/z-adverbial in one CP. 
(26)*[cp C[Q] ... focus particle2CP ... wh-Wwh-LA .•.] 
Furthermore, if there is only one w/z-word with which a focus particle is associated, 
no conflict is triggered according to Shi's analysis. This is because the w/z-word is the 
only focus in a CP. Thus, the well-formedness of the configurations (22a-b), repeated 
in (27a-b) below，can be predicted. 
(27)a. [cp C[Q] ... focus particle wh-'N …] 
b. [CP C[Q] ... focus particle wh-LA ...] 
In (27a-b), the w/z-nominal/the low w/z-adverbial is the focus and the focus particle is 
associated with it. There is no other focused constituent marked by the focus particle. 
Therefore, no conflict arises in the CP. 
It seems that Shi's proposal can explain some phenomena involving focus 
intervention effects. However, there are related phenomena that his proposal cannot 
capture. 
First, in Mandarin, the co-occurrence of two foci within the same CP is allowed, as 
in (28). 
(28) a. (?)Shi Libai zhi chi rou. „ 
be Libai only eat meat -
'It is Libai who only eats meat.' 
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b. (?)Shi Libai zhiyou rou cai chi. 
be Libai only meat just eat 
‘It is Libai who only eats meat.' 
In each of sentences in (28a-b), there is not only a focused constituent marked by shi 
but also another focused constituent marked by another focus particle. According to 
Shi's proposal, these two sentences should be ruled out, which is contrary to the fact. 
Second, in (22c) and (22e), repeated below in (29a-b), the w/z-word and the focused 
constituent appear within the same CP, but these two configurations are well-formed. 
(29) a. [CP w/2-HA ... focus particle XP ...] 
b. [CP C[Q] ...w/z-wordi ... focus p a r t i c l e . . . ti ...] 
Third, Shi's proposal cannot explain the ill-formedness of the configuration 
involving focus intervention effects in (17c), repeated in (30) below. 
(30) *[cpi C[Q] ...focus particlel [cp2 ...focus particle2 w/z-N/w/z-LA...]] 
In (30)，the focused constituent and the w/z-nominal/the low w/z-adverbial do not share 
the same CP, so there should be no conflict according to Shi's analysis. Nonetheless, 
the configuration is ill-fomied.4 
4 Audrey Li (p.c.) suggests that Shi's (1994) analysis could account for the ill-formedness of (30), 
if the scope of the interrogative wh-word is taken into account. Consider (i). 
(i) *[cpi Ni yiwei[cp2 shi wo shuo-guo [cps shei lai le]]]? 
you think be I say-Asp who come Part 
'Who is the person x such that you think it is I who said x had come?' (Shi 1994: 96) 
In (i)，the most local focus particle of the w/z-word is shi in CP2. Shi argues that CP2 is the , 
focus/emphatic domain of the w/z-word. Therefore, the focused constituent wo T marked by the 
same focus particle shi shares CP2 with the w//-word. Since the w/z-word is an interrogative word 
and a focused element, it conflicts with the focused constituent in CP2. 
However, in (30), the most local focus particle of the w/z-word is focus particle2. According to 
Shi's analysis, CP2 is the focus/emphatic domain of the w/2-word. The focused constituent XP is 
marked by focus particlel in CPL Therefore, XP in fact does not share one CP with the w/j-word. 
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In sum, Shi's proposal about -the conflict between two foci wrongly rules out 
multiple foci in one CP and wrongly predicts that w/z-questions are ungrammatical 
when an F-XP does not intervenes between C[Q] and a W/z-word. 
5.4.2 Residual issues 
Although Shi's (1994) proposal cannot successfully explain focus intervention 
effects in Mandarin, it raises two important issues concerning focus constructions and 
w/z-words. 
The first issue is about the availability of multiple foci within a single CP in 
Mandarin. The underlying logic of Shi's proposal is that one CP does not have more 
than one focus. Suppose that there are two foci in one CP, as in (31). 
(31)[CP ... focus 1 ... focus2 . . . ] 
Following the focus bipartition hypothesis (Chomsky 1972)，a sentence with a focus 
can be divided into two parts: the focus part and the presupposition part. On this view, 
as for focus 1，the presupposition part contains focus2. Focus 1 denotes new 
information, while the presupposition denotes old information. Focus2, which occurs 
in the presupposition part, is inconsistent with the old information denoted by the 
presupposition. Therefore, multiple foci are not allowed in one CR^ 
However, each sentence in (28a-b) indeed has two foci in the single CP. Similarly, 
each configuration in (30a-b) not only has the focused constituent but also the 
The fact that such sentence is ungrammatical poses a great challenge to Shi's analysis. 
5 Rizzi (1997) also argues against the recursion of FP in the same way. He argues that a focused 
constituent must be raised to Spec-FP and then the clause is divided into two portions—the 
Specifier of F denotes the focus while the complement of F denotes the presupposition. According 
to him, if there are two foci in one sentence, there should be two FPs，as in (i). 
( i ) [ C P [ F P 1 X P [FI , F 1 [FP2 Y P [F2' [ F 2 ] [ . . . ] ] ] ] ] ] 
In (i), XP and YP are focused constituents. XP is in the Specifier of Fl，while YP is in the 
Specifier of F2. This triggers mismatch between new information and old information: FP2 is the 
complement of Fl，i.e. the presupposition of Fl，and it can only specify the old information, which 
is incompatible with the new information denoted by YP. 
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wh-word, which bear F-feature. The empirical data show that in Mandarin, multiple 
foci are allowed in one CP. The problem is how to solve the information mismatch 
shown in (31). 
Yang Gu (p.c.) suggests that Chomsky's (2000，2001，2008) phase theory may shed 
light on this issue. Following the framework of the phase theory, a clause is subject to 
multiple Spell-out operations: one CP contains more than one phase and after one 
phase has been derived, it is spelled out immediately. When a phase is spelled out, it is 
interpreted at the interfaces. In each sentence of (28a-b) and (30a-b)，the two foci may 
occur in two different phases. When a phase is spelled out, one focus is interpreted as 
new information and the rest of the phase is interpreted as old information at the 
interfaces. Thus, no information mismatch would arise within this phase. 
This suggestion needs to be further clarified in future studies. The size of a phase in 
Mandarin needs to be defined clearly and language variations need to be tackled 
(according to Stoyanova (2008), Italian, Somali and Berber are languages which 
disallow multiple foci).6 
In addition, Candice Cheung (p.c.) provides another proposal to solve the problem. 
According to her observation, different types of focus can co-occur in one CP. For 
example, in (28a-b), the two foci are marked by two different focus particles. In 
contrast, if the two foci are marked by the same focus particle, the sentences will 
become ungrammatical, as shown in (32). 
6 Chomsky (2000, 2001, 2008) proposes that one sentence contains two phases~CP and vP. Once 
CP or vP is formed, it is spell out at the interfaces immediately. However, this is not 
imcontroversial. Den Dikken (2007) argues that an inherent phase is a predication 
(subject-predicate structure) and a phase can be extended by head movement, i.e. if the head H of 
the phase a undergoes head movement to the head X of the node P dominating a, the phase is 
extended up from a to P. As a result, phasehood is not rigid: a particular node which is inherently 
phasal can lose its phasehood by movement of its head. Therefore, in Den Dikken's (2007) 
analysis, IP can be a phase when v moves to Infl. Thus, for a particular language, such as : 
Mandarin, the size of a phase needs to be defined. 
In addition, as pointed out by Audrey Li (p.c.), if the interpretation is completed phase by phase, 
the interrogative interpretation of w/j-words may not be derived. The interrogative interpretation of 
W/2-words is determined by C[Q] in Mandarin. If a wh-word occurs in the object position within the 
phase vP，there cannot be any linking between the W/z-word and C[Q], which is in the lower phase 
CP. This problem still requires further investigation. 
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(32)a. *Shi Libai shi chi rou. 
be Libai be eat meat 
'It is Libai who it is meat that he eat.' 
b. *Zhiyou Libai zhiyourou cai chi. 
only Libai only meat just eat 
'Only Libai only eat meat ' 
Thus, as suggested by Candice Cheung, two foci marked by the same focus particles 
n 
cannot co-occur in one CP. 
Furthermore, Candice Cheung points out that similar phenomena are also observed 
in English. In English, two contrastive foci marked differently can co-occur in a 
single CP, as in (33a)，but two contrastive foci marked in the same way cannot, as in 
(33b). 
(33) a. It is Mozart who has only read this book. 
b. *It was Mozart who it was in this book store that he bought a book. 
In (33a), the first contrastive focus Mozart is marked by the cleft construction, while 
the second contrastive focus this book is marked by only. This sentence is 
well-formed. In (33b), the two foci are marked by the cleft construction, and the 
o 
sentence is ill-formed. 
7 When two foci marked by the same focus particles occur in two separated clauses, the degree of 
acceptability of the sentence will be much higher, as in (i). 
(i) a. ？Shi Libai renwei Wangwei shi zuotian mai-le yi ben shu. 
be Libai think Wangwei be yesterday buy-Asp one CI book 
'It is Libai who thinks it is yesterday that Wangwei bought a book.' 
b. ？Zhiyou Libai renwei Wangwei zhiyou zai zhe iia shudian cai hui mai shu. 
only Libai think Wangwei only at this CI bookstore just will buy book 
'Only Libai thinks that Wangwei will buy books only in this bookstore.' 
The sentences in (ia-b) should be acceptable, but the two identical focus particles may lead to 
phonetic redundancy. I thank Audrey Li (p.c.) for pointing out this issue to me. 
^ Audrey Li (p.c.) provides a counterexample in English, as in (i). 
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On this view, it is not surprising that the configurations in (30a-b) are grammatical. 
In each of (30a-b), although both the wh-word and the XP are foci, the focus particle 
which is associated with the XP is not associated with the w/z-word. Hence, the 
co-occurrence of the w/z-word and the XP is allowed. 
The second issue concerns some w/z-questions observed by Shi (1994)，which seem 
to be counterexamples for my generalization of focus intervention effects. 
Shi (1994) observes that a w/z-question is grammatical if the wh-word is within the 
c-command domain of shi, as in (34a), (35a) and (36a)，but it becomes ungrammatical 
when the wh-word is outside the c-command domain of shi, as in (34b), (35b) and 
(36b). 
(34) a. Libai shi zai nali mai-le zhe ben shu ne? 
Libai be at where buy-Asp this CI book Q 
'Where is the place x such that it is at x that Libai bought this book?' 
b. *Libai zai nali shi mai-le zhe bai im ne? 
Libai at where be buy-Asp this Q book Q 
'Where is the place such as x that it is this book that Libai bought at x?， 
(35) a. Libai shi gei shei song-le yi ben shu ne? 
Libai be to who send-Asp one CI book Q 
'Who is the person x such that it is x that Libai sent a book to?' 
(i) Only Mozart appreciates only classical music. 
In (i), the two foci marked by the two focus particles only are licensed in one CP. However, 
Mandarin counterpart of only~zhi is different As shown in (ii), the two foci marked by the two 
focus particles zhi cannot occur in the same CP. 
4 
(ii) *Libai zhi zai zhe iia shudian zhi mai-le yi ben shu. 
Libai only at this CI bookstore only buy-Asp one CI book 
'Libai only bought a book only in this bookstore.' 
The difference may be due to some unknown different properties between zhi and only, which will 
be left for future studies. 
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b. */??Libai gei shei shi song-le yi ben shu ne? 
Libai to who be send-Asp one CI book Q 
'Who is the person x such that it is a book that Libai sent to x?， 
(36) a. Libai shi mai-le shenme ne? 
Libai be buy-Asp what Q 
'What is it that Libai bought?' 
b. */??Shei shi mai-le zhe ben shu ne? 
who be buy-Asp this Q bock Q 
'Who is the person x such that it is this book that x bought?' 
As suggested by Candice Cheung (p.c.), the ungrammaticality of (34b), (35b) and 
(36b) may be due to the violation of the PLA. In (34a), (35a) and (36a), shi is 
associated with the w/z-words in its c-command domain. In contrast, in (34b)，(35b) 
• and (36b), shi cannot be associated with the w/2-words, as they are outside the 
c-command domain of shi. Since the wh-words are the foci of the w/z-questions, shi 
must be associated with them. Otherwise, the PLA is violated. As a result, (34a), (35a) 
and (36a) are well-formed, but (34b)，(35b) and (36b) are not. 
The above analysis does not prevent shi in (34b), (35b) and (36b) from being 
associated with a constituent in its c-command domain, as in (37). 
(37) a. *Libai zai nali shi mai-le zhe ben shu ne? 
Libai at where be buy-Asp this CI book Q 
'Where is the place x such that it is this book that Libai bought at x?' 
b. */??Libai gei shei shi song-le vi ben shu ne? „ 
Libai to who be send-Asp one CI book Q 
'Who is the person x such that it is a book that Libai sent to x?， 
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c. */??Shei shi mai-le zhe ben shu ne? 
who be buy-Asp this Q bode Q 
'Who is the person x such that it is this book that x bought?' 
In each sentence of (37a-c), except the w/z-word, there is another focused constituent, 
which is in the c-command domain of shi. When Shi is associated with the focused 
constituent, an F-XP association is formed. The F-XP association does not intervene 
between the w/z-word and C[q]. According to my generalization, no focus intervention 
effect should arise and the w/z-questions are predicted to be grammatical. However, as 
shown above, they are ungrammatical. On this view, the sentences in (39a-c) seem to 
be counterexamples for my generalization of focus intervention effects. 
However, I argue that the ungrammaticality of (37a-c) may be resulted from some 
unknown factors other than focus intervention effects. In many w/z-questions, when 
w/z-words are outside the c-command domain of the focus particles, focus intervention 
effects are not detected and the w/z-questions are well-formed. 
First, except shi, other focus particles, such as zhi and zhiyou, do not lead to 
ungrammaticality in examples parallel to (37a-c), as shown in (38)-(40). 
(3 8) a. Libai zai nali zhi mai-le shu ne? 
Libai at where only buy-Asp book Q 
'What is the place x such that Libai only bought books at x?' 
b. Shei zhi mai-le shu ne? 
who only buy-Asp book Q 
'Who only bought books? 
(39) a. Libai zhi gei shei song-le yi ben shu ne? 
Libai only to who send-Asp one CI book Q 
'Who is the person x such that Libai sent a book only to x?' 
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b. Libai gei shei zhi song-le vi ben shu ne? 
Libai to who only send-Asp one CI book Q 
'Who did Libai only send a book to?’ 
(40) a. (?)Libai zai nali zhiyou shu cai hui mai ne? 
Libai at where on^ book just will buy Q 
'Where did Libai will buy only books?' 
b. (?) Shei zhiyou shu cai hui mai ne? 
who book just will buy Q 
'Who will buy only books?' 
In each of these sentences, the F-XP association does not intervene between the 
in-situ wh-word and C[Q] and hence no focus intervention effect is expected. This 
expectation is fulfilled, as these sentences are grammaticd. 
Second, when the high w/z-adverbials are outside the c-command domain of shi, the 
w/z-questions are grammatical, as in (41)-(42). 
(41)a. Zenme shi Libai qu-le Xi'an ne? 
how be Libai go-Asp Xi'an Q 
'How come it is Libai who went to Xi'an?' 
b. Weishenme shi Libai qu-le Xi'an ne? 
why be Libai go-Asp Xi'an Q 
'Why is it Libai who went to Xi'an?' 
(42)a. Libai zenme shi qu-le Xi'an ne? — 
Libai how be go-Asp Xi'an Q � 
‘How come it is Xi'an that Libai went to?' 
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b. Libai weishenme shi qu-le Xi'an ne? 
Libai why be go-Asp Xi'an Q 
'Why is it Xi'an that Libai went to?' 
Apparently, in each sentence in (41)-(42) the shi-X? association does not intervene 
between the high W/z-adverbial and C[Q]. AS a result, there is no focus intervention 
effect and these sentences are grammatical. 
All in all, my generalization successfully predicts the absence of focus intervention 
effects in the w/z-questions in (38)-(42). The ungrammaticality of (37) might be due to 
some unknown factors other than focus intervention effects. This issue deserves 
further research. 
5.5 Summary 
In this chapter, I have provided the syntactic account for the generalization of focus 
intervention effects in Mandarin W/z-questions. I have proposed that Mandarin C[Q] 
has both an uninterpretable w/2-feature and an uninterpretable F-feature, and the 
w/^-words have the matching interpretable features. In a w/z-question with a 
W/z-nominal or a low W/z-adverbial, the uninterpretable features force C[Q] to enter into 
the Agree relation with the interpretable features of the w/z-nominal or the low 
w/z-adverbial, as in (43). If the w/z-question contains a high w/z-adverbial, the high 
w/7-adverbial is directly merged into C[q]，as in (44). 
(43) [CP C[Q][ F，wh] ... w/z-N/w/z-LA[+wh, +F]] 
Agree 
( 4 4 ) [CP [ c w"-HA[+F,+WH] [ I P . . . ] ] ] 
Merge (Agree) 
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Furthermore, the fact that focus intervention effects in Mandarin w/z-questions are 
induced by an intervening F-XP association is due to the locality condition imposed 
on the Agree operation, which requires C[Q] to enter into the Agree relation with the 
closest focused constituent XP bearing the matching F-feature rather than an in-situ 
w/z-word. The specific Agree operations are shown in (45)-(46). 
(45)*[CP C[Q][.wh,-F}... focus particle^^ S[+f] ... w/2-N/w/2-LA[+wh，+F]] 
I——Agree 
Agree 
(46) *[cpi C[Q][-WH,-F} ... focus particlel[_F] [CP2 . • . 
‘ Agree 
Agree 
focus particle2 闲 M^/Z-N/VT^/2-LA[+WH + F ] . . . ] 
“ Agree 
- I n each of (45) and (46)，there is an F-XP association between C[Q] and the in-situ 
w/?-nominal/the in-situ low w/z-adverbial. According to the locality condition of the 
Agree operation, the uninterpretable F-feature of C[Q] enters into the Agree relation 
with the interpretable F-feature of XP，which is closer to C[Q] than the W/z-nominal/ the 
low W/z-adverbial is. However, the uninterpretable W/z-feature of C[Q] is not valued and 
deleted by the Agree operation between C[Q] and XP. Therefore, the derivations crash 
at the interfaces. 
I have also provided the derivations for the configurations which do not show focus 
intervention effects. In these derivations, all the uninterpretable features are valued 
and deleted by the Agree operation, as in (47a-d). 





b. [ C P [c C[q][ w h . F ] wh-YiA [ + w h , + F ] [ I P . . . 
Merge (Agree) 
focus particle j^：} X P [ + f ] . . . ] ] 
——Agree 
c. [CPI C[q][ wh, F] ... focus particlelf^ wh-'N/wh-LA[+^h+v] ... [cP2 ... 
Agree —— 
——Agree 
focus particle2 ^ XP[+f]11 
Agree 
d. [CP C[Q][ WH, F] .. . w/?-wordi[+WH, +F]…focus partide[-F] XE[+F] .. . ti …] 
Agree Agree — 
In each of (47a-d), C[q] enters into the Agree relation with the wh-word. Therefore, 
not only the uninterpretable F-feature but also the uninterpretable w/z-feature can be 
valued and deleted. Thus, the configurations are well-formed. 
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This thesis investigates focus intervention effects in Mandarin w/z-questions. In 
particular, it has explored the generalization and the syntactic mechanism of focus 
intervention effects. This chapter summarizes the advanced proposals and discusses 
the contribution of this study and the residual issues for future studies. 
6.1 Summary 
This thesis aims to answer three research questions raised in Chapter 1 (see Section 
1.1), repeated in (la-c) below. 
(1) a. What are the syntactic and semantic properties of the focus particles shi’ zhi, 
and zhiyou, and their focused constituents? 
b. What is the generalization of focus intervention effects in Mandarin 
w/2-questions? 
c. What is the underlying syntactic mechanism of focus intervention effects in 
Mandarin w/z-questions? 
The first question is answered in Chapter 3. I argue that the focus particles shi, zhi 
and zhiyou syntactically mark contrastive focus in Mandarin. Following E. Kiss 
(1998), I have used two diagnostics~the entailment test and the denial test~to 
investigate the semantic interpretations of the focused constituents marked by the 
focus particles shi, zhi and zhiyou. The results of the diagnostics have shown that shi, 
zhi and zhiyou mark contrastive focus. In terms of syntactic distribution, the focus 
particles are located either above vP or above IP. Following Tancredi (1990)，I have 
further shown that the focus particles must be associated with a focused constituent in 
their c-command domain. Based on Tsai's (2009b) cartographic approach to focus 
constructions, I have argued that the focus particles can be located either in the inner 
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FP between vP and IP or the outer FP in the left periphery. Moreover, I have proposed 
that the association between the focus particle and a focused constituent could be 
reduced to an Agree relation. The focus particle has an uninterpretable F-feature, 
which must enter into the Agree relation with the interpretable F-feature of a focused 
constituent, as shown in (2). 
(2) [ ... focus particle[_F] XP[+F]...] 
Agree 
The second question is answered in Chapter 4. My investigation has offered a new 
generalization of focus intervention effects in Mandarin w/z-questions, as shown in 
(3) . 
(3) Focus intervention effects in Mandarin w/z-questions occur iff an F-XP 
association intervenes between C[Q] and an in-situ wh-wovd. 
The corresponding configurations are given in (4a-b). 
(4) a. *[CP C[Q]…focus particle XP ... wh-Wwh-LA ...] 
b. *[cpi C[Q].. .focus particlel [CP2 .. .focus particle2 wh-N/wh-LA...]] 
The third question is answered in Chapter 5.1 have proposed that Mandarin C[Q] has 
an uninterpretable F-feature as well as an uninterpretable w/z-feature. According to the 
requirement of the Agree operation, the uninterpretable F-feature of C[Q] scans the 
c-command domain of C[Q] for another matching interpretable F-feature to agree with. 
In (4a-b) the interpretable F-feature of the focused constituent XP is closer to C[Q] 
than the wh-word. Due to the locality condition, the uninterpretable F-feature of C[Q] ‘ 
enters into the Agree relation with the XP rather than the w/z-word. As a result, the 
uninterpretable F-feature of C[Q] can be valued and deleted, but the uninterpretable 
W/?-feature of C[Q] cannot be valued and deleted, since the XP does not have an 
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interpretable w/z-feature. The process is shown in (5a-b). 
(5) a. *[CP C[Q][-wh,-F}... focus particle4^ 2SP[+F] . . . W/2-N/W/2-LA[+wh’+F]] 
I——Agree 
Agree 
b. *[cpi C[Q][.WH,-F4 ... focus particlel[.F] 2£P[+F] [CP2 ... 
Agree 
Agree 
focus particle2{^ W/2-N/VT^/2-LA[+WB + F ] . . . ] 
Agree 
In sum, focus intervention effects could be reduced to the locality condition. More 
specifically, the fact that the intervening F-XP association induces focus intervention 
effects is due to the locality condition imposed on the Agree operation, which requires 
C[Q] to enter into the Agree relation with the closest constituent with a matching 
feature. 
6.2 Contributions of the current study 
This study has provided a new generalization of focus intervention effects in 
Mandarin w/?-questions. I have investigated focus intervention effects in different 
types of w/z-questions, including w/z-questions with w/z-nominals, w/z-questions with 
w/z-adverbials, w/z-questions with F-XP associations and F-Wh associations，and 
w/z-questions with w/z-fronting. Based on the comprehensive investigation, this study 
has revealed that the focus intervener should be an F-XP association, i.e. when an 
F-XP association intervenes between C[Q] and an in-situ W/z-word, focus intervention 
effects appear. The generalization predicts that a focus particle does not necessarily 
result in focus intervention effects when it intervenes between C[Q] and a wh-word. If 
the focus particle is associated with the w/z-word, focus intervention effects do not 
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arise, as in (6). 
(6) [CP C[Q] ... focus particle wh-vjord ...] 
Moreover, I have shown that a wh-wovd can enter into an Agree relation with C[Q] 
even though it has entered into an Agree relation with a focus particle before. The 
relation between focus particles and wh-words has been ignored in previous studies 
(Soh 2005, Kim 2006, Yang 2008). 
In addition, it is proposed that the derivation of Mandarin w/z-questions involves not 
only w/z-feature but also F-feature. I have proposed that C[q] bears an uninterpretable 
wh-feature and an uninterpretable F-feature, and it must enter into the Agree relation 
with w/z-words with the matching interpretable w/z-feature and interpretable F-feature. 
In previous studies of Mandarin w/z-questions (Huang 1982a, Cheng 1991，Aoun & Li 
1993，Tsai 1994), F-feature is not taken into account. In contrast, many studies of 
w/z-questions in w/i-movement languages, such as Hungarian (Horvath 1986) and 
Italian (Rizzi 1997，1999)，argue that w/z-questions in these languages are derived by 
focus movement of w/z-words. My proposal indicates that F-feature is universally 
involved in the derivation of w/z-questions. 
6.3 Residual issues 
In Section 5.4.2 of Chapter 5,1 have presented two residual issues. The first one is 
whether multiple foci could be licensed in Mandarin. Empirically, multiple foci can be 
observed in Mandarin. Yang Gu (p.c.) suggests a theoretical explanation for multiple 
foci. She argues that one focus occurs in one phase of a derivation. The derivation of a 
sentence contains more than one phase, so there may be more than one focus. In 
addition, Candice Cheung (p.c.) observes that different types of focus can co-occur in 
one CP. According to Candice Cheung, the real restriction on multiple foci is that two 
foci marked by the same focus particles cannot co-occur in one CP. 
The second issue is why w/z-questions become ungrammatical if a w/z-word is 
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outside the c-command domain .of shi. When a wh-word is outside the c-command 
domain of shi, there is no intervener between C[Q] and the wh-word. As a result, focus 
intervention effects should not appear to rule out the w/z-questions, which is contrary 
to the fact. According to my observation, the ungrammaticality of these w/z-questions 
may be due to some unknown factors other than focus intervention effects. 
This section will discuss four other residual issues. The first one is related to Agree 
and the others involve LF. The issues deserve some attention and discussion. I will 
keep working on them in further studies. 
6.3.1 Individual feature matching vs. feature matrix matching 
This study has an implication for Agree: Agree computes individual features rather 
than feature matrixes. Consider the configuration in (5)，repeated below in (7). 
(7) * [ C P C [ Q ] [ . w h , - F } ' . . . focus particle-^ 2£P[+f] ... w/z-N/w/z-LA[+wh’+F]] 
I——Agree ~— 
Agree 
In (7)，the feature matrix of C[Q] is different from the focused constituent XP: the 
former contains an uninterpretable F-feature and an uninterpretable w/?-feature, while 
the latter contains only one interpretable F-feature. In other words, the feature matrix 
of the XP does not maximally match the feature matrix of C[Q]. However, C[Q] still 
enters into the Agree relation with the XP, which indicates that the Agree operation 
does not compute the w h o l e feature matrix. Furthermore, o n c e the A g r e e relation is 
established, at least one uninterpretable feature of the probe is valued and the other 
uninterpretable features cannot probe other goals. As shown in (7), the uninterpretable 
W/z-feature o f C[Q] does not further probe the W/z-words as its goal . 
Kim (2006) proposes a different mechanism for Agree: the feature matrix of a probe „ 
must maximally match that of a goal; otherwise, the uninterpretable features of the 
goal cannot be valued and deleted. As a result, in (7)，the Agree between C[Q] and the 
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XP cannot be operated. In Kim's analysis, an in-situ w/z-word bears an uninterpretable 
F-feature and an uninterpretable Q-feature, which motivate an Agree operation. When 
there is an F-Op introduced by a focus particle or a focused constituent intervening 
between C[q] and a w/2-word, the F-Op is closer to the w/z-word, hence blocking Agree 
between C[q] and the wh-word. Since F-Op with one interpretable F-feature does not 
maximally match the feature matrix of the w/z-word, F-Op does not enter into the 
Agree relation with the w/z-word. Consequently, the uninterpretable features of the 
w/2-word cannot be valued and deleted, as shown in (8). 
( 8 ) *[C[+Q，+F] . . . F - O P [ + F ] . . . W / M V O R D [ _ Q ’ . F ] . . . ] 
no Agree 
However, this is falsified by the fact that an intervening focus particle, if associated 
with the wh-word, does not trigger focus intervention effects (see the configuration in 
(6) in this chapter). The defect of Kim's analysis is that, if, on the one hand, maximal 
matching of features is a prerequisite for Agree, there should be no Agree between 
F-Op and the w/z-word and Agree between C[q] and the w/2-word should be justified. 
If, on the other hand, maximal matching of features is not a prerequisite for Agree, 
then the wh-wovd should Agree with the F-Op. 
However, the defect of Kim's analysis is neatly avoided in this study. Consider 
the configuration (47a) in Section 5.5 of Chapter 5，repeated below in (9). . 
(9) [CP ... focus particlefF} w/j-N/w/z-LA[+WH，+F]] 
Agree 
Agree 
What is worth noting in (9) is that the feature matrix of the w/z-word does not : 
maximally match that of the focus particle, but Agree can still be established between 
them. 
Moreover, Chomsky's (2001) analysis of English expletive sentences also indicates 
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that Agree computes individual features. Consider the following instance. 
(10) [ C P [ I P There[person]i [ I ’ InflH>^] [ v P is likely [w U to arrive a m a n [ + ( p ] ] ] ] ] ] 
In (10), Chomsky postulates that the expletive there has one person feature, which is 
an incomplete cp-feature. Infl, which bears uninterpretable cp-features including person, 
number and gender, enters into the Agree relation with the expletive. Then, the 
expletive is moved to Spec-IP to check the EPP-feature of Infl. Apparently, the feature 
matrix of the expletive is different from that of Infl. Despite that, Agree still holds 
between them because they have the matching person features. 
Chomsky (2001) argues that even though an uninterpretable feature of a probe is 
checked by Agree with a closer goal, another uninterpretable feature of the probe can 
enter into a further Agree relation with a remote goal. In (10)，since the (p-feature of 
the expletive is incomplete, the (p-features of Infl remain intact. Therefore, a further 
Agree relation can be established between Infl and a mari, as in (11). 
(11) [cp [ip There[person]i [I’ Infi[cp,EPP] [vP is likely [ip ti to arrive a man[+cp]]]]]] 
Agree 
Chomsky's further Agree does not correspond to my proposal. As discussed above, 
I have shown that once the Agree relation is established, at least one uninterpretable 
feature of the probe is valued and the other uninterpretable features cannot probe 
other goals. If the further Agree operation is applied to the configuration in (7), the 
configuration should not be ruled out. This is because the uninterpretable w/z-feature 
of C[Q] could further enter into the Agree relation with the w/z-word. This means that 
further Agree cannot account for focus intervention effects in Mandarin with the 
feature system I proposed. The contrast in well-formedness between (7) and (11) 
suggests that further Agree is necessary in (11) but it is blocked in (7). ‘ 
I speculate that the blocking of further Agree in (7) is due to value mismatch. 
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According to Pesetsky & Torrego (2004)，within Agree, an interpretable feature of a 
goal can share its value with an uninterpretable feature of a probe. On this view, in (7)， 
C[Q] enters into the Agree relation with the XP and then the interpretable F-feature of 
the XP shares its value [1] with the uninterpretable F-feature of C[q]. If C[q] further 
enters into the Agree relation with the wh-word, the interpretable w/z-feature of the 
w/z-word shares its value [2] with the uninterpretable w/z-feature of C[q]. As a result, 
C[Q] contains the F-feature with the value [1] and the w/z-feature with the value [2]. 
The presence of two different values in the feature matrix of C[q] may render it 
uninterpretable at LF or semantics, and consequently, the derivation crashes. In 
contrast, in (lO)-(ll), since the cp-feature of the expletive is incomplete, it may not 
share its value with the cp-features of Infl. When Infl enters into the Agree relation 
with a man, the cp-features of the latter shares the value with that of the former. There 
is no value mismatching. 
All in all, Agree is operated between a probe and a goal when they have matching 
individual features rather than matching feature matrixes. However, individual feature 
matching triggers a problem about the availability of further Agree, which will be left 
open for future studies. 
6.3.2 LF movement of contrastive focus 
In Section 3.3.4 of Chapter 3，Mandarin contrastive focus constructions do not 
involve any overt movement other than the fronting of zhiyou-object complex. Shi and 
zhi are merged into either the inner FP or the outer FP. They need not move at Narrow 
Syntax and only enter into the Agree relation with their focused constituents in their 
c-command domain, as in (12a-b). Zhiyou is adjoined to its focused constituent and 
enters into the Agree relation with it, as in (13a). When it is adjoined to a focused 
object, the z/w>0M-0bject complex is moved to the inner FP, as in (13b). : 
(12)a. [CP [FP shi/zhi [IP 2£P ...]]] 
b. [ C P [ I P [ F P shUzhi [ v P . " . . . ] ] ] 
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(13)a. [ zhiyou [ 肥 ] 
b. [ C P . . . Subject [zhiyou [XPIIi [vP[vpVti]]] 
Huang (1982b) notes that in-situ contrastive foci marked by shi cannot occur in 
islands, as evidenced by the ill-formedness of (14a-c), suggesting that in-situ 
contrastive foci marked by shi may be required to undergo LF movement to Spec-FP 
in the left periphery. 
(14)a. *Wo xihuan [shi Zhangsan mai de na zhi gou]. 
I like be Zhangsan buy DE that CI dog 
‘I like the dog that it is Zhangsan who bought it.， (Huang 1982b: 374) 
b. * [Zhangsan shi zuotian mai de na ben shu] hen hao. 
Zhangsan be yesterday buy DE that CI book very good 
'The book that it is yesterday that Zhangsan bought is very good.' 
(Huang 1982b: 374) 
c. * [Zhangsan shi mingtian lai] mei guanxi. 
Zhangsan be tomorrow come not matter 
'That it is tomorrow that Zhangsan comes does not matter.' 
(Huang 1982b: 374) 
However, contrastive foci marked by zhi and zhiyou can occur in islands, as shown 
in (15a-c). It seems that LF movement is not involved in these sentences. 
(15)a. Wo xihuan [zhiyou Zhangsan cai hui mai de na zhi gou]. 
I like only Zhangsan just will buy DE that CI dog 
'I like the dog that only Zhangsan will buy.' 
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b. [ Zhangsan zhi hui zai wanshang du de na ben shu] hen 
Zhangsan only will at evening read DE that CI book very 
hao. 
good 
'That book that Libai will read only in evening is very good.' 
c. (?)[Zhangsan zhiyou vitian bu lai] mei guanxi. 
Zhangsan only one day not come not matter 
‘That Zhangsan is absent only for one day does not matter.' 
Based on the contrast between (14) and (15), it seems that while LF movement may 
apply to the contrastive focus marked by shi, it does not apply to the contrastive focus 
marked by zhi or zhiyou. Whether LF movement always applies to contrastive focus 
in Mandarin is left open for future studies. 
6.3.3 Multiple w^/i-questions and LF unselective binding 
In Section 5.3.1 of Chapter 5,1 have explored the Agree operation between C[Q] and 
an in-situ w/z-nominal, an in-situ low w/z-adverbial or a high w/z-adverbial. I repeat the 
relevant Agree operations below in (16a-b). 
(16)a. [ C P C [ Q ] [ w h , F ] . . . w/2-N/w/2-LA[+wh.+F]] 
Agree 
b. [ C P [ C C[Q][ w h , F ] w / z - H A [ + w h , + F ] [ I P . . . ] ] ] 
Merge (Agree) 
This subsection discusses the Agree operation within a multiple w/z-question. 
In a multiple W/z-question, as in (17a)，C[Q] enters into the Agree relation with the 
closest w/2-word, as shown in (17b). 
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(17) a. Shei mai-le shenme ne? 
who buy-Asp what Q 
'Who bought what?' 
b . [C[Q][F，wh] . . . w /z -word l [+F ,+wh] . . . w /z -word2[+F ,+wh] ] 
Agree 
In (17b), the Agree operation between C[Q] and W/z-wordl can value all the 
uninterpretable features of QQJ. Since w/z-word2 has no uninterpretable feature, even 
though there is no Agree operation between C[Q] and W/?-word2, the derivation does 
not crash. 
Nevertheless, the analysis may lead to a wrong prediction in multiple w/z-questions 
with high w/2-adverbials. For instance, the multiple w/^-questions in (18a-b)，which 
involve a high w/2-adverbial and a w/z-nominal in each sentence, are ungrammatical. 
(18) a. *Zenme Libai mai-le shenme ne? 
how Libai buy-Asp what Q 
'How come Libai bought what?' 
b. *Weishenme Libai mai-le shenme ne? 
why Libai buy-Asp what Q 
'Why did Libai buy what?' 
According to my analysis, C[Q] enters into the Agree relation with the closest high 
W/z-adverbial. Then, the uninterpretable features of C[Q] are valued and deleted. As a 
result, the w/z-questions should be grammatical, which is contrary to the fact. 
In order to solve this problem, I adopt Tsai's (2008) analysis. According to Tsai, the — 
high w/i-adverbials in (18a-b) are merged into C[q] directly and they function as 
sentential operators at LF. In addition, as a variable, Tsai argues that the in-situ 
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w/z-nominal in (18a-b) must be bound by a Q-Op in C[q] at LF. As a result, the high 
w/z-adverbial competes with Q-Op at LF. The competition rules out the w/z-questions. 
My analysis corresponds to Tsai's (1994) non-movement analysis: Mandarin in-situ 
w/z-words do not undergo movement. In addition, although my analysis is related to 
the Agree operation at Narrow Syntax, which is different from Tsai's LF unselective 
binding analysis (see Section 1.3.1 of Chapter 1)，the former is not incompatible with 
the latter. My analysis does not argue against Tsai's proposal that Mandarin 
w/z-nominals and the low w/z-adverbials are variables. i At LF, as proposed by Tsai 
(1994，2008)，these w/z-words need to be bound by Q-Op. Thus, the ungrammaticality 
of (18a-b) is not due to the non-deletion of unintepretable features at Narrow Syntax 
but due to the competition between the high w/z-adverbial and Q-Op in C[q] at LF. 
1 In my proposal, Mandarin wh-words bear the w/?-feature, the definition for which is different 
from Pesetsky (2000) and Soh (2005). According to Pesetsky and Soh, the w/z-feature is a 
quantificational feature, which must undergo movement to C[Q]. However, I propose that the 
w/z-feature is inherent for a wh-word and does not possess quantificational force. Hence, although 
a wh-word bears the w/z-feature, it is not necessarily a quantifier. My proposal is supported by 
Tsai's (1994，1999a) analysis that in English the quantificational force of a w/z-word does not 
come from the w/z-feature but a null Q-Op merged to the wh-word in morphology. What's more, 
Dutch w/j-words also provide evidence for my proposal. As pointed out by Den Dikken (2003)， 
regardless of whether a Dutch wh-word is interpreted as an interrogative word or an indefinite, its 
morphological composition is invariant, as in (i). 
(i) a. Wat is er gebeurd? 
what is there happened 
'What happened?' (Den Dikken 2003: 79) 
b. Er is wat gebeurd. 
there is what happened 
'Something happened.' (Den Dikken 2003:79) • 
According to my proposal, the w/z-feature is inherent for a w/i-word. If it possesses 
quantificational force, Dutch wh-words could not be used as indefinites without any 
morphological change. Thus, if the wh-feature is inherent for a w/7-word, it cannot possess 
quantificational force. 
2 Audrey Li (p.c.) reminds me that multiple w/z-questions are more complex than what I have 
discussed. Homstein (1995) discusses an asymmetry in a multiple w/z-question involving a 
w/z-nominal and a w/2-adverbial. Consider the sentences in (ia-b). 
(i) a. Shei zenme(-yang) qu Xi'an ne? 
who how-manner go Xi'an Q 
'How did who go to Xi'an?' 
b. *Zenme(-yang) shei qu Xi'an ne? 
how-manner who go where Q 
'How did who go to Xi'an?' 
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However, as pointed out by James Huang (p.c.) and Candice Cheung (p.c.), it may 
be redundant if both Agree at Narrow Syntax and unselective binding at LF are used 
to analyze in-situ w/z-questions. According to my proposal (see Section 5.3.1 of 
Chapter 5), the Agree operation between C[Q] and an in-situ W/z-word can explain why 
there is no w/z-movement in Mandarin w/z-questions. In addition, Tsai's (1994) 
unselective binding also captures the same phenomenon. If Agree and unselective 
binding are both employed, the non-movement of Mandarin w/z-words can be 
explained both at Narrow Syntax and at LF. This seems to contradict the economy 
principle, which is one of the basic spirits of the Minimalist Program. 
I will not attempt to solve the problem about this theoretical redundancy since it is 
far beyond the scope of the thesis. To work out a definite answer, I have to look into 
more phenomena and theoretical issues. 
6.3.4 Focus intervention effects are not related to LF representations 
In previous studies, intervention effects are proposed to be related to LF 
.representations. Beck (1996) and Beck & Kim (1997)，as reviewed in Section 2.2 of 
Chapter 2, propose that intervention effects occur because the intervener blocks the 
LF movement of the in-situ w/i-word, as in (19). 
(19)*[cp w/z-wordi [IP ... intervener ... ti^^ . . . ]] 
In addition, Pesetsky (2000)，as reviewed in Section 2.3 of Chapter 2, proposes that 
The sentence is acceptable when the w/z-nominal precedes the w/z-adverbial, as in (ia). In contrast, 
the sentence becomes unacceptable when the w/z-adverbial precedes the w/z-nominal. The 
asymmetry between (ia) and (ib) cannot be captured by both my Agree operation at Narrow 
Syntax and Tsai's (2008) unselective binding at LF. According to my analysis, once C[Q] enters 
into an Agree relation with one of the two w/?-words in (ia-b), its uninterpretable features are 
valued and deleted. Consequently, the sentences in (ia-b) should be equally acceptable, which is 
contrary to the fact. In contrast, Tsai (2008) proposes that the interrogative interpretation of 
instrumental how in (ia-b) is derived by the unselective binding of Q-Op. Therefore, in (ia-b), both 
the w/z-nominal and the w/j-adverbial are unselectively bound by Q-Op. As a result, (ia) and (ib) 
are predicted to be equally acceptable, but (ib) is ill-formed. The asymmetry between (ia) and (ib) 
reveals that w/z-adverbials may have some particular properties, which I will investigate in future 
studies. 
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intervention effects are induced by the separation of a quantifier-like w/z-feature from 
its restriction by an intervener, as in (20). 
(20)*[cp wh\ [IP ... intervener ... [ti-restriction]] 
These proposals try to show that intervention effects result from illicit LF 
representations. However, according to my observation, Mandarin fronted 
w/z-questions argue against this attempt. 
In Section 4.4.3 of Chapter 4，I have shown that w/z-fronting contexts cancel out 
focus intervention effects in Mandarin w/z-questions, as in (21). 
(21) [CP C[Q] ...w/z-wordi ... focus particle XP ... ti ...] 
In the surface structure of (21), the F-XP association does not intervene between the 
fronted W/2-word and C[Q]. 
Constructions involving movement typically exhibit reconstruction effects. Two of 
the standard tests about reconstruction are related to Binding Conditions A and C. The 
first test involving Binding Condition A follows from the assumption that a preposed 
w/?-phrase has to be reconstructed to fulfill Binding Condition A, as demonstrated by 
the following Mandarin examples. 
(22) a. Libai 1 zai zheli mai-guo [na ben guanyu tazijii/*2 de shu] ne? 
Libai at here buy-Asp which CI about himself DE book Q 
'Which book about himself did Libai buy at this place?' 
b. [Na ben guanyu tazijii/*2 de shu], Libai 1 shi zai zheli mai-guo ne? 
which CI about himself DE book Libai be at here buy-Asp Q ‘ 
'Which is the book about himself x such that it is at this place that Libai 
bought X?' 
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(23) a. Libai 1 hui zai zheli . mai [tazijii/*2 zai shenme shihou xie de 
Libai will at here buy himself at what time write DE 
shu] ne? 
book Q 
'What is the time x such that at this place Libai will buy the book that is 
written by himself at x?' 
b. [Tazijii/*2 zai shenme shihou xie de shu], Libaii zhi hui zai zheli 
himself at what time write DE book Libai only will at here 
mai ne? 
buy Q 
'What is time x such that only at this place Libai will buy the book that is 
written by himself at x?' 
(24) a. Libai 1 min^ian hui mai [tazijii/*2 xie de shenme shu] ne? 
Libai tomorrow will buy himself write DE what book Q 
'What (kind of) books written by himself will Libai buy tomorrow?' 
b. [Tazijii/*2 xie de shenme shu], Libaii zhiyou mingtian cai hui mai 
himself write DE what book Libai only tomorrow just will buy 
ne? 
Q 
'What (kind of) books written by himself, only tomorrow will Libai buy?' 
The examples in (22a), (23a) and (24a) establish that Binding Condition A is operative 
in Mandarin under c-command. The subject Libai binds the reflexive taziji in the 
in-situ w/z-phrases, so taziji cannot refer to another person. The examples in (22b), 
(23b) and (24b) show that reconstruction effects are observed when the w/z-phrases „ 
are fronted. The proper names in the subject position can serve as the antecedents of 
the reflexive taziji in the fronted w/z-phrases. To fulfill Binding Condition A, the 
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fronted w/z-phrases must be reconstructed to their base-generated position at LF. 
Turning to the test involving Binding Condition C, (25a), (26a) and (27a) establish 
that Binding Condition C is operative, as evidenced by the fact that the c-commanding 
pronouns cannot be co-indexed with the proper names within the in-situ w/z-phrases. 
(25b), (26b) and (27b) show that Binding Condition C also holds in fronted 
w/z-questions: the pronoun cannot be co-indexed with the proper name in the fronted 
w/z-phrase. 
(25) a. Ta*i/2 mai-le [na ben Libaii xie de shu] ne? 
he buy-Asp which CI Libai write DE book Q 
'Which book written by Libai did he buy?' 
b. ？[Na ben Libaii xie de shu], shi ta*\/2 mai-le ne? 
which CI Libai write DE book be he buy-Asp Q 
'Which is the book x such that it is him who bought x that is written by 
Libai?' 
(26)a. Ta*i/2 xihuan kan [Libaii xie de shenme shi] ne? 
he like read Libai write DE what poem Q 
'What poems written by Libai did he like to read?' 
b. [Libaii xie de shenme shi], zhiyou ta*i/2 xihuan kan ne? 
Libai write DE what poem only he like read Q 
'What is the poem x such that only he liked to read x that is written by 
Libai?' 
(27) a. Ta*i/2 zai zheli mai-le [ Libaii zai shenme shihou xie de shu] ne? ‘ 
he at here buy-Asp Libai at what time write DE book Q 
'What is the time x such that at this place he bought the book that Libai wrote 
atx?’ 
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b. [Libaii zai shenme shihou xie de shu], ta*m zhiyou zai zheli cai 
Libai at what time write DE book he only at here just 
hui mai ne?^ 
will buy Q 
'What is the time x such that only at this place will he buy the book that 
Libai wrote at x?' 
The fact that the proper names in the fronted w/z-phrases cannot be co-indexed with 
the pronoun in (25b), (26b) and (27b) further corroborates that reconstruction is 
operative in the fronted w/z-questions. 
If focus intervention effects are related to LF representations, the reconstruction of 
the fronted w/2-phrases should result in the re-appearance of focus intervention effects 
in LF representations. In the (b) sentences of (22)-(27), after reconstruction, the F-XP 
associations intervene between the reconstructed W/z-phrases and C[Q] in the LF 
representations. In other words, the LF representations of (22b), (23b) and (24b) 
should be the same as the sentences in (28a-c) respectively; the LF representations of 
(25b), (26b) and (27b) should be the same as the sentences in (29a-c) respectively/ 
3 Audrey Li (p.c.) offers a counterexample, as in (i). 
(i) [ Ni song gei Libaii de shenme shu], tai/2 zhiyou zai zheli cai hui na ne? 
you give to Libai DE what book he only at here just will take Q 
'What is the book x such that only at this place will he take x that you give to Libai?' 
In (i)，the pronoun in the subject position can be co-indexed with the proper name in the fronted 
w/7-phrase. The proper name in (i) occurs as an indirect object, while the proper name in (27b) is 
located in the subject position. The syntactic position of the former is more embedded than the 
latter. I suspect that the acceptability of the co-indexation between the proper name and the 
pronoun in (i) may be related to embedding, which is a complex issue and will be left open for 
future studies. 
4 Theoretically speaking, it is possible to avoid the re-appearance of focus intervention effects 
after reconstruction. Chomsky (1995) and Homstein (1995) propose that the interpretation of a 
chain created by w/j-movement is subject to the Preference Principle, i.e. the restriction of a 
wA-phrase is reconstructed to the base-generated A-position, leaving the w/j-word in A'-position. 
Therefore, the LF representation of the w/?-question in (ia) should be (ib). 
(i) a. Which instrument did Mozart prefer? 
b. [which X] did Mozart prefer [x instrument] 
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(28) a. * Libai 1 shi zai zheli mai-guo [na ben guanyu tazijii/*2 de shu] 
Libai be at here buy-Asp which CI about himself DE book 
ne? 
Q 
'Which is X，X is a book about himself, such that it is at this place that 
Libai bought x?， 
b. */?? Libai 1 zhi hui zai zheli mai [tazijii/*2 zai shenme shihou xie de 
Libai only will at here buy himself at what time write EE 
shu] ne? 
book Q 
'What is the time x such that only at this place will Libai buy the book 
that is written by himself at x?' 
c. */??Libaii zhiyou mingtian cai hui mai [tazijii/*2 xie de 
Libai only yesterday just will buy himself write DE 
shenme shu] ne? 
what book Q 
'What is X，X is a book written by himself, only yesterday will Libai buy 
Following the Preference Principle, the w/2-word of the fronted w//-phrases in the (b) sentences of 
(22)-(27) should be left in an A'-position and only its restriction is reconstructed to the 
base-generated position. Take (22b), repeated as (ii) below, as an example. 
(ii) [ Na x] Libaii shi zai zheli mai-guo [guanyu tazijii/»2 de shu x] 
which Libai be at here buy-Asp about himself DE book 
In (ii), the F - X P association does not intervene between the W/Z-feature and C[Q�. Hence, there is no 
focus intervention effect in the LF representation. In addition, the restriction is interpreted in 
A-position, so Binding Condition A is fulfilled. 
However, I argue that the Preference Principle may not be applicable to Mandarin w/z-phrases.-
As for the w/z-question in (i), the w/z-word is a quantifier in English and must be interpreted in 
A'-position, so it cannot be reconstructed to the base-generated position. In contrast, in the (b) 
sentences of (22)-(27), according to Tsai (1994), Mandarin w/2-phrases do not have 
quantificational force. Therefore, they are not left in the A'-position. This means that all the 
elements of Mandarin fronted w/z-phrases may be reconstructed at LF. The chain created by 
w/2-fronting in (22b) does not have an LF representation like (ii). 
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(29) a. *Shi ta*i/2 mai-le [na ben Libaii xie de shu] ne? 
be he buy-Asp which CI Libai write DE book Q 
'Which is the book x such that it is him who bought x'that is written by 
Libai?' 
b. */?? Zhiyou to*i/2xihuan kai [Libaii xie de shenme shi] ne? 
only he like read Libai write DE what poem Q 
'What is the poem x such that only he liked to read x that is written by 
Libai?' 
c. */??Ta*i/2 zhiyou zai zheli cai hui mai [ Libaii zai shenme shihou 
he only at here just will buy Libai at what time 
xie de shu] ne? 
write DE book Q 
'What is the time x such that only at this place will he buy the book that 
Libai wrote at x?. 
The sentences in (28)-(29) show focus intervention effects. Assuming that 
reconstruction takes place at LF, they have the same LF representations as the (b) 
sentences in (22)-(27). Suppose that focus intervention effects are related to LF 
representations. The (b) sentences in (22)-(27) should be ill-formed like (28)-(29). 
However, the fact that the former ones are grammatical but the latter are not shows 
that focus intervention effects are not related to LF representations. On this view, the 
proposal about LF representations cannot provide an adequate account for focus 
intervention effects. 
In Section 5.3 of Chapter 5, I have provided a syntactic analysis for focus 
intervention effects, which does not predict that the reconstruction of the fronted 
wh-word leads to the occurrence of focus intervention effects at LF. According to my 
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analysis, the focus intervention effect is induced by the Agree relation between C[Q] 
and the intervening focused constituent, which does not value and delete the 
uninterpretable w/z-feature of C[q]. The Agree operation applies at Narrow Syntax 
rather than LF. It follows that focus intervention effects should not be related to LF 
representations. 
The configuration in (21) is grammatical because the uninterpretable features are 
valued and deleted at Narrow Syntax, as shown in (30). 
( 3 0 ) [ c p C[Q][�vh，f] .•. w/j-wordi[+wh’ +f] ... focus particle^FJ X P [ + f ] . . . t i … ] 
I Agree Agree — • 
Even if the fronted wh-word in (30) is reconstructed to its base-generated position at 
LF, there is no uninterpretable feature. Therefore, the focus intervention effect does 
not re-occur. 
However, as pointed out by Candice Cheung (p.c.), if focus intervention effects are 
only related to the representations at Narrow Syntax, focus intervention effects should 
be detected in the base-generated representation of (21), i.e. the representation before 
w/z-fronting, as shown in (31). 
(31)[CP C[Q] ... focus particle XP ... w/z-wordi...] 
In (31), the F-XP association intervenes between C[Q] and an in-situ wh-word. 
According to my generalization, focus intervention effects should appear. This means 
that the configuration should have been ruled out by focus intervention effects before 
w/z-fronting. Since the base-generated representation of the configuration in (21), as in 
(31), is ungrammatical, (21) should also be ill-formed, which is contrary to the fact. 
I suggest that this problem might be solved by the derivational approach to syntax,‘ 
according to which syntactic operations are applied in the course of the derivation. On 
this view, C[Q] may not be selected by the Computation System when W/i-fronting 
applies, i.e. C[Q] is not present in the derivation when a W/z-word is fronted. Following 
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Cheung's (2008) study, w/z-fronting m a y be an instance o f focalization. The w/?-words 
m a y be fronted to the Specif ier o f FP. In the cartographic structure (Rizzi 1997, 1999, 
Tsai 2008) , C[Q] can be higher than F. Hence, in the course o f the syntactic derivation, 
C[Q] m a y be merged later than F. A s for the configuration in (21)，when F is merged, it 
attracts the W/Z-word immediately, i.e. it motivates W/z-fronting. At this stage, C[Q] has 
not appeared in the derivation yet. The process is shown in (32a-b). 
(32)a. [IP …focus particle2CP ... wh-wovd...] 
b. [FP w/MVordi [F F [IP ... focus p a r t i c l e . . . t卜"]]] 
In (32a-b), there is no C[Q], SO the Agree operation between C[Q] and the W/z-word is 
not motivated. Consequently, no focus intervention ef fect appears at either (32a) or 
(32b). Finally, w h e n C[Q] is merged，it enters into the Agree relation with the fronted 
W/2-word, which is located closer to C[Q] than the focused constituent XP. 
In sum, m y study indicates that focus intervention effects are not related to LF 
representations. However , m y study only investigates focus intervention ef fects in 
Mandarin and only discusses the phenomena about reconstruction. More data from 
other languages and more related phenomena need to be investigated in future studies 
in order to provide a more sol id account for reconstruction. 
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